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Being elected as a chairman of the Cambodia Constructors Association (CCA) by construction 
enterprises in Cambodia under the initiative by the Ministry of Land Management Urban 
Planning and Construction, I’m, on behalf of CCA, highly delighted to lead to the path of 
growth and high quality for the outlook of Cambodia’s construction sector.

With the dynamic of construction acceleration in the ASEAN region, Cambodia has embarked 
on journey of preparedness and foresight on Cambodia’s construction sector for ASEAN’s inte-
gration in 2015. Therefore, CCA was established at the end of 2011 to thrust Cambodia’s con-
struction and intends to serve the interests of the construction investors and the constructors.

CCA is the non-profit association which complies with the law of the Kingdom of Cambodia. 
To provide benefits for the construction investors and Cambodia’s constructors, CCA has set-
tled down three visions: (1) to transform the national construction industry into an industry 
of confidence, productivity, accountability and competitiveness both in domestic and inter-
national markets; (2) to enable all members of CCA to become the constructors of high stan-
dards and international ranking; and (3) to provide CCA with the role as an organization which 
helps coordinate the relations between the Royal Government and the private construction 
sector in the interests of the construction industry.

Partly raising the public’s awareness in the construction sector, CCA recently supports in the 
launching of a magazine called “Construction & Property Magazine” which serves as a tool 
to disseminate information and messages relate to construction situation to the public. It 
also benefits in another way by letting the foreign investors to gain deeper insights on the 
nation’s construction sector.

Lastly, I believe that the CCA existence will serve as a driving force to support policies made 
by the Royal Government of Cambodia as contribution to the national development with the 
local, ASEAN and international partner construction companies.
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The Construction and Property sectors have played very crucial roles in contribution to 
the Cambodia’s socio-economic developments, especially when the sectors are recovering 
steadily last year from the depth that it experienced in the 2009’s global economic crisis.

Over this recovery years, the construction and property industries together have made a 
strong recovery and are stepping up in the cities as well as at the highly industrial sub-
urbs and provinces, mainly contributed by the residential projects, high-rise buildings and 
new urbanized town projects to meet the growing demands.

Such healthy growths in the two sectors have been dedicated to the sound economic and 
political stability, traders’ growing confidence over the market, and the stronger foreign 
investment in-flow not only in the property sector but also in other fields, especially when 
Japanese investors are joining the arena now.

Responding to these opportunities, I am extremely delighted to publish the “Construction 
& Property Magazine” under the strong supports by the Cambodia Constructors 
Association (CCA) aiming to promote and publicize the kingdom’s construction and 
Property industries to the world.

The Construction & Property Magazine features four main sections, consisting of great 
topics, empowering messages, and useful information and data over the two sectors. 
The first section discusses the overall views on the construction situation such as the 
new and on-going projects, and its impacts as part of the nation’s economic growth. The 
second section highlights the general information and activities made by the Cambodia 
Constructors Association which claims to help uplift and accelerate the construction field. 
Moving to the third part, the magazine also observes and visions the trends of the con-
struction and real estate industries to where it is heading to anchor in the future. Lastly, 
the magazine’s final part offers the resourceful directories of various construction and 
property’s firms and services through classified pages which can match readers to their 
preferred services or potential business partners.

All in all, I strongly believe that the “Construction and Property Magazine” in which you 
are reading, will serve as a catalyst to prosper the Cambodia’s construction and property’s 
industries as it roles as the conceptual path to drag more foreign investors, business peo-
ple toward the kingdom, through the information, messages, and knowledge publicized in 
the magazine. Touching on this magazine, you will broadly know and be informed about 
the situation of the construction and Property in Cambodia.
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EYESIGHT OF CITY
Housing construction of the Phnom Penh city on the land of 678.46 

square kilometer expanses from year to year resulting from the popu-
lation growth and the increase of migrant workers from the provinces. 
Phnom Penh consists of 9 districts with around 2 million populations.

(Photography by Ev Pheng)



COMMERCIAL SKY-LINK
Olympia City's commercial center materializes with

hundred branched shops, shining as a great potential
business for modern lifestyle. 
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Olympia City
to Emerge in 2017
Olympia City will be a modernized zone to be ready at similar time of the 
Diamond Island’s Riviera which is expected to inaugurate in 2017.

A high-end complex with 
hotel, restaurants, apart-
ments, shop-houses, and 
shopping center stretches 
on 3.9 hectares of landmass 

north of the National Olympic Stadium is 
forecasted to complete in 2017. Project 
started in 2012 after the government 
agreed in mid of 2011. 

After the project completes, its outcome 
will be believed to help uplift the city’s 
beauty and citizen’s life style— luxurious 
living style, shopping experiences, com-
mercial activities, and so on.

The US$250 million plan was devel-
oped by Overseas Cambodia Investment 
Corporation (OCIC) and designed by A7 
Corp, under Canadia Bank’s finance. 

“Despite, we are now working mostly on 
the foundation works such as drilling on 
the 20-floor apartment building. Based on 
my estimate, the complex may be complet-
ed in 2017 or 2018,” said Nguon Hunrith, 
an Olympia City’ Construction Manager, 

adding that, “We don’t even finalize the 
whole project design yet, as more devel-
opment ideas are adding into the plan, 
and OCIC has reserved up to 11.5 hectares 
for future development there.”

This massive city project features 13 sky-
scrapers including a 55-storey skyscraper, 
two 36-storey buildings, five 20-storey 
buildings and five 15-storey buildings, as 
well as a modern super-market. The com-
plex will feature an Olympic Plaza (shop-
ping center), commercial facilities and 
shop-houses, apartment, business center 
& skylink, Water Treatment Park and a 
500-rooms hotel. It can park 2,844 cars.

The massive Olympia comprises with the 
shop-house (flat) which is designed for 
commercial and living purpose that cli-
ents can do commercial activities at the 
1st and 2nd floor and dwell in the 3rd and 
4th floor. Therefore, this shop-house will 
be built to connect with the apartment; 
as flat rise from the ground to the fourth 
floor while leaving the fifth's blank,  and 
apartment will consecutively rise from the 

6th floor up to the 20th floor.  

The project will be built in three stages 
before constructing the 500-room hotel, 
which is the tallest skyscraper on the last 
stage, according to Hunrith.

Phase 1 which starts from 2012 to 2014 
to deal with the surface works and build 
three 20-storey apartments. Phase 2 starts 
from 2014-2016 to build some other 
medium high buildings, and from 2016 
probably to 2017 or 2018 the company 
will build the 55-floor hotel along with 
the super market for phase 3.

Developer has set high expectation from 
this project, believing it will be one among 
the most luxurious cities in the kingdom, 
and can be comparable to luxurious resi-
dential and commercial compound in the 
neighbors.

“People usually see luxurious cites at 
other countries such as in Thailand, and 
they only know some luxurious markets 
in Phnom Penh, but the Olympia City will 
introduce them the most high-end city 

complex just near them,” Hunrith said. 

On the property sale, anyway, among the 
total 116 shop-houses located in four 
floors was reported to mostly sell out only 
two days after the grand sale opened in 
August last year, while construction didn’t 
start yet. 

“Only two days after the grand sale opened 
in August last year, almost 100 units were 
immediately purchased, and only five units 
left until now,” said Duong Kakada of the 
Project’s Sale Department. “It becomes 
normal that most of our [OCIC] projects 
are sold out while it isn’t built yet, because 
we choose the best location and custom-
ers trust us.”

The price for shop-houses rates 
from US$448,500 at the minimum to 
US$2,845,148 at the maximum, Kakada 
said.

Number of apartment units and its price 
weren't  revealed yet by the time that the 
magazine went to the press, but Kakada 
predicts the price would be cheaper than 

the flats as company targets middle-class 
customers. Sale will start from this year, 
and many expect that it will be sold out 
immediately if price will be more afford-
able.

The rental rate for commercial space 
hasn’t been released in this stage yet 
as well. Besides the properties for sale, 
Olympia City also reserves land for sale 
to customers who want to develop their 
own building with the price starting from 
US$3,500/ sqm.

However, unlike other OCIC projects that 
customers will receive ownership on the 
purchased property, Olympia City’s cus-
tomers can live in the property for only 
90 years of ownership, then return it to 
the government, according to the sale 
department. 

According to Kim Heang, CEO of Khmer 
Real Estate Company, the Olympia City 
habituates at the number 1 area where 
average land price values from $2,500/m² 
to $3,500/m² for the freehold land.

Kim welcomes the property development, 
but warns that the excessive supply over 
demand may hurt the future property mar-
ket as price drops.

“With many development projects, espe-
cially on residential buildings ‘borei’ and 
apartments, it can be a big problem in the 
future when supply will exceed demand,” 
he said.

Amid this good news, a rumor raised 
that Olympia City may submerge the 
Iconic Olympic stadium complex that was 
designed by Cambodian legendary archi-
tect Van Molyvann. But OCIC site engineer 
Meng Chamroeun confirmed last year that 
the company would not cause any damage 
to Cambodian sporting heritage, saying 
that OCIC interested only in enhancing the 
"beauty of the stadium." 

He, however, couldn't promise other com-
panies would attempt to develop the site 
in the future.
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គមបរោងសាងសង់ដ៏អសា្ចារចាយដដលរួម 
រោនសណ្ចាគារ អាផាតមិន មោជ- 
នីយដ្ចាន និងហាងលក់ទំនិញ 

ដដលលាតសន្ធឹងមលើផ្ទៃដី ៣.៩ហិកតា ដ្នែក
ខាងមជើងផនពហុកីឡដ្ចានជាតិអូឡាំពិក 
បតរូវបានរំពធឹងទុកថានធឹង្រញ្ច្រ់មៅឆ្ចាំ២០១៧។
គមបរោងមនះបានចា្រ់ម្ដើមសាងសង់មៅកនែនុង
ឆ្ចាំ២០១២ ្រន្ចា្រ់ពីរដ្ចាភិបាលបានចុះកិច្ច-
បពមមបពៀងអនុញ្ចាតឲសាងសង់មៅពាក់ 
កណ្ចាលឆ្ចាំ២០១១។
 ្រន្ចា្រ់ពីគមបរោងមនះបតរូវបាន្រញ្ច្រ់ 
លទ្្ល រ្រស់វាបតរូវបានមជឿជាក់ថានធឹង 

ជួយមលើកកម្ពស់មសាភ័ណោពទីបកុងជាមួយ
នធឹងការរស់មៅដ៏ល្អប្រណិត ្រទពិមសាធន៍ 
ទិញទំនិញ និងសកម្មោពពាណិជ្ជកម្ម 
ម្ចាេងៗមទៀត...។ល។ គមបរោងអភិវឌចាឍន៍ 
ដដលមបគាងចំណយថវិកាអស់ប្ររោណ 
២៥០លានដុលា្ចារអាមមរិកមនះ បានសាង-
សងមឡ ើងមដយបកមុហ៊នុ អូសុីអាយសុី
(OCIC) និងសិកចាសា្រ្លង់មដយបកុមហ៊ុន A7   

Corp ជាមួយប្រភពទុនហិរញ្ញប្រទានពី 
ធនគារកាណឌីយ៉ចា។
 មលាក ងួន ហ៊ុនរិទ្ អនែកបគ្់របគង់ 
ការសាងសង់គមបរោងអភិវឌចាឍន៍អូឡាំពចាយា
សុីធីបាននិយយថា "ថ្ីម្រើពួកមយើងកំពុង
មធ្ើការមលើដ្នែកបគធឹះអគារដូចជាការខួងបគធឹះ
អគារអាផាតមិនកម្ពស់២០ជាន់ក៏មដយ 
តាមការសមងកេតមមើលរ្រស់ខ្នុំ ម�ើញថា
គមបរោងមនះនធឹងអាចរួចរាល់មៅកនែនុងឆ្ចាំ
២០១៧ ឬ២០១៨ "។ មលាកបាន្រន្ត
មទៀតថា "មយើងមិនទាន់បានសមបមចមលើ

្រ្លង់មមទាំងមូលមៅមឡើយមទ មដយសារដត 
មៅរោនគំនិតរចនម្ចាេងៗជាមបចើនបតរូវបាន
្រញ្ចចូលកនែនុងគមបរោងមនះជា្រន្ត្រន្ចា្រ់មហើយ
បកុមហ៊ុន អូសុីអាយសុី បានមបតៀមទុកដីរហូត
ដល់១១.៥ហិកតាមៅទីមនះសបរោ្រ់ការ 
អភិវឌចាឍន៍មៅមពលអនគត"។
 គមបរោងទីបកុងដ៏ធំមនះរួមរោនអគារ
ខ្ពស់ៗចំនួន១៣ កនែនុងមនះរួមរោនអគារកម្ពស់
៥៥ជាន់ចំនួន១, អគារកម្ពស់៣៦ជាន់ចំនួន
២, អគារ២០ជាន់ចំនួន៥, និងអគារ១៥ជាន់
ចំនួន ៥ រួមទាំង ច្ាសារទំមនើ្រមួយ្ងដដរ។ 
គមបរោងអគារជាមបចើនមនះនធឹងរួមរោនអូឡាំ-
ពិកផា្ចាហចាសា (មជចាឈមណ្ឌលទិញលក់ទំនិញ)
លំមៅសា្ចានដដលអាចលក់ទំនិញមៅជាន់ 
មបកាម (Shop-house), អាផាតមិន, មជចាឈ-
មណ្ឌលពាណិជ្ជកម្ម និងសា្ចាយលីង (Sky-

link) សួនទធឹក (Water Treatment Park) 

និងសណ្ចាគារដដលរោន៥០០្រនទៃ្រ់។ 
ជាមួយនធឹងចំណត់រថយន្តចំនួន ២,៨៤៤
មបគឿង។
 ការអភិវឌចាឍន៍គមបរោងអូឡាំពចាយាសុីធី
ដ៏ធំមនះរួម្រញ្ចចូលនូវលំមៅសា្ចានដដលអាច
លក់ឥវា៉ចាន់មៅជាន់មបកាម(្ទៃះដល្ង) ដដល
បតរូវបានរចនម៉ូតសបរោ្រ់មគាល្រំណងរស់
មៅ និងការមធ្ើពាណិជ្ជកម្មដដលអតិថិជន
អាចមធ្ើជំនួញមៅជាន់ទី១ និងទី២ និងរស់
មៅកនែនុងជាន់ទី៣ និងទី៤។ មិនដត្រ៉ុមណណចាះ
លំមៅសា្ចានប្រមភទមនះនធឹងបតរូវសាងសង់
ោ្ចា្រ់មៅនធឹងអាផាតមិន ដដលរោនន័យថា
្ទៃះដល្ងនធឹងសាងសង់ពីដីរហូតដល់ជាន់ទី
៤ មហើយអាផាតមិននធឹងបតរូវសាងសង់្រន្តពី

សំណង់អគារអូឡាំពចាយា សុីធី ដដលជាតំ្រន់ទំមនើ្រកម្មថ្មីមួយមទៀតមៅទីបកុងភនែំមពញ
បតរូវបានពចាយាករណ៍ថានធឹង្រញ្ច្រ់ដំណលគា្ចានធឹងអគាររីមវីរា៉ចាមៅមលើមកាះមពបជកនែនុងឆ្ចាំ២០១៧។

អឡូាំព្យា ស៊ីធ ី(Olympia City) 
នឹងលេចជារបូរាងលៅក្៊ងឆ្្ំ ២០១៧
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ជាន់ទី៦ដល់ជាន់ទី២០។
 ការសាងសង់គមបរោងមនះបតរូវបាន
ដចកមចញជា៣ដំណក់កាល មុននធឹងសាង-
សង់សណ្ចាគារដដលរោនចំនួន៥០០្រនទៃ្រ់ 
និងជាអគារខ្ពស់ជាងមគមៅកនែនុងដំណក់កាល
សាងសង់ចុង មបកាយ។ មនះម្រើមយងតាម
សមដីរ្រស់មលាកហ៊ុនរិទ្។
 ដំណក់កាលទី១ ចា្រ់ម្្តើមពីឆ្ចាំ
២០១២ដល់ឆ្ចាំ២០១៤ នធឹងមផាតចាតមលើការ
សា្ចា្រនបគធឹះសំណង់ទាំងមូល រួម្ចាេំនធឹងការ
សាងសង់អគារអាផាតមិនកម្ពស់២០ជាន់
ចំនួន៣។ ដំណក់កាលទី២ នធឹងចា្រ់ម្្តើម
ពីឆ្ចាំ២០១៤ ដល់ឆ្ចាំ២០១៦ នធឹងមធ្ើការ
សាងសង់អគារកម្ពស់ មធចាយមដផទមទៀត។ 
ដំណក់កាលចុងមបកាយ ចា្រ់ម្្តើមពីចមន្ចាះ
ឆ្ចាំ២០១៦ រហូតដល់ ឆ្ចាំ២០១៧ឬ២០១៨ 
នធឹងមធ្ើការសាងសង់សណ្ចាគារកម្ពស់៥៥
ជាន់ និង្ចាសារទំមនើ្រ។ អនែកអភិវឌចាឍន៍គមបរោង
មនះរោនការរំពធឹងទុកខ្ពស់មដយមជឿជាក់ថា
វានធឹងកា្ចាយជាសង្ចាត់មួយមៅកនែនុងចំមណម
សង្ចាត់ដ៏ម�ើតឆយកនែនុងបពះរាជាណចបក

កម្ពនុជា ដដលអាចមប្រៀ្រមធៀ្រជាមួយនធឹង
សង្ចាត់  លំមៅសា្ចាន និងពាណិជ្ជកម្មប្រណិតៗ
ជាមួយប្រមទសជិតខាង្ងដដរ។ 
 មលាកហ៊ុនរិទ្ បាននិយយថា "ប្រជា-
ពលរដ្ឋធ្ចា្រ់ដតម�ើញទីកដន្លងដដលប្រណិត
ម�ើតឆយមៅតាម្រណ្ចាលប្រមទសនន
ដូចជា ប្រមទសផថជាមដើម មហើយពួកមគបគាន់
ដតសា្ចាល់ ្ ចាសារទំមនើ្រខ្លះៗមៅកនែនុងរាជធនី 
ភនែំមពញដត្រ៉ុមណណចាះ។ ដតគមបរោងអូឡាំពចាយាសុីធី
មនះនធឹង្រង្ចាញពួកមគឱចាយសា្ចាល់ពីសង្ចាត់ដ៏
ទំមនើ្រមួយដដលស្ិតមៅជិតពួកមគផា្ចាល"់។
 មដយដឡក ការទិញលក់អចលន-
បទពចាយកនែនុងគមបរោងមនះវិញកនែនុងចំមណមលំមៅ
សា្ចានសរុ្រចំនួន១១៦ដល្ង (មួយដល្ង
រោន៤ជាន់) បតរូវបានលក់មសទៃើរអស់បតធឹមដត
រយៈមពល២ផថងៃ្រ៉ុមណណចាះ ្រន្ចា្រ់ពីការម្រើកលក់
ជា្្លចូវការកនែនុងដខសីហាកាលឆ្ចាំមុន ខណៈ
មពលដដលការសាងសង់ពុំទាន់ចា្រ់ម្ដើម
មៅមឡើយ។ 
 កញ្ចា ឌួង កកកេដ ្រុគ្គលិកដ្នែកលក់
រ្រស់គមបរោងមនះបាននិយយថា "បតធឹមដត

២ផថងៃ ្រន្ចា្រ់ពីការម្រើកលក់ជា្្លចូវការផន
គមបរោងមនះមៅកនែនុងដខសីហាកាលពីឆ្ចាំមុន
លំមៅសា្ចានចំនួន១០០ដល្ងបតរូវបានទិញ
ោ្ចាមៗ មហើយមៅសល់ដត៥ដល្ងដត្រ៉ុមណណចាះ
ដដលមៅសល់មកដល់មពលមនះ"។ កញ្ចា
បាន្រន្តមទៀតថា "វាបានកា្ចាយជាមរឿងធម្មតា
មៅមហើយ ដដលោគមបចើនផនអចលនបទព្
យកនែនុងគមបរោងរ្រស់បកុមហ៊ុនអូសុីអាយសុី 
(OCIC) បតរូវបានលក់អស់កនែនុងមពលដដល
គមបរោងពុំទាន់បានសាងសង់មៅមឡើយ។ 
មនះមដយសារដតមយើងបានមបជើសមរីសទី-
តាំងបានល្អ មហើយអតិថិជនរោនទំនុកចិត្ត
មលើមយើង"។
 អបតាតផម្ល្ទៃះដល្ងដដលទា្រ្រំ្ុតគឺ
៤៤៨,៥០០ដុលា្ចារអាមមរិក និងខ្ពស់្រំ្ុត
ដល់២,៨៤៥,១៤៨ដុលា្ចារអាមមរិក។ មនះ
ម្រើតាមសម្តីកញ្ចាកកកេដ។ 
 បកុមហ៊ុនមិនទាន់្រមងហើ្របបា្រ់ពីចំនួន
អាផាតមិនសរុ្រ និងតផម្លលក់រ្រស់វាដល់
ទសចាេនវដ្តីជាព័ត៌រោនមឡើយមទ។ ្រ៉ុដន្តកញ្ចា
កកកេដបានរំពធឹងទុកថាតផម្ល្រនទៃ្រ់អាផាតមិន 

នធឹងទា្រជាងតផម្ល្ទៃះដល្ងមដយសារដត
បកុមហ៊ុនមផាតចាតជាសំខាន់មលើអតិថិជនដដល
រោនជីវោពមធចាយម។
 ការលក់អចលនបទពចាយកនែនុងអាផាត
មិននធឹងចា្រ់ម្ដើមមៅឆ្ចាំមនះ មហើយរោន មនុសចាេ
 ជា មបចើនរំពធឹងទុកថាវានធឹងអាចលក់អស់ោ្ចាមៗ
ប្រសិនម្រើតផម្លអាផាតមិនកាន់ដតសមរមចាយ
នធឹងអាចទទួលយកបានពីអតិថិជនោគមបចើន។
រីឯអបតាតផម្លជួលការិយល័យពាណិជ្ជកម្ម
ដដលរោនកនែនុងគមបរោងមនះ ក៏មៅមិនទាន់ 
្រង្ចាញកនែនុងដំណក់កាលមនះដដរ។ មបរៅពី
ការលក់អចលនបទពចាយមបរោងអភិវឌចាឍន៍អូឡាំ-
ពចាយាសុីធី ក៏បានរកចាសាទុកដីសបរោ្រ់លក់មៅ 
ឲចាយអតិថិជនណដដលចង់សាងសង់អគារ
ផា្ចាល់ខ្លលួនជាមួយនធឹងតផម្លដីចា្រ់ពី៣,៥០០ដុលា្ចារ
អាមមរិកកនែនុងមួយដម៉បតកាមរ៉មឡើងមៅ។
 យ៉ចាងណមិញគមបរោងមនះមិន
ដូចជាគមបរោងរ្រស់បកុមហ៊ុនអូសុីអាយសុី
(OCIC) ដផទមទៀតមនះមទ ដដលអតិថិជន
រោនសិទ្ិជារោ្ចាស់ជាមរៀងរហូតមលើអចលន-
បទពចាយដដលមគបានទិញ។ មដយដឡកមយង

តាមដ្នែកលក់អចលនបទពចាយរ្រស់គមបរោងមនះ
អតិថិជនដដលទិញអចលនបទពចាយកនែនុងគមបរោង
អូឡាំពចាយាសុីធី អាចរស់មៅ និងរោនកម្មសិទ្ិ
បតធឹមរយៈមពល៩០ឆ្ចាំ្រ៉ុមណណចាះ ្រន្ចា្រ់មក
បតរូវប្រគល់មៅឲរដ្ចាភិបាលវិញ។
 មយងតាមមលាក គធឹម ហា៊ចាង ដដល
ជានយកបកុមហ៊ុនអចលនបទពចាយដខ្មរ (Khmer 

Real Estate) បានឲចាយដធឹងថា អូឡាំពចាយាសុីធី
ស ិ្តមៅមលើតំ្រន់មលខ១ ដដលរោនតផម្លដី
ពី២,៥០០ដុលា្ចាអាមមរិកកនែនុងមួយដម៉បតកាមរ៉ 
រហូតដល់៣,៥០០ដុលា្ចារអាមមរិកកនែនុងមួយ
ដម៉បតកាមរ៉សបរោ្រ់ដីទំមនរ។
 មលាក គធឹម ហា៊ចាង សា្ចាគមន៍ចំមពាះ
ការអភិវឌចាឍន៍វិស័យអចលនបទពចាយ ្រ៉ុដន្តបាន
បពរោនថាការ្្គត់្្គង់មលើសតបមរូវការមនះ
អាចនធឹង្រ៉ះពាល់មៅដល់ទី្ចាសារអចលនបទពចាយ
មៅផថងៃខាងមុខ មដយសារដតតផម្លអចលនបទពចាយ
ធ្ចាក់ចុះ។ មលាកបាននិយយមទៀតថា "ជា-
មួយនធឹងគមបរោងអភិវឌចាឍន៍ជាមបចើន ជាពិមសស
ចំមពាះគមបរោងលំមៅដ្ចាន ដូចជា្រុរី និង
អាផាតមិន វានធឹងកា្ចាយមៅជា្រញ្ចាធំនផថងៃ

អនគត មៅមពលដដលរោនការ្្គត់្្គង់
មបចើនជាងតបមរូវការ"។
 ទនទៃធឹមនធឹងោពលចាបីលចាបាញផនគមបរោង
អភិវឌចាឍន៍មួយមនះ ក៏រោនពាកចាយចចាមអារាម
មួយចំនួនបានមលើកមឡើងថា គមបរោងអូឡាំ-
ពចាយាសុីធី នធឹងអាចលុ្រ្រំបាត់សំណង់សាតចាត
អូឡាំពិកដដលបានគូស្រ្លង់មដយស្ាចា្រតចាយករ
លចាបីលចាបាញដខ្មរមួយរូ្រ គឺមលាក វណ្ណ មូល្លីវណ្ណ។
្រ៉ុដន្តអនែកបគ្រ់បគងការដ្ចានសាងសង់រ្រស់
បកុមហ៊ុន អូសុីអាយសុី (OCIC) មលាក មម៉ង 
ចំមរីនបានអះអាងកាលពីឆ្ចាំមុនថាបកុមហ៊ុន
នធឹងមិន្រងកេ្ល្រ៉ះពាល់ដល់មករ្ដិ៍តំដណល
សំណង់កីឡារ្រស់កម្ពនុជាមនះមទ មដយ
និយយថាបកុមហ៊ុន អូសុីអាយសុី (OCIC) 

បគាន់ដតចា្រ់អារម្មណ៍ "្រមងកេើនមសាភ័ណ-
ោពផនកីឡដ្ចានមនះដត្រ៉ុមណណចាះ"។
 យ៉ចាងណក៏មដយគាត់ពុំអាចសនចាយា
ថាបកុមហ៊ុនដផទមទៀតនធឹងមិនចា្រ់អារម្មណ៍
មកអភិវឌចាឍន៍មៅទីកដន្លងមនះនមពលអន-
គតមនះមឡើយ៕

 រូ្រោព 3D ផនគមបរោងអូឡាំពចាយាសីុធី (3D Illustration of Olympia City )
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A s Cambodia’s construction 
sector is surging, Chruy 
Chongva City known as 
Phnom Penh’s sixth satel-
lite city on Chruy Chongva 

peninsula is expected to complete its con-
struction in 2027, to be the civilized resi-
dential and commercial complex standing 
between Tonle Sap and Upper-Mekong 
rivers.

Stretching on a 350-hectar plot northern 
of Phnom Penh in the three communes 
of Russey Keo district, Chruy Chongva City 
will be divided into four principal zones: a 
60-hectare Botanic Garden and Mini Zoo 
Zone, 40-hectare Olympic Stadium Zone, 
45-hectar ASEAN+ 5 Commercial City Zone, 
and the housing complex, world-class 
business centers, banks, schools, theaters 
and so on of the area of 162 hectares.

The complex is developed by local con-
struction firm Overseas Cambodian 
Investment Corporation (OCIC) that pre-
sented the proposal to City Hall in March 
2011 and inked contract to rent this land 
from the city hall in September that year. 
This satellite city, worth US$1.6 billion, 
financed by Canadia Bank.

Chruy Chongva City 
Goes on Plan

The project expected to complete in 2027
as the company is dealing with the affected

inhabitants on compensation in recent years. 

While company has been dealing with 
compensation to villagers habituated at 
the selected areas since 2011 until now, 
constructions were partly kicked off, and 
may be fully started next year after com-
pensation campaign completed.

Recommended by the Municipality, the 
company has reserved 12 hectares to build 
700 flats and two markets for the affected 
villagers, and late December last year, the 
company broke ground for a super market, 
and completed 100 percent for 20 flats, 
60 percent for 40 flats, and 30 percent for 
100 flats for the affected families there, 
with the expect to complete the whole 
residential project late 2014.

“OCIC has succeeded in many projects 
such as Diamond Island, Olympia City, 
super market, hotel, and so on,” said Oknha 
Pung Kheav Se President of OCIC at a 
ground-breaking event for a super market 
at Chruy Chongva December last year. 
“OCIC was impressed by the government 
so as the people that we are capable to 
develop this Chruy Chongva city success-
fully as same as Diamond Island.”

 Larger-scale construction in this city may 
start next year, after compensation scheme 
is completed, and it will take about 15 
years to complete, OCIC Vic-President 
Touch Samnang told the Construction & 
Property Magazine late January this year.

The selected land developed by OCIC,  
derived from the US$2-billion Chruy 
Chongva Development Zone (former-
ly known as Sunway City) backed by a 
Malaysian property developer which 
received license from the City Hall in 
2005, but the company withdrew back its 
development proposal after it couldn’t 
cope with the long-list compensation to 
the affected villagers.

“We don’t purchase the land from the 
Malaysian firm who failed to develop the 
planned Sunway City. The land is simply 
owned by the Municipality and we just 
present the plan and win the agreement 
from the Hall when that company with-
drew proposal,” Samnang said.

Cheng Kheng, President of Cambodian 
Valuers and Estate Agents (CVEA) 
Association welcomes this mega city 
development, saying that the average land 
price surrounding the zone has surged 
around US$400-500 per square meter 
now, when it was under that price before 
development.

“It becomes normal that wherever there 
is development, the property price will be 
up there, and it is also sure that such a 
mega project will blow up the land price 
at that area,” he told the Construction and 
Property Magazine. “Now people are smart 
about the development trend, when they 
heard about it at their neighborhood they 
already plan to increase their land price.”

So far, six satellite cities have been 
approved by the governments, including 
Diamond Island satellite city in Tonle 
Bassac commune, Grand Phnom Penh 
International City in Sensok, Camko City 
near Sensok, Boeung Kak Lake in Daun 
Penh, Ly yong Phat’s satellite city along 
National Road 6, and the future Chruy 
Chongva satellite city.

However, many residential projects have 
also appointed themselves as satellites 
cities which have no any certain certifies 
on the kingdom’s satellite cities, according 
to Kheng. “We don’t have clear criteria on 
what we should name the satellite cities 
yet, as I found many small residential 
zones “Borey” contain only houses also 
called satellite cities.”

A satellite city should be equipped with 
adequate facilities such as infrastructure 
system, he said.

Anyway, a November 2012 market research 
done by the world largest property consul-
tant CB Richard Ellis (CBRE) Cambodia 
stated that the six undergoing satellite 
city projects are currently in low demand, 
as the capital’s residents are not yet will-
ing to relocate to those areas due to the 
lack of amenities and facilities. 

Among the six satellite cities, only three 
of them, namely Diamond Island, Grand 
Phnom Penh International City, and Camko 
City have been observed to progress well, 
urban planning experts said. 

CBRE points out the challenges for sat-
ellite cities are mainly about matching 
the demand to the large supply being 
launched onto the market. However, taking 
other Southeast Asian countries as exam-
ple, the report stated that those satellite 
cities can be successful in the long run if 
the Kingdom has good planning, market 
knowledge and first-rate marketing.

Currently this narrowed city stretches 
678 square kilometers expanded from 
375 square kilometers (1998), dwelling 
by roughly 2 million population, with the 
population growth rate of 10,000 new 
families annually. The current supply of 
satellite cities accounts for 79 square 
kilometers, or an additional 12 per cent of 
urban land around Phnom Penh, according 
to Phnom Penh Post.
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More Demand
Less Incomes
Brick suppliers concern on their fewer incomes in brick 
business when they see higher brick demand due to tough 
market competition. 

Brick for Life
Most brick workers lead their lives by producing, burning, and transport-
ing brick as they have low qualification.

A long with cement, iron, and 
other materials, brick is a 
based element of construc-
tion materials for strong 
and standardize residential 

building. Brick demand has surged along 
ways as last year construction sector’s 
growth. However, suppliers of brickyards 
are being concerned due to low income 
from high demand of brick. 

Ridiculously, many brick producers 
expressed their concerns to matter of sur-
viving as they record fewer incomes, see-
ing excessive supplies in the real market 
and slowing down the prices. The reason 
behind the matter causes from exist-
ing many brick suppliers and producers. 
Another, the producers seem to apply more 
machines on work instead of traditional 
methods which cost on volatile fuel.

Leang Vanarith, Owner of Peang Chomnol 
Brickyard established in 2011, located at 
Khsach Kandal district of Kandal prov-
ince, told the Construction and Property 
Magazine in mid-January that despite he 
welcomes the 1.5 million pieces of net 
sale last year— a 50 percent rise against 
2011, he also concerns with the tougher 
competition in the market.

“I also worry about the tighter competi-
tion now with more brick suppliers,” he 
said. “Some of them even apply automatic 
machines that reduce cost and increase 
productivity.”

He, anyways, said that last year’s booming 
was contributed by the growing construc-
tion projects even amid the rainy season, 
as many projects rush for completion. 
Remarkably, brick demand is seriously 
down since mid-November last year due 
to more suppliers, when some large proj-
ects completed.

Last year, he sold 10,000 pieces which cost 
from US$450-500 at the producing site, 
and reached to US$520-600 as he brought 
to Phnom Penh.

No data about number of brickyards is 
available, but base on Vannarith’s observa-
tion, there are not less than 300 brickyards 
nationwide—mainly in Kandal province, 
and the rest can be found in other prov-
inces nearby the rivers.

Some of brickyards can produce up to 5-10 
million pieces per month with their better 
machines and technology, and consume 

less cost. However Vannarith can produce 
only from 200,000-350,000 pieces per 
month and spends much on cost.

With such large amount of producers, he 
expects to move from brick business to tile 
manufacturing soon when time arrives. “In 
the future I may change to produce tile 
instead, when I can’t survive anymore with 
brick business.”

Preap Koy, a brick producer in Kandal prov-
ince, and President of Phrek Anchaine’s 
brickyard community said that despite 
construction increases nationwide as the 
high demand of brick needed, he, last 
year, received fewer orders than in 2011 
as more brick suppliers appear, leading to 
price reduction hurting his business.

“I sold fewer brick last year compared to 
2011, and the price is even cheaper than 

before. It isn’t like the period of 2007 and 
the middle of 2008, when the brick price 
reached US$1,250 to US$1,300 of 10,000 
pieces.”

He could sell 500,000 to 600,000 bricks 
per month and 10,000 pieces cost about 
US$380 at the producing site, and would 
rise to US$560 as he transferred to Phnom 
Penh. 

Koy also worries about the volatile fuel 
and log price when workers also request 
for higher wage, which really hurt his busi-
ness that he sometimes want to quit oper-
ation as it is unprofitable. “We also want to 
give up this business as we receive little 
profit because it is unbalanced with the 
expenses on raw materials and labor.”

Manager of Tong Seng 1, a construction 
material supplier at Siem Reap province, 
said that brick demand and supply last 
year doesn’t increase much compared to 
2011 due to economic uncertainty still 
prevail there.

“There was not much different of brick 
trading here last year, I saw only about 30 
percent growth compared to 2011, when 
the price slightly fell,” she said, required to 
be anonymous. 

The high season for brick demand usually 
starts from October to April in the dry 

season when construction activities rise, 
and the low season tends to run through 
May to September, the period of rainy sea-
son, when construction activities reduce. 
The price between the two seasons can 
despair from US$100-200.

Residential buildings and low-rise struc-
tures consume much brick, whereas office 
structure, high-rise building and hotels 
consume less brick, the expert said.

Anyway there is no proper standard to 
control on brick quality yet, according 
to Seng Sona, Manager of Advancing 
Engineer Consultants. “We don’t have the 
quality standard for brick production yet, 
and the quality tends to vary based on the 
variety of brickyards.”

Sona rejects that the growing high-rise 
constructions that apply high-tech equip-

ment may affect the nation’s future brick 
businesses. “I don’t believe the hi-tech 
construction materials can bury the tra-
ditional uses of brick. Cambodia is a hot 
country; build the wall that made of glass 
will retain heat, so mostly we have to use 
brick.” 

Nhan Sy, Deputy Director of Construction 
Department, Ministry of Land Management, 
Urban Planning and Construction observes 
the brick price climbed well from US$250 
per 10,000 pieces few years ago to about 
USD500 per 10,000 pieces now, but 
exclaims that producers may hurt because 
the excessive market supply.

“It is the free market economy; there are 
many supplies inside the country, but 
there are also imports from Vietnam when 
price of local product rises,” he said.

Nhan Sy, anyways, points out that there is 
no quality standard for brick production 
in Cambodia yet, but asserting that minis-
tries are working with the brick communi-
ties to ensure the quality.

Facing such tough competition amid the 
growing demand, the brick businesses, 
succeed or fail, will depend on individual 
marketing and pricing strategy along their 
varying costs of production.. 

“It is the free market economy; there are many sup-
plies inside the country, but there are also imports 
from Vietnam when price of local product rises.” 
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Fire: 
a Big Worry for High-Rise
Fire attack on high-rise buildings becomes a concerns 

when the fire cases in the city increase last year to 79 

cases—10 cases higher than 2011—while fire protec-

tion facilities and resources are limited.

F ire has long been a night-
mare for Cambodia’s urbanized 
zones where citizens mostly 
habituate in low-rise semi-de-
tached houses or confined 

residual blocs—putting into direct contact 
of high risk from fire attack. Concerns have 
been worse as fire incidents were reported 
to increase annually within the last five 
years. 

Last year, there were 79 fire cases in this 
narrow city, 10 cases increased comparing 
to the tragedy in 2011 with only 69 cases, 
according to the nation’s fire-fighting 
agency. The most serious frightening case 
in Cambodia was the burning of a Siem 
Reap’ s tourist market early December last 
year that claimed 8 deaths and destroyed 
more than 100 stalls.

Fire attacks are generally agreed to most-
ly generate by the people’s negligence 
on flammable materials, careless control 
on children, living in complicated and 
wooden residential blocs that allows fire 
to easily ignite and spread fast. But on 

the technical view experts assume that 
most fire incidents start up from improp-
er installation and misuse of electrical 
system and equipment inside the shel-
ters, according to Savy Chivorn, Assistant 
Operation Manager of Fire Safe Cambodia, 
a company supplies fire protection mate-
rials.

“Misuse of electrical materials such as bro-
ken socket, unstandardized electrical line, 
and improper use of electricity devices 
usually ignite fire,” he said, “The frequent 
power cut off in the city also cause fire to 
their unstandardized electrical networks.”

Chivorn observes, the supply for fire pro-
tection materials grows slowly when most 
Cambodians still not value much for those 
safety tools to protect their companies 
or even shelters from accidental ignition. 
Only international companies that have 
ordered such materials the most, but he, in 
late January, also notices that more local 
customers are purchasing the materials 
from his company.

However, not only those low-rise build-
ings are worrying of fire.  The concern 
also echoes by developers of the country’s 
growing high-rise structures, responding 
to the better construction recovery last 
year. On the contrary realizes that the 
nation’s firefighting facilities for skyscrap-
ers are both lacked and primitive. 

Despite Chivorn observes most high-rise 
structures in Cambodia have equipped 
trusty fire-protection facilities for their 
self-reliance and self-protection, many 
average high buildings still mistreat the 
fire protection.

“There are some buildings around 10 
floors focused less on fire protection issue 
as they only install 20 fire extinguishers 
for the whole building and nothing else 
exists,” he said, “It is not enough.”

Until 2012, the Ministry of Land 
Management, Urban Planning, and con-
struction recorded 340 buildings nation-
wide that erect from five floors up. While 
more skyscraper projects are coming in, 

Concern on Fire: Firefighter is on duty. Fire recently is often on 
news in the nation since many cases have threatened. 
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it even tightens concern over those sky-
scrapers’ fire attack.

According to the General Commissariat 
of the National Police’s Fire Protection 
Department there are 45 fire engines in 
Phnom Penh and 112 nationwide with 
only about 90 actives by far. Among this, 
there are only two fire engines that can 
spray up to 12 floors and only one fire 
engine that can expand ladder up to 30 
meters height. This expresses a clear lack 
of high-rise fire protection facilities. 

There are 102 fire agents are on the ser-
vice in Phnom Penh now, the amount that 
Lieutenant Colonel Neth Vantha, chief of 
the Fire Station of the Phnom Penh Police 
Department sees a need to increase at 
least to 260 staffs since there should be 
six fire agents per fire engine, while they 
have 45 engines.

“It is also a great worry for us to deal with 
the high-rise’s burning as many skyscraper 
projects erect in the city now,” he notes.

In the meantime, this amount should 
be enough to control the fire presently. 
However, the city spans along with the 
population growth, Vantha warns that this 
amount won’t be enough to protect the 
future fire. He anyway is not aware wheth-
er or not the higher authorities are plan-
ning to import more fire engines that can 
spray water to high buildings.

Thorng Daravan, Technical Manager of the 
construction firm Hong yang Corporation 
(HyC) points out that fire safety cares 
vary between constructors, designers and 
buildings.

“If the buildings apply international safety 
standard with proper consultancy, fire pro-
tection will be acceptable. But if it doesn’t, 
those buildings generally have high risk of 
fire,” Daravan said.

This construction practitioner who has 
almost 20-year experience in overseas 
and domestic construction sector blames 
on the power system misuses which usu-
ally cause to ignite fire in the high-rise 
buildings resulting from unstandardized 
structural designing.

“Improper structural designing drown by 
unprofessional designers have led to low 
quality or misuse of power system inside 
the building that can cause fire,” he said. 
“To prevent fire attack on skyscrapers, 
structural design must be ensured with 
international standard.”

However, almost all immerging high-rise 
structures understand the need to protect 
themselves from fire incidents, when they 

can’t rely much on the country’s primitive 
fire-fighter agency. The double-digit-floor 
buildings such as Canadia Bank, Vattanac 
Capital Tower, Phnom Penh Tower, De 
Castle Royal Condo and new ACLEDA head 
quarter all have prioritized on fire pro-
tection facilities, realizing that Cambodia 
is a sensitive nation to fire due to its hot 
weather especially during the dry season.

Long Sopheak, Sales Manager of De Castle 
Royal Condo that erects 32 floors at 
Phnom Penh’s Khan Chamkarmorn to com-
plete late this year expresses the great 
worry on fire incidents and such worry 
has pushed the Korean developer for this 
condo to install hi-tech fire alarm and 
protection system.

“We do worry about fire. Besides, installing 
the fire extinguishers in every floor at the 
key areas, there are also the smoke detec-
tion, and fire-fighting facilities inside each 
residence at the kitchen room,” she said. “A 
safety camera system outside and inside 
the building as well as in each room will 
also enable 24-hour monitoring.”

Whenever burning appears, Sopheak said, 
we have a fire alerting system at every 
floor and room, so that we can prevent it 
quickly. Therefore, there is also the safety 
system installed at the exit and entry 
gates that can operate automatically.

The 20-floor ACLEDA new headquarter 
kicked off construction December last year 
also focused primarily on the hi-tech fire 
protection facilities.

In Channy, President and CEO of ACLEDA 
Bank Plc. said at the ground-breaking 
event that, “This new headquarter building 
will be constructed with special attention, 
caring on the security, fire protection, 
energy conservation, and occupational 

health and safety.”

The Cambodian government admits the 
existing concern, and is also beginning 
to focus on fire security and intervention 
systems in skyscrapers, which are on the 
increase in Phnom Penh.

Neth Vantha of the Phnom Penh Police 
Department’s Fire Protection Agency said 
early January early this year that the 
General Commissariat of the National 
Police was recruiting more staff to be 
trained in putting out fires in tall buildings 
in Cambodia.

“The General Commissariat of the National 
Police is selecting and testing many young 
officials to meet the demand throughout 
the Kingdom. Training will begin soon. 
We have much more experienced trainers 
who can train young officials, and this 
training will be carried out continually,” 
Vantha said.

Savy Chivorn, Assistant Operation Manager 
of Fire Safe Cambodia, while seeing fire 
safety a prioritized safety abroad, believes 
Cambodia will also reach that similar 
destination. “Fire safety is a major topic 
for building projects abroad as they care 
much on this issue, and I hope Cambodia 
will follow this.” .

“Misuse of electrical materials such as bro-
ken socket, unstandardized electrical line, and 
improper use of electricity devices usually ignite 
fire,” he said, “The frequent power cut off in thec-
ity also cause fire to their unstandardized electri-
cal networks.”

A fire extinguisher, known as flame extin-
guisher or an extinguisher, is an emergency 
device used to extinguish or protect small 

fire by praying on the fire. It is not intended for use 
on an out-of-control fire, such as a big one. Typically, 
a fire extinguisher consists of a hand-held cylindrical 
pressure vessel containing an agent which can be dis-
charged to extinguish a fire. In Cambodia, it is common-
ly seen only at factories, school, commercial buildings, 
office, and some modern house. The price is affordable 
for average family, costing around US$150-200 depend 
on the size of container.

A Fire Engine is a vehicle designed to assist 
in fighting fires by transporting firefighters to 
the scene and providing them with access to the 

fire, along with water or other equipment. A modern 
fire engine is usually a multi-purpose vehicle carrying 
firefighters and equipment—ladders, pike poles, axes 
and cutting equipment, halligan bars, fire extinguishers, 
ventilating equipment, floodlights, hose ramps, self-con-
tained breathing apparatus, and general tools— for a 
wide range of firefighting and rescue tasks. 

Cambodia doesn’t have modern fire engine with well 
equipment. Normally, fire engine is capable for spraying 
up to 30-meter building. There are only 45 fire engines 
in Phnom Penh and 112 nationwide with only about 90 
actives by far, according to the General Commissariat of 
the National Police’s Fire Protection Department. 

A Fire sprinkler is an active tool for fire pro-
tection which consists of water supply, running 
through water piping system and spraying 

on the fire ground or room if sufficient heat reaches 
the bulb and causes it to shatter. A glass bulb type 
sprinkler head operates individually. In Cambodia, fire 
sprinkler system is found only in factories and large 
commercial buildings. For home and small building, it 
is not found yet since the system is cost high price. The 
benefit of sprinkler system is to control fire or suppress 
the fire.
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អគ្គីភ័យគឺជាសា្ចានការណ៍អាបកក់ 
មួយមៅកនែនុងប្រមទសកម្ពនុជា 
ជាពិមសសមៅតំ្រន់ទីប្រជុំជន 

ដដលប្រជាជនរស់មៅកនែនុង្ទៃះជា្រ់ៗគា្ចា ឬ  
កនែនុង្រ្លនុកលំមៅដ្ចានដ៏ចមង្អៀត។ កតាតចាមនះ 
បាន្រណ្ចាលឲចាយរោនការប្រឈមនធឹងហានិ-
ភ័យខ្ពស់ដដល្រងកេឲចាយរោនអគ្គីភ័យ។ ្រញ្ចា
អគ្គីភ័យបាន្រងកេឲចាយរោនការបពរួយបារម្ភកាន់ 
ដតខា្ចាំង មដយសមងកេតម�ើញថា ឧ្រតិ្តមហតុ
អគ្គិភ័យរោនការមកើនមឡើងជាមរៀងរាល់ឆ្ចាំ 
កនែនុងរយៈមពល៥ឆ្ចាំចុងមបកាយមនះ។
 កាលពីឆ្ចាំមុន រោនឧ្រចាបត្តិមហតុអគ្គី-
ភ័យចំនួន៧៩ករណីបានមកើតមឡើងបគាន់ 
ដតមៅកនែនុងរាជធនីភនែំមពញដ៏តូចមនះ មហើយ
ចំនួនមនះខ្ពស់ជាងឆ្ចាំ២០១១ ចំនួន ១០
ករណី ដដលរោនបតធឹមដត៦៩ករណី្ុ៉រមណណចាះ។
មនះម្រើតាមរបាយការណ៍រ្រស់អង្គោពពន្លត់
អគ្គីភ័យរ្រស់ុអគ្គសនែងការនគរបាលជាតិ។ 
 ករណីឆ្រម�ះដ៏សាហាវ្រំ្ុតមៅ
កម្ពនុជាកាលពីឆ្ចាំមុន គឺអគ្គីភ័យដដលម�ះ
្ចាសារមទសចរណ៍មៅមខត្តមសៀមរា្រកាលពី
ដខធនែចូឆ្ចាំមុន ដដលបានសរោ្ចា្រ់មនុសចាេ៨នក់ 
និង្ំរផា្ចាញតូ្រលក់ដូរជាង១០០ម្ចាេងមទៀត 
ឲចាយកា្ចាយមៅជាម្ះ។ 
 មហន្តរាយអគ្គីភ័យបតរូវបានទទួល 
សា្ចាល់ជាទូមៅថា គឺ្រណ្ចាលមកពីការមធ្ស 
ប្រដហសរ្រស់ប្រជាជនមលើការទុកដក់
សារធតុ និងសរោ្ចារៈដដលងយឆ្រម�ះក៏
ដូចជាកង្ះការប្រុងប្រយ័តនែកនែនុងការបគ្រ់បគង
មក្មងៗ ឬក៏ការរស់មៅកនែនុង្រ្លនុកលំមៅដ្ចាន 
ដដលខ្ះសណ្ចា្រ់ធ្ចា្រ់ និងមធ្ើពីមឈើ ដដល
ងយ្រងកេអគ្គីភ័យឆ្រម�ះ និងរាលដល។
្រ៉ុដន្តម្រើតាមទសចាេនៈដ្រ្រ្រមច្ចកមទសវិញ
អនែកជំនញោគមបចើនសន្មត់ថា ឧ្រចាបត្តិមហតុ
ោគមបចើន គឺ្រណ្ចាលមកពីការ្រំពាក់
្រណ្ចាញអគ្គិសនី និងមប្រើបបាស់ឧ្រករណ៍
មអឡិចបតរូនិចមៅកនែនុងលំមៅដ្ចានមិនបានបតធឹ
មបតរូវ។ មនះម្រើតាមមលាក សាវីជីវ័ន ជា

ជំនួយការនយកប្រតិ្រតិ្តការរ្រស់បកុមហ៊ុន 
Fire Safe Cambodia ដដលជាបកុមហ៊ុន
្្គត់្្គង់ឧ្រករណ៍ពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យមៅកម្ពនុជា។
 "ការមប្រើបបាស់ឧ្ររកណ៍មអឡិច- 
បតរូនិចមដយមធ្សប្រដហល ដូចជាការ
មប្រើបពីមភ្លើងដដលបាក់ដ្រក ដខចាេមភ្លើងមិនរោន
ស្តង់ដរ និងការមប្រើបបាស់ឧ្រករណ៍ 
មអឡិចបតរូនិចមិនបតធឹមបតរូវ ជាកតាតចា្រងកេឲចាយ 
រោនការឆ្រម�ះ"។ មលាកបាន្រន្តថា "ការ
ដច់ចរន្តអគ្គីសនីជាមរឿយៗមៅទីបកុងភនែំមពញ 
ក៏្រណ្ចាលឲចាយរោនអគ្គីភ័យមកើតមឡើងមលើ 
្រណ្ចាញអគ្គីសនីដដលគា្ចានស្តង់ដរ្រស់ 
ប្រជាជនោគមបចើន្ងដដរ"។
 មលាកជីវ័នសមងកេតម�ើញថាការ្្គត់-
្្គង់ឧ្រករណ៍្រង្ចាអគ្គីភ័យមៅកម្ពនុជាមៅ
រោនការរីកចមបមើនយឺតមៅមឡើយ មដយ
សារប្រជាជនកម្ពនុជាោគមបចើនមិនទាន់
យល់ពីសារៈប្រមយជន៍ផនឧ្រករណ៍ 
ទាំងមនះកនែនុងការ្រង្ចារសហបគាស ឬ 
លំមៅដ្ចានរ្រស់មគពីការម�ះមដយផច-
ដនចាយណមួយមនះមទ។ វារោនដតបកុមហ៊ុន 
អន្តរជាតិ្រ៉ុមណណចាះដដលបានទិញឧ្ររករណ៍
ទាំងមនះពីបកុមហ៊ុនរ្រស់គាត់។ ្រ៉ុដន្ត កាល
ពីចុងដខមករាមនះ គាត់ក៏បានសមងកេតម�ើញ 
ថា រោនអតិថិជនកនែនុងបសុកមបចើនជាងមុន 
បានមកទិញឧ្រករណ៍្រង្ចារអគ្គីភ័យពី 
បកុមហ៊ុនរ្រស់គាត់្ងដដរ។
 មទាះជាយ៉ចាងណក៏មដយ ក្តីបារម្ភពី 
អគ្គីភ័យមនះមិនដមនសំមៅដតមលើអគារទា្រៗ
មនះមទ កង្ល់មនះក៏បានមលើកមឡើងពី 
សំណក់បកុមហ៊ុនអភិវឌចាឍន៍អគារខ្ពស់ៗ 
មួយចំនួន្ងដដរ ដដលម�្លើយត្រមៅនធឹង 
ការមងើ្រមឡើងវិញដ៏ប្រមសើរជាងមុនផន   
វិស័យសំណង់កនែនុងប្រមទសខណៈដដល 
ពួកមគក៏ទទួលសា្ចាល់ដដរថា្រមច្ចកមទស 
និងឧ្ររករណ៍ពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យមលើអាគារ     
ខ្ពស់ៗកនែនុងបសុកមៅរោនកបមិតមៅមឡើយ។ 
 មទាះ្រីជាមលាកជីវ័ន ទទួលសា្ចាល់

ថាោគមបចើនផនអគារខ្ពស់ៗមៅកម្ពនុជា បាន
្រំពាក់្ររិកា្ចារការពារអគ្គីភ័យផា្ចាល់ខ្លលួនរ្រស់
មគដដលអាចមជឿជាក់បានក៏ពិតដមន ក៏មៅ
រោនអគារដដលរោនកម្ពស់មធចាយមជាមបចើន
មទៀតដដលមិនទាន់ខ្ល់ខា្ចាយមលើ្រញ្ចាមនះ្ង
ដដរ។
 "រោនអគារមួយចំនួនដដលរោន 
កម្ពស់ប្រដហល១០ជាន់ រោនការគិតគូរ 
តិចតួចមលើការ្រង្ចារអគ្គីភ័យ មដយពួកមគ 
្រំពាក់ដត្រំពង់ពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យប្រដហល២០ 
្រ៉ុមណណចាះកនែនុងអគារទាំងមូល មហើយមិនរោន
្រំពាក់ឧ្រករណ៍្រង្ចារអ្ីម្ចាេងមទៀតមនះមទ។
វាមិនបគ្រ់បគាន់មទ"។ មលាកបាននិយយ 
យ៉ចាងដូមចនែះ។
 បកសួងមរៀ្រចំដដន នគរូ្រនីយកម្ម 
និងសំណង់ បានឲចាយដធឹងថា រហូតមកដល់ 
ឆ្ចាំ២០១២ ប្រមទសកម្ពនុជារោនអគារចំនួន
៣៤០អគារដដលរោនកម្ពស់ចា្រ់ពី៥ជាន់
មឡើងមៅ មហើយខណៈដដលរោនគមបរោង 
អគារខ្ពស់ក្រ់ពពកកាន់ដតមកើនមឡើង។  
សា្ចានោពមនះបានមធ្ើឲចាយរោនកង្ល់ដល់ការ
វាយប្រហារមដយអគ្គីភ័យមលើអគារ
ខ្ពស់ក្រ់ពពកទាំងមនះកាន់ដតធងៃន់ធងៃរមឡើង។
 ម្រើតាមរបាយការណ៍រ្រស់នយក-
ដ្ចានពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យផនអគ្គសនែងការនគរបាល
ជាតិ ្រច្ចនុ្រចាបននែ កម្ពនុជារោនរថយន្តពន្លត់អគ្គី-
ភ័យមៅទូទាំងប្រមទសចំនួន១១២មបគឿង។ 
្រ៉ុដន្តរោនដត៩០មបគឿង្រ៉ុមណណចាះដដលមៅ
ដំមណើរការ មហើយរោនដត៤៥មបគឿង្រ៉ុមណណចាះ 
ដដលកំពុងដំមណើរការទីបកុងភនែំមពញ។ កនែនុង 
ចំមណម្ររិរោណមនះ រោនដតរថយន្តពន្លត់
អគ្គីភ័យពីរមបគឿង្រ៉ុមណណចាះ ដដលអាចបាញ់
ទធឹកដល់អគារកម្ពស់១២ជាន់ និងរោនដត 
មួយមបគឿង្រ៉ុមណណចាះដដលអាចពន្លចូតជមណតើរ
បានកម្ពស់៣០ដម៉បត។ ទិននែន័យមនះបាន 
្រញ្ចាក់ចចាបាស់ពីកង្ះខាតផន្ររិកា្ចារពន្លត់ 
អគ្គីភ័យសបរោ្រ់អគារខ្ពស់ៗមៅកម្ពនុជា។
 មៅទីបកុងភនែំមពញរោនោ្ចាក់ងរពន្លត់

អគ្គីភ័យ: 
ហានិភ័យចម្បងរបសអ់គារស្កឹមសស្

អគ្គីភ័យចំនួន១០២នក់ដត្ុ៉រមណណចាះ មហើយ
មលើចំនួនមនះមលាកវរមសនីយ៍មទា មនត វន្ចា 
នយកការិយល័យពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យផនសនែង-
ការនគរបាលរាជធនីភនែំមពញបានរោនប្រ-
សាសន៍ថា មិនបគ្រ់បគានមទ មហើយគួរ 
្រមងកេើនចំនួនយ៉ចាងតិចឲចាយដល់២៦០នក់។ 
មលាកយល់ម�ើញថា តាមលក្ខណៈស្តង់ដរ 
កនែនុងរថយន្តពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យមួយបតរូវរោនោ្ចាក់- 
ងរចំនួន៦នក់ ខណៈដដលភនែំមពញរោន 
រថយន្តពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យចំនួន៤៥មបគឿង។ 
 មលាកវរមសនីយ៍មទា មនត វន្ចា បាន
ឲចាយដធឹងថា ្ររិរោណរថយន្ត និងោ្ចាក់ងរ 
ពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យដដលរោនសបរោ្រ់្រច្ចនុ្រចាបននែមនះ
អាចបគ្រ់បគាន់មដើមចាបីបគ្រ់បគងកបមិតអគ្គី-
ភ័យ។ ្រ៉ុដន្តជាមួយនធឹងការរីកសាយផនទីបកុង
និងកំមណើនប្រជាជន មលាកវន្ចា បពរោនថា 
្ររិរោណមនះមិនបគ្រ់បគាន់មទកនែនុងការទ្រ់-
ទល់ជាមួយនធឹងអគ្គិភ័យដដលអាចមកើត 
មឡើងនមពលអនគត។ 
 មលាកបានដថ្លងថា "វាគឺជាក្តីបារម្ភ
ដ៏ធំមធងមួយសបរោ្រ់មយើង មដើមចាបីប្រឈម 
នធឹងអគ្គីភ័យមៅមលើអគារខ្ពស់ៗ ខណៈ 
ដដលរោនគមបរោងអគារខ្ពស់ៗកាន់ដតមបចើន
មឡើងកំពុងសាងសង់"។
 មលាក មនត វន្ចា ក៏ពុំបានដធឹងដដរថា 
មតើអាជា្ចាធរថា្ចាក់មលើរ្រស់មលាករោនគមបរោង
នំចូលរថយន្តពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យដដលអាច
បាញ់ទធឹកមៅអគារខ្ពស់ៗ្រដន្មមទៀត ឬ 
ក៏អត់មនះមទ។
 មលាក មថាង តារាវណ្ណ ប្រធនដ្នែក 
្រមច្ចកមទសផនបកុមហ៊ុនសំណង់ Hong
yang Corporation  (HyC) បានមលើក 
មឡើងថា ការយកចិត្តទុកដក់មលើសុវតិ្ោព
អគ្គីភ័យគឺរោនោពខុសគា្ចាមៅតាមអនែក
សាងសង់ អនែករចន្រ្លង់ និងតាមអគារ 
នីមួយៗ។
 មលាករោនប្រសាសន៍ថា "ប្រសិន 
ម្រើអគារដដលអនុមលាមមៅតាមស្តង់ដរ 
សុវតិ្ោពអន្តរជាតិ ជាមួយនធឹងការ្្តល់ 
ប្រធឹកចាសាបតធឹមបតរូវ ការ្រង្ចារអគ្គីភ័យកនែនុងអគារ
មនះនធឹងអាចទទួលយកបាន។ ្រ៉ុដន្តសបរោ្រ់
អគារដដលមិនអនុមលាមមៅតាមមគាល- 
ការណ៍មនះ ជាទូមៅនធឹងប្រឈមហានិភ័យ
ផនអគ្គីភ័យខ្ពស់"។
 អនែកជំនញខាងសំណង់ដដលរោន 
្រទពិមសាធន៍ប្រដហល២០ឆ្ចាំទាំងកនែនុង 
និងមបរៅប្រមទសរូ្រមនះ បាន្រមន្ចាសមៅ
មលើការមរៀ្រចំប្រព័ន្មភ្លើងកនែនុងអគារមិនបតធឹម-
បតរូវដដលមកើតមឡើងពីការរចន្រ្លង់មមរ្រស់

អគារមិនតាមស្តង់ដរ។ ទាំងមនះ ជាមហតុ 
្រណ្ចាលឲចាយមកើតជាអគ្គីភ័យ។ "ការរចន
្រ្លង់មមផនអគារមដយមិនបតរូវរ្រស់អនែករចន
្រ្លង់ដដលមិនរោនស្តង់ដរបតធឹមបតរូវមលើការ
រត់ប្រព័ន្មភ្លើង ឬរោន្រំពាក់សរោ្ចារៈដដលរោន
គុណោពទា្រ គឺអាច្រងកេជាអគ្គីភ័យបាន"។ 
មលាកបាននិយយដូមចនែះ មដយ្រដន្មថា 
"មដើមចាបី្រង្ចារអគ្គីភ័យមលើអគារខ្ពស់ៗ ការ 
រចន្រ្លង់មមផនអគារទាំងមូលបតរូវដតមធ្ើ 
មឡើងតាមស្តង់ដរអន្តរជាតិ"។
 មដយយល់ម�ើញពី្រញ្ចាមនះ មសទៃើរ
ដតបកុមហ៊ុនអភិវឌចាឍន៍សំណង់អគារខ្ពស់ៗ
ទាំងអស់បានទទួលសា្ចាល់នូវសារៈសំខាន់
មដើមចាបីការពារអគាររ្រស់មគពីឧ្រចាបតិ្តមហតុ
អគ្គីភ័យ មៅមពលដដលពួកមគក៏ទទួលសា្ចាល់
ដដរថាមិនអាចពធឹងដ្្អកទាំងបសុងមលើ 
សា្ចា្រ័ន្រង្ចារ និងពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យរ្រស់ជាតិ 
ដដលមៅរោនកបមិតមនះមទ។ សបរោ្រ់ 
អគារដដលរោនកម្ពស់ខ្ពស់ៗ ដូចជាអគារ 
ធនគារកាណឌីយ៉ចា (២៩ជាន់) អគារ 
ធនគារវឌចាឍនៈកា្រ់ពីតាល់ (៣៩ជាន់) 
ខុនដូឌឺខាស៊លរ៉ូយ៉ចាល់ (៣២ជាន់) និង
អគារសា្ចាក់ការកណ្ចាលធនគារមអសុីលី-
ដថ្មី (២០ជាន់) បានមផាតចាតជាសំខាន់មលើ
្ររិកា្ចារ្រង្ចារអគ្គីភ័យ មដយយល់ម�ើញថា 
កម្ពនុជាជាប្រមទសដដលប្រឈមនធឹងអបតា 
អគ្គីភ័យកនែនុងកបមិតខ្ពស់ និងមដយសារកតាតចា 
អាកាសធតុក ត្ៅ ជាពិមសសនរដូវបបាំង។ 
 កញ្ចា ឡនុង សុភ័បក នយកដ្នែក 
ទី្ចាសារផនខុនដូឌឺខាស៊ល រ៉ូយ៉ចាល់ ស្ិតកនែនុង
ខណ្ឌចំការមនដដលនធឹងបតរូវ្រញ្ច្រ់ជាសា្ចាពរ
ចុងឆ្ចាំមនះ បានសដម្តងពីក្តីបារម្ភចំមពាះ 
ឧ្រតិ្តមហតុអគ្គីភ័យ មហើយកតាតចាមនះបាន  
ជំរុញឲចាយបកុមហ៊ុនកូមរ៉ដដលអភិវឌចាឍន៍ខុនដូ
មនះបាន្រំពាក់នូវប្រព័ន្្្តល់ដំណធឹង និង 
ប្រព័ន្ការពារអគ្គីភ័យដ្រ្រទំមនើ្រ។
 "មយើងពិតជារោនការបារម្ភខា្ចាំងពី 
អគ្គីភ័យ។ មបរៅពី្រំពាក់្រំពង់ពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យ 
មៅតាមកដន្លងសំខាន់ៗមៅបគ្រ់ជាន់នីមួយៗ
មយើងក៏បាន្រំពាក់ឧ្រករណ៍ប្រតិកម្មនធឹង
ដ្ចាេង និងប្រព័ន្ទធឹកពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យមៅកនែនុង
្រនទៃ្រ់្ទៃះបាយផនលំមៅដ្ចាននីមួយៗ្ងដដរ"។
កញ្ចាបាន្រន្តថា "បកុមហ៊ុនក៏បាន្រំពាក់ 
ប្រព័ន្កាមមរា៉សុវតិ្ោពមៅខាងកនែនុង និង 
ខាងមបរៅអគារនីមួយៗ ដដលអាចបតរួត-
ពិនិតចាយបាន២៤មរោ៉ចាង្ងដដរ"។ ជាមួយនធឹង 
្ររិកា្ចារទាំងមនះ មពលណដដលរោនការ 
ឆ្រម�ះមកើតមឡើង កញ្ចាសុភ័បកបានធន
ថាបកុមហ៊ុនរោនប្រព័ន្ប្រកាសអាសននែពី 

អគ្គីភ័យមៅបគ្រ់ជាន់ និងបគ្រ់្រនទៃ្រ់។ 
ដូមចនែះោ្ចាក់ងរសន្តិសុខមៅកនែនុងអគារអាច 
ទ្រ់សា្ចាត់ការឆ្រម�ះទាន់មពលមវលា។
រីឯសា្ចាក់ការថ្មីរ្រស់ធនគារ មអសុីលីដ
ដដលរោនកម្ពស់២០ជាន់ និងបានចា្រ់ 
ដំមណើរការសាងសង់កាលពីដខធនែចូឆ្ចាំមុន 
ក៏បានមផាតចាតជាចម ចាបងមលើ្ររិកា្ចារ្រង្ចារអគ្គី-
ភ័យដដលទំមនើ្រមនះ្ងដដរ។
 មលាក អុិន ចននែី អគ្គនយកធនគារ 
មអសុីលីដ បានរោនប្រសាសន៍មៅឯពីធី 
សមរោពចាធចា្រ់ម្្តើមសាងសង់ថា "អគារសា្ចាក់- 
ការថ្មីមនះ នធឹងបតរូវបានសាងសង់មឡើង 
មដយរោនការយកចិត្តទុកដក់ជាពិមសស 
មលើសន្តិសុខ ការ្រង្ចារអគ្គីភ័យ ការសនចាេំ
សំផចថាមពល សុខោព និងសុវតិ្ោព 
រ្រស់្រុគ្គលិក"។
 រាជរដ្ចាភិបាលកម្ពនុជាបានទទួល 
សា្ចាល់នូវកង្ល់ពីអគ្គីភ័យមនះ មហើយក៏កំពុង
ចា្រ់ម្្តើមយកចិត្តទុកដក់មលើសន្តិសុខអគ្គី-
ភ័យ និងប្រព័ន្អន្តរាគមន៍មលើអគារខ្ពស់ៗ
ដដលកំពុងដតរោនការមកើនមឡើងមៅភនែំមពញ
្ងដដរ។
 មលាកវរមសនីយ៍មទា មនត វន្ចា នយក
ការិយល័យពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យផនសនែងការនគរ
បាលរាជធនីភនែំមពញបានរោនប្រសាសន៍
កាលពីមដើមដខមករាថា អគ្គសនែងការនគរ-
បាលជាតិកំពុងមបជើសមរីសោ្ចាក់ងរពន្លត់ 
អគ្គីភ័យ្រដន្មមទៀត មដើមចាបីយកមក្រណតតះ- 
្រណ្ចាលកនែនុងការពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យមលើអគារខ្ពស់ៗ
មៅកម្ពនុជា។
 មលាកបានដថ្លងថា "អគ្គសនែងការ- 
នគរបាលជាតិ កំពុងមបជើសមរីស និងមធ្ើមតស្ត
មនន្តីមក្មងៗជាមបចើនមដើមចាបី្រំមពញតាមតបមរូវ
ការកនែនុងការពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យមៅទូទាំងប្រមទស
កម្ពនុជា។ ការ្រណតតះ្រណ្ចាលនធឹងចា្រ់ម្្តើម
ឆ្រ់ៗខាងមុនមនះ។ មយើងរោនបគរូ្រណតតះ-
្រណ្ចាលដដលរោន្រទពិមសាធន៍យូរឆ្ចាំជា
មបចើននក់ ដដលអាច្រណតតះ្រណ្ចាលោ្ចាក់-
ងរមក្មងៗទាំងមនះបាន មហើយការ្រណតតះ-
្រណ្ចាលនធឹងមធ្ើមឡើងជា្រន្ត្រន្ចា្រ់"។
 មលាក សាវី ជីវ័ន ជំនួយការនយក 
ប្រតិ្រតិ្តការផនបកុមហ៊ុន Fire Safe Cambodia 
បានរោនប្រសាសន៍ថា "សុវតិ្ោពអគ្គីភ័យ
គឺជាប្រធន្រទចមចាបងមួយសបរោ្រ់គមបរោង 
សាងសង់មៅ្ររមទស មដយសារដតពួកមគ
បារម្ភខា្ចាំងពី្រញ្ចាមនះ មហើយខ្នុំសងចាឃធឹមថា 
កម្ពនុជានធឹងវិវត្តន៍ដូមចនែះដដរ"៕

អគ្គីភ័យឆ្រម�ះមលើអគារខ្ពស់ៗបានកា្ចាយជាកង្ល់ចមចាបងមួយមៅប្រមទសកម្ពនុជា ជាពិមសស 
មៅរាជធនីភនែំមពញ។ ករណីអគ្គីភ័យកនែនុងរាជធនីមនះបានមកើនពី៦៩ករណីមៅឆ្ចាំ២០១១ ដល់ ៧៩ករណី 

មៅឆ្ចាំមុន មៅមពលដដល្ររិកា្ចារពន្លត់អគ្គីភ័យ និង ធនធន្រង្ចារអគ្គីភ័យមៅរោនកបមិតមៅមឡើយ។
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Earthquakes
"The Future Nightmare"

How will Cambodia's buildings be if earthquake befalls? Most buildings are not 
qualified enough to stand against earthquakes, claimed the experts.

It has long been a traditional negligence 
that the foundation drillings for build-
ings in Cambodia are not necessarily 
strong enough to withstand accidental 
earthquakes along with the lack of 

attention to the construction quality.

The worry gets worse when the kingdom’s 
better construction and property sector are 
painting the metropolitan zone like Phnom 
Penh with more high-rise structures. Last 
year the government recorded 340 build-
ings nationwide that have erected from five 
floors up.

Experts warn that the existing and erecting 
buildings should be strong enough to resist 
with the medium or possible large scale 
earthquakes when regional countries such 
as Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, and Laos 
already experienced quakes.

Tous Sapheung, dean of the Architecture 
and Construction College of Panasastra 
University of Cambodia (PUC) believes, 
Cambodia can’t avoid earthquakes in the 
future, when southern Vietnam experienced 
the quake five years ago and caused shakes 
to some parts of Cambodia.

“Even though Cambodia is wave-like with 
mountainous layers for protection, I believe 
that in the future there may be earthquake in 
Cambodia, so we must enhance the construc-

tion quality from now on,” he told Phnom 
Penh Post late last year. “If these things 
happen, can high residential or office space 
buildings hold?”

 To him, the 8-Richtere earthquake can cause 
buildings in other countries cracked or tilted. 
But in Cambodia, he projects an earthquake 
of 5 Richter would be enough to level all 
buildings. Nearly 90 percent of buildings did 
not build their foundations deep into the 
hard layer. Such houses will collapse first.

No proper construction standard

Cambodia doesn’t have proper construc-
tion standards for building yet, nor for the 
basement structure to withstand accidental 
quakes. The foundation strength tends to 
rely solely on the whole structural layout 
designed by individual engineers. 

There are many construction codes used 
in Cambodia now such as American code, 
Euro code, Chinese code, Japanese code, and 
French code. Constructors resort to apply 
either of these codes or build with any 
method of capacities they prefer, simply no 
Cambodian construction code available yet. 

With the absence of construction and design-
ing standards, Thomas Zasworka, Counter 
Manager of Novare Design International 
(NDI) Cambodia says, a serious matter of 
Cambodia should immediately be tackled. 

“There is no clear construction standard here 
yet, everybody can use whatever they want.”

Despite, several construction sites are appar-
ently applying high class design and con-
struction standards, Thomas has observed 
that clients often do not realize the longevity 
benefits of paying for high-class services. 

Cambodia does not have the building stan-
dards to match Japan or Russia that design to 
deal with quake that is what Tous Sapheung 
sees. He added that if Cambodia followed 
these two countries, it would be good, but 
Cambodia follows the models of US and 
Germany, which have never experienced 
earthquakes, and Khmer architects often 
complete their studies in those countries.

“The government should not ignore the 
issue, but should conduct a thorough review 
before issuing any construction permits,” he 
said. 

This nightmare of future quakes also shared 
by Chheang Bonet, Senior Sales Engineer of 
7FTD Co., Ltd, the company established in 
2009, produces and supplies circular/spun 
foundation pile, who claims if Cambodia 
will actually be hit by earthquakes, most 
buildings will collapse to the ground like the 
case in Haiti in 2010, especially residential 
buildings ‘borei’ that were built carelessly on 
substructure. 

 Hydraulic injection pile
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“It is because most owners and contractors 
have never cared about this matter before, 
and most building even use the unstan-
dardized foundation pile or without enough 
piles,” he said.

He recommends Cambodia to create own 
construction code, explaining that interna-
tional standards may not apply well to 
constructions in Cambodia due to different 
location and raw materials used.

Lack of understand on foundation pilings

There are many kinds of foundation pilings. 
Currently, three types of foundation piling 
are using in Cambodia; driving/hammering, 
injection, and bored pile, according to Bonet, 
pre-bore which is the latest technology by 
Korean investor is not utilized yet since it’s 
not well known by users.

Among these, driving is still popular in 
Cambodia as it cost less and more effective 
than other types.

Based on Bonet, the weak sub-structure 
of most buildings in Cambodia especially 
citizens‘ residences should also be blamed 
to the selfish contractors as they grape 
the opportunities when clients don’t often 
understand much about foundation work, 
and recommend them to use only the bored 

pile which is expensive and can’t guarantee 
quality.

“Some contractors only mention the benefits 
of using bored pile, but they don’t report its 
negative effects to the building’s longevity,” 
he said. 

However, not only the proper foundation 
pile that can protect the whole structure 
from earth quake, the buildings are strong to 
challenges with earthquakes or not also rely 
on the structure designed by engineers to 
withstand with that particular thing. 

Since there is no clear standard yet, the 
basement works are depended on individ-
ual building owners if they wish to prevent 
earthquakes or not.

The problem has expanded to Riviera Condo 
While there is a concern over the Riviera 
Condo’s foundation whether it can maintain 
the structure since it builds on the muddy 
land of the river at Diamond Island, the 
Riviera Project Manager Chin Hok explains 
that Riviera’s foundation is carefully designed 
with the Chinese standard to reserve for the 
protection of the 6.8 Richter earthquakes.

“We drilled the foundation pile 42 meters 
deep until reaching the hard rock layer that 
can carry the buildings.” Hok said, adding that, 

“Based on the Chinese construction code, we 
build this building to resist with 6.8 Richter 
earthquake, but I don’t think Cambodia will 
face such high level quake.”

Soil Analysis is not common yet

Soil analysis before construction is very 
helpful to design the stronger substructure 
if owners aim to resist with possible earth-
quakes. The matter is that such technology 
is not common for Cambodians or contrac-
tors yet as they interpret such services are 
expensive, useless, or simply they don’t grasp 
its benefits. 

Ny Nil, a staff of the Research and Design 
Enterprise, the local company offers soil 
analysis services also worries to see that 
very few citizens realize the benefits of 
land analysis, and build the foundation of 
their residencies or any buildings with any 
methods they want. That is already very risky 
if they build on the muddy land, not yet to 
mention the earthquake attack.

“Most people don’t know this issue. When 
they want to buy house, they only think about 
price and the house beauty, they never think 
about the quality of the foundation works,” 
Nil said, adding that, “Only some people 
in Phnom Penh that analyze soil before 

Pile driving is a process of hammering 
the foundation which is piled down to 
reach hard soil layer by using a hammer-
ing equipment tools. This method can 
insert the foundation pile into the hard 
soil with good quality, and cost less, but 
will affect the near-by buildings due to 
the strong vibration.

Pile Injection, similar to driving, is a pro-
cess of vertically pressing the foundation 
pile into the ground layer using the 
pressing machine. This method offers 
good quality, cost a bit higher than driv-
ing, best fit to the projects surrounded by 
many structures to prevent vibration on 
those buildings.

Bored Pile is the process of using bored 
piling machine with specially designed 
drilling tools, buckets and grabs, to 
remove the soil and rock, than fill back 
the concrete into the hole. It won’t 
affect the near-by buildings as there 
is little vibration, but cost much, and 
won’t strong like driving and injection. 
It is even risky, if the underground land 
is muddy   and wet that won’t dry the 
concrete curing, resulting to low  quality. 

constructing any buildings and mostly are 
well-educated people who understand the 
benefits of soil analysis.”

Soil analysis can diagnostically unveil the 
soil layers and properties, the proper number 
of foundation pile should be used, and the 
deep it could be. It benefits much for own-
ers, especially for construction bidders who 
intend to calculate construction total cost 
before settling the proposed bidding price, 
he explains. 

Soil in Phnom Penh varies between areas, 
according to this soil analyst, and the foun-
dation piling depth also varies between 
foundation piling methods. For the case of 
Boeung Keng Kang, which is the muddy field, 
with injection the foundation depth can go 
around 20 meters, but with bored pile it can 
reach up to 30-40 meters. The case in Toul 
Kork some areas, with driving method, the 
hard layer stays at only six meters, when the 
case of Tonle Bassac area, some location can 
go up to 45 meters.

Despite analysis varies among experts, they 
generally agreed that the hard layer in 
Phnom Penh is at 20 to 50 meters, because 
the land is soft. 

Chheang Bonet of 7FTD, although recom-
mends people to analyze the soil properties 
before construction, also alerts they should 
not rely 100 percent on it, asserting that real 
soil condition can be different from what soil 
analysts found. 

“The subsoil properties found by the local 
low-tech soil analyzing machines can be 
different from the real soil condition,” he said. 
“They can’t rely solely on that soil report to 
calculate the practical foundation pile deep.” 

Based on his real experiences on ground 
works, he recommends people should stop 
relying on soil report, and depend on the 
real piling practice. “Sometimes between 
2 meters distance, one pile can go only 18 
meters and another go up to 24 meters.”

He, finally, advices constructors, construc-
tion owners, and people to understand well 
about using the standardized foundation pile 
products to ensure the building quality; they 
should also learn the updated technologies 
related to construction.

The government anyway does recognize 
the issue and has strengthened the quality 
check over the construction proposals before 
issuing permits, according to Lao Tepseiha 

of the Construction Department, Ministry of 
Land Management and the deputy secre-
tary general of the Cambodian Architecture 
Association.

“The ministry has reviewed all construction 
projects very thoroughly. If investors do not 
follow the Ministry’s policy, they violate the 
laws,” he said. 

He said the drilling for high rises will not 
cause earthquake or collapses, describing 
the drilling does not leave a hole, but are 
filled with concreting cement. “High rises 
must build the foundation like this.”

Seiha points out investors cannot determine 
their investment on their own, but must be 
done in conjunction with architects, engi-
neers, electrical and water engineers. If the 
investment is not carefully studied, that 
investment will not be successful. 

Despite, Cambodia doesn’t have clear con-
struction standard for foundation work yet, 
that foundation works will also be attached 
with the whole designing plan that needs 
the land management ministry and relevant 
authority to approve. If they found the layout 
improper, they won’t permit the construc-
tion. 

Pile Driving Pile Injection Bored Pile

 Pile yard at 7FTD's precast concrete site
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LABOR SHORTAGE 
HURTS 
CONSTRUCTION 
GROWTH

“I usually heard from the investors that they 
find it difficult to gather enough workforc-
es both unskilled and skilled workers,” said 
Benghong Socheatkemro, spokesman of 
the Ministry of Land Management, Urban 
Planning and Construction.

The demand of workers is likely to soar 
further when more construction invest-
ments are coming along with the better 
economic performance, the experts and 
officials predicted this year and in the 
incoming years. Last year, the Ministry of 
Land Management, Urban Planning and 
Construction recorded 1,694 construction 
projects worth US$2,109 million covering 
on 6.5 million square meters up to 72 
percent against the amount in 2011. They 
forecast, the sub-sector will grow about 10 
percent more from this year on until 2015. 

The lack of skilled workforce will drag 
down the future for the building industry 
and the economy as well as other sectors. 
Anyway, increasing labor wage in con-
struction sector was also commented as 
a main disturb for the investors, checking 
on whether or not the labor fee seemingly 
remains higher than projects’ overall cost.  

“To avoid pausing the construction’s head-
way due to a dearth of laborers, contrac-
tors usually spend much more on wage in 
order to hire workers and keep them work-
ing through the projects, and it is a big 
loss for them as the total project cost will 
increase,” said Benghong Socheatkemro, 
adding that an unskilled laborer can earn 
about $150 per month and about $US150-
US$250 for low-skilled worker, by the way, 
a high-skilled laborer’s fee such as engi-
neer can reach over $1,000 per month.

The matter of the country’s labor demand 
and supply on the construction sector is 
complicated.

Annually, around 350,000 Cambodians 
migrate abroad legally and illegally to 
work oversea—Thailand and Malaysia— 
which deprives a huge amount of the 
nation’s labor force.

However Prime Minister Hun Sen, once 
at a televised speech delivery last year 
addressed this issue, asking authorities to 
launch stronger job announcement to dis-
courage outward migration and domestic 

job options such as at the building sites. 
Moreover, the constant crimes on migrant 
workers spreading over the media also 
help discourage many people to migrate 
for overseas works, and look for local labor 
market.

Instability of labor supply in construc-
tion sector is another problem that con-
tribute to hamper the economic growth. 
Cambodia is an agriculture-based nation 
where 80 percent of its populations are 
farmers, including some of seasonal build-
ing workers who temporarily work at the 
building sites. They are out of the farm-
land as construction workers, and return 
back homeland for farming season, when 
time arrives to do so. Thus, it gives no 
warranty to the project managers if they 
can’t have enough workers to work on the 
project until completion.

Wage-based workers and daily-fee work-
ers, who have no definite employment’s 
contracts, have many better options on 
works—often changing works based on 
hired fee.  They leap from one project to 
the others’ while the first project is on 
progress, according to Lao Tipseiha.

For better solutions, the experts sug-
gest to deal with strengthening on job 
announcement, improve vocational train-
ing, increasing labor wage, and providing 
better work’s condition. 

Job’s advertising should be promoted 
strongly, which can broadly reach to peo-
ple at any locations around the nation, 
Socheatkemro said. “There are huge job 
vacancies in Cambodia, but they just don’t 
know about it.”

Chin Hok, Project Manager of Diamond 
Island Riviera which employs about 800 
laborers, mentions that Cambodia is also 
facing labor shortage since labor fee 
is lower than other countries’, pushing 
Cambodians migrate for overseas works.

He emphasized that if the condition won’t 
be changed from now, Cambodia will 
surely face the acute labor shortage when 
countries such as Thailand and Myanmar 
are calling more migrant workers.

“If the wage here is slightly lower than 
overseas market, they will stay here, but 

because the wage here is largely lower 
than abroad, that’s why they go,” he said. 
“If construction companies can slightly 
increase wage and provide them better 
working condition, such as shelters, water 
and electricity in exchange to workers to 
work longer hours, so that they will work 
in the country.”

There is also a good news that Cambodia 
will receive more building labor supply 
from the regional integration dues in 
2015, but there is an opposition to the 
coin that, many local low and unskilled 
workers worry that they will find it hard-
er to compete with those better skilled 
laborers from the region. 

“It may be a short-term matter for local 
workers to compete with the international 
high-skilled ones, but those foreign work-
ers also push for the skill upgrade to the 
local workers,” Socheatkemro said.

But according to a governmental advisor, 
Sok Siphana, Cambodian workers should 
not worry of that skill competition say-
ing that, “The ASEAN integration allows 
only the free-flow of skilled labor when 
one country lacks that kind of skill, but it 
doesn’t mean they can come for long-term 
employment, as they will be subjected to 
temporarily working condition only, than 
they have to get back.”

For the low-skilled and unskilled labor 
like those in the construction sector, 
Siphana said they should not worry as 
those ASEAN nations won’t migrate to 
work in Cambodia, just to receive cheap 
wage.

To the future vision, after noting a steep 
construction recovery last year, many 
experts and officials project that the sec-
tor will grow better this year on, but labor 
shortage still becomes a main challenge, 
needed to be tackled.

Benghong Socheatkemro, a spokeman of 
the Ministry of Land Management, Urban 
Planning and Construction believes that 
the government policy to curb migra-
tion, better job announcement, and better 
worker living condition will help reduce 
labor shortage in the construction sector 
in the future.

As Cambodia applauds with 
over 70 percent growth in 
construction sector last year, 
a matter of labor shortage in 
construction sector becomes a 

concern—slow down the economic growth 
in the coming year—if the issues are 
remaining to be ignored. 

According to some experts claimed on 
the issue that labor skill, labor wage, 
and instability of labor supply are the 
main struggles for construction growth 
in 2013 as those matters are unsolved or 
prevented. 

Even in 2012, construction sector 
employed between 38,000 to 45,000 work-
ers per day nationwide and 8,000 to 1,200 
workers in Phnom Penh, the demand for 
more workers are still needed and remain 
higher than supply—especially for the 
skilled laborers, according to the Ministry 
of Land Management, Urban Planning 
and Construction. Recently, Cambodia has 
30,000 engineers and 1,296 architects.
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Outside Green: Green building of Unilever Company stands as an environmentally-friendly 
office costing US$1million for the whole construction. 

T o reduce expenses on energy 
consumption and minimize envi-
ronmental impacts, the green 
buildings are gradually surging 

in the kingdom where is potential for such 
environmentally-friendly energy initiatives.

Despite no exact number of those environ-
mentally-friendly buildings ever recorded, 
based on the Ministry of Land, Management, 
Urban Planning, and Construction's 
Construction Department, many new build-
ings have subscribed to green technologies 
to cut power consumption, expenditures and 
CO2 emission amidst the healthy rise of the 
nation’s construction sector. 

“The popularity of green buildings is surg-
ing now such as those that install solar 
panels or fan to generate power and the 
structure, designed to absorb more natu-
ral air to help cool the internal building,” 
said Lao Tip Seiha, Deputy Director of the 
Construction Department of the Ministry 
of Land Management, Urban Planning, and 
Construction. “These facilities don’t appear 
only at cities, but can also be found at 
the rural areas where electricity are either 
expensive or lacked.”

Ryan O’Sullivan of CB Richard Ellis (CBRE) 
Cambodia’s agency points out that demand 
for green buildings are increasing especially 

among Multi-National Companies (MNCs) 
who wish to reveal their Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) policies.

“Office spaces that have green and sustain-
able features are in demand as organizations 
increasingly become concerned with cor-
porate social responsibility,” said O’Sullivan. 
“If the organization is more   Asian-run, it’s 
more multi-partitioned offices, whereas if 
the firms are more Western, it is more open-
planned.”

A green building is an environmentally sus-
tainable building, designed, constructed and 
operated to minimize the total environmen-
tal impacts. 

G R E E N  B U I L D I N G  T R E N D S  U P W A R D
The Green Buildings are gradually surged in Cambodia in order to reduce expens-
es on energy consumption and minimize environmental impacts, when the king-

dom is potential for such environmentally-friendly energy initiatives. 
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“There are various designs for green build-
ings. Not only structures that utilize solar 
power and fan to generate electricity or 
absorb natural air but also the mirror to 

absorb more sun light are called green 
buildings, designed to consume low elec-
tricity,” according to Seng Sona, Manager 
of Advancing Engineer Consultants. “Green 
buildings feature various forms, but the com-
mon idea is to minimize power consumption.” 

Some high-standard office buildings in 
Phnom Penh and hotels in Siem Reap, most-
ly owned by foreigners, are believed to apply 

commonly for the green technology. Green 
building help for saving nation’s economy in 
term of reducing power and water consump-
tion, utilities expense, and green-house gas 

emission. It also promotes staffs’ well-being.

Although the green building might be 
charged a bit more expensive than the 
normal ones due to its detail and interior 
designs, its benefits will exist in the long-
term, said Sona, adding that “the users will 
benefit much from the green building if 
compared to the normal equipped building, 
regarding to the utilities consumption and 

the cost after two or three years.”

With geographical benefit in the tropical 
zone as Cambodia receives plenty of sunlight 
and wind, green building is really suitable 
with these condition by relying on solar 
energy and natural wind, claimed by the 
expert adding that it helps cut down energy 
consumption and expenses, and also curbs 
climate changes.

“I encourage engineers to insert this green 
technology concept into their designs as 
Cambodia is a hot country— potential for 
solar energy extractions, yet few realize it,” 
she said, Lao Tip Seiha agreed. 

As one of the well-known green build-
ings stand in Phnom Penh, the Unilever’s 
new office in 7 Makara district opened in 
November 2012 costs US$1 million for 

“The users [of green building] will benefit much from the green 
building if compared to the normal equipped building, regarding 

to the utilities consumption and the cost after two or three years.”

designing that dedicates to sustainable, 
energy-efficient office to local and interna-
tional dignitaries.

The company's new office was developed 
with sustainable living plan, based on a 
'green' design that equipped with ener-
gy efficient air conditioning and insulation 
throughout.

The interior of the building is based on an 
open-space office concept with 'green' spaces 
and planters as well as 'vitality' areas that 
promote employee mobility. Floor-to-ceiling 
sheet glass windows have also been put to 
use to increase the amount of natural light 
entering employee work areas.

“Our office promotes the mobility of our 
people enabling them to have more efficient 
communication, hence, to improve work pro-

ductivity while it also improves their well-be-
ing,” said Chhay Viset Ratana, Brand Support 
Manager, Homecare, Unilever Cambodia. “We 
also have inverter air conditioning that are 
more efficient as well as green spaces and 
floor to ceiling windows that offer natural 
light. These serve a much pleasant and envi-
ronmentally friendly work space.” 

In November 2010, Unilever worldwide set 
out the company's Sustainable Living Plan 
to commit a ten year journey towards sus-
tainable growth in 2020 in order to improve 
the health and well-being of one billion 
population by sourcing 100 percent of its 
agricultural raw materials sustainably and 
halving the environmental footprint of its 
products including both their manufactur-
ing and usage by consumers, according to 
Ratana. 

“In Cambodia Unilever is discussing a range 
of sustainable living initiatives with the 
Cambodian government. The company's ini-
tial focus will be on reducing water waste,” 
she added.

Lao Tip Seiha feels optimistic that the trend 
for green building will boost up in the future, 
based on the prevailing healthy growth of 
construction sector, when such technology 
is relatively new, but is accepting by many 
engineers and building users.

In 2012, Ministry of Land Management, Urban 
Planning, and Construction recorded that 
1,694 projects are worth US$2,109 million 
on 6.5 million square meter up 72 percent 
against the amount in 2011, he reported, 
projecting green building technology will be 
more popular as construction sector drive 
faster this year.
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We have never known how 
much you recognize on 
the quality of paint prod-
ucts at home or office? 
you may think more 

about the price rather than the quality, 
by ignoring on harmfulness of low qual-
ity paint. According to the experiment, 
low-quality  paint can cause health prob-
lems in the way of breathing, fainting, 
lung problem, eyes matter, skin effect, 
brain diseases, deafen, etc. 

For Cambodian concept, they assume that 
the smell of paint which drawn from the 
wall will be away after a period of one 
or two months. Then, they can habituate. 
However, it is not end like that. “Many 
sources analyzed on paints illustrated 
that unstandardized paints—ones with 
no specific controlling from standardized 
laboratories—could cause many kinds of 
disease, for instance, cancer, neurology 
faint relating, deafen etc. in case of people 
live in such environment,” observed on 
information to be relevant to paint prod-
ucts by a paint trader, Mr. Mak Vannak. 
Thus, “Many people who don’t know about 
chemical affect from unstandardized paint 
products never care on their affording to 
buy paint for their mansion coating. That 
is, because of they also don’t realize that 
sometimes their chronic or even can-
cer-related diseases can cause by those 
low-quality paints,” Vannak added.

Less than 5 percent of Cambodians reckon 
that the low-quality paint has been apply-
ing could affect to their health via their 
living environment. The same is assumed 
that only about 20 percent of painting 
contractors understand properly on the 

uses of paints—benefit and side affect to 
human’s health, Vannak estimated based 
on his general experiences.  He believes 
many people have been experiencing the 
low-standard (or unqualified) paint while 
they apply or/and staying in such a paint 
environment.

With the modernization and improvement 
of trade in Cambodia, some companies 
have imported high quality paint products 
from abroad. For instance, Düfa, one of a 
popular brand of German paint, produced 
in Germany, is imported  by Vannin Co., 
Ltd. since November 2010 for supplying 
to the Cambodian paint market and for 
contributing to improve domestic paint 
using to a high standard one.

About 60-70 percent of paints traded 
in Cambodia are domestically produced, 
Vannak claimed. Of the import, 80 per-
cent are from ASEAN countries while only 
Düfa brand is brought from Germany and 
guaranteed as a good quality paint— envi-
ronment-friendly— verified with its qual-
ification as a solvent-free (no chemical 
emission), low odor (smell less), low VOC 
(Volatile Organic Compound) paint. While 
many unstandardized products made of 
uncontrolled chemical materials and plas-
ticizer are assumed as harmful products. 

Majority of Düfa paint products are water-
base paints, reflecting no effect to human 
health and no emitting substances to 
polluting the environment, like its phrase 
again “Environment Friendly,” said the 
director of Vannin Co., Ltd. He added that 
It is produced by minimizing the harmful 
substances, VOC, to 30 times lower than 
the allowed level set by the European 

Standard, pointed to one kind of düfa 
product he has imported. Thus, it fits with 
all kinds of design—home, office, hospital, 
school and other buildings—in order to 
prevent health of people living.

Chum Navuth, Professor of Medicine 
Neurology of Cambodian-Russian 
Friendship hospital, said that chemical 
substance releasing from low quality of 
paint will destroy health. It makes the 
consumers exhausted, dizzy, and even 
loss consciousness. It can affect through 
breathing bad-paint odor, saturating with 
paint staining and sometimes touching 
the paint, in case the paint remains the 
harmful chemical substance. 

Mao Sarom, 29, a 13-year-experience 
painter, said that the low quality of paint 
contains unpleasant smell and it makes 
people dizzy and fainted. 

Mak Vannak finally oversights that the 
painting industry in Cambodia is still 
prospering forwards, seeing construction 
sector has been accelerating since last 
year on, harmless painting products is 
continuing to prosper that way too. Thus, 
Cambodian people should also look on 
the quality of paint rather than the price 
only. It will prevent and benefit to not 
only their health, but also to their chil-
dren. And in this right way, it will improve 
their living styles as well as improve the 
way for their successors’ long lives.

Therefore, the good quality paint should 
be recommended which it will not affect 
to human health.

Live your own style with good health, your 
settlement requires beauty of colors, 

decorating walls for your home, room, and 
building with good quality of paint products. 

NagaWorld 2, the integrated gaming and 
resort complex, replicated to the existing 
Nagaworld will complete its construction 
in 2015, after the ground breaking event 
kicked off early November last year. 

The US$369 million complex located at 
Khan Chamkarmon, in front of the National 
Assembly, features two 5-star hotels with 
1,050 rooms, a world-class gaming, enter-
tainment complex, an elegant theatre, 
luxury shopping boutiques, as well as top 
dining selections in the country. 

Situated just 200 meters from the existing 
NagaWorld, this mega gaming project also 
includes an underground link-way stretch-

ing 300 meters length and 17,5 meters 
width. The underground way links the new 
complex to the US$10 million new tree-
lined public park that will run alongside 
the Bassac River, funded by NagaWorld. 
The tunnel, besides serving as the walking 
path, also leases space for tenants where 
pubic pedestrians can buy accessories and 
souvenirs.

The project which was approved by the 
government in June 2011 also includes 
a 15-floor National Election Committee 
(NEC) worth US$12 million in exchange 
for the Naga’s rights to expand its casino 
operation on adjacent land owned by the 
NEC. That tower was also broken ground 
the same day as Nagaworld 2 and will 
complete in 2015.

Although construction started late last 
year, only small-scale works have pre-
vailed so far, bigger-scale constructions is 
expected to appear in the second quarter 
this year.  However, NagaCorp, the parent 
company of NagaWorld 1&2 hasn’t final-
ized the official layout plan for Naga 2 yet, 
a person who is familiar with the project 
spoke in anonymous condition. 

With its completion in 2015, NagaWorld 
2 along with NagaWorld 1 will be the 
Phnom Penh’s only licensed casinos that 
seamlessly combine business and leisure 
activities in a single destination, making it 
the finest business, leisure and entertain-
ment integrated complex in Indochina.

New intergrated gaming and resort complex of NagaWorld 2 worth US$369 million 
estimated to end its construction in 2015.

NagaWorld 2 
to Complete in 2015
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Vattanac Capital
Cambodia’s First Multi-Purposed Building

Besides being the highest and 
best designing building in 
Cambodia, the dragon-shape 
Vattanac Capital Tower will 
also be the first international 

multi-purposed structure ever exists in 
the kingdom to be ready this year.

The 39-floor tower of 184m situated 
north of the Canadia Tower was designed 
to be the complex structure featuring two 
main towers and a glass and steel podi-
um; tower one is a 39 floor skyscraper 
with Grade-A offices, luxury retail space 
and serviced apartments, while tower two 
is a six floor Grade-A floating office. The 
curving podium has three floors offering 
cafes, restaurants and luxury retail bou-
tiques.

Developed by Vattanac Properties one 
of the Cambodia’s leading property 
developers,  the tower has received the 
prize for Best Commercial Development 
in Southeast Asia at the second annual 

South East Asia Property Awards taken 
place in Singapore late last year due to 
its outstanding design that shows off 
dragon-back body.

Chrek Soknim, Deputy Director for Vtrust 
Property commented that Vattanac 
Capital will lead the multi-purpose build-
ing in Cambodia, a building type that the 
country is gradually heading to in order 
to carter future needs.

“Vattanac will be the first complex center 
ever exist in Cambodia and will role as 
the market leader of this type now since 
it is the first one available in the market,” 
he said, asserting that, since it is the 
complex center, companies to dwell there 
will also be diverse which is good for the 
building.” 

He, however, points out that it needs a bit 
longer time for multi-purpose buildings 
to sell out all its properties due to the 
current small market scale.

“It is fine to invest in multi-purpose 
buildings like Vattanac, but I believe it 
takes long time in order to sell out all 
their properties,” he added, “With good 
building, there is also need for good ser-
vice and management of that building so 
that it can carter customers’ needs.”

As Cambodia is moving toward ASEAN 
economic community with stronger 
economic performance, Soknim foresees 
more developers are interested to build 
structures that carter to future needs. 
“Many investors such as the Japanese are 
interested to construct many buildings 
from now, but they are waiting demand in 
the few coming years.”

Besides Vattanac, being the first 
multi-purpose complex, there are De 
Castle Royal Condo to complete early 
2014, Diamond Island Riviera Condo 
to complete in 2017, and the halt Gold 
Tower 42 which are also the future 
multi-purposed centers.

Vattanac Tower with 184-merter height functions as 
a complex center featuring shop-places, restaurants, 
offices, condominiums and rental apartments. 

Phnom Penh Autonomous Port 
(PPAP)’s new cargo terminal offi-
cially went online in late January 
this year, responding to the sharp 
increase in shipments moving 

through the country’s limited existing ports.

The new terminal, which cost more than 
US$28 million was financed by the Chinese 
government and is located in Kien Svay dis-
trict of Kandal province, about 30 kilometers 
from the existing port in Phnom Penh.

The new port covers 10 hect-
ares, it can handle 120,000 
TEUs per year in the first stage 
of development, and to 300,000 
TEUs in the second stage. 
Presiding over the opening ceremony, Prime 
Minister Hun Sen said the new terminal 
would play a vital role in dealing with the 
surge of cargo received by the country’s 
ports, adding that the number of containers 
has increased each year.

"It is a modern container port. This is a new 
achievement in Cambodia's transportation 
development," the premier said, adding that, 
“The new terminal is to respond to the grow-
ing economic size.”

He added that the new dock will become a 
main hub for goods entering and leaving 
Cambodia and it will also help facilitate the 
exports of one million tons of milled rice by 
2015.

The terminal does not only connect Phnom 
Penh Autonomous Port to Vietnam's Cai Map 
port, but also help ship goods directly to 
Singapore, Malaysia, and China's Hong Kong 
and Shanghai, as well as other neighboring 
countries and regions without ship transfer.

Chan Sophal, president of the Cambodian 

Economic Association, said the Phnom Penh 
port has also become a cheaper option 
for exporters of goods such as milled rice 
and garments than shipping through the 
Sihanoukville Autonomous Port, which can 
only handle smaller ships that usually have 
to transfer their goods onto larger vessels 
for longer trips.

Construction of the 10-hectare terminal 
was begun in March, 2011 by Shanghai 
Construction (Group) General Company, and 
was finished late December last year.

Phnom Penh’s new port is estimated to assist in goods shipment in the region—
Vietnam, Loa, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, and China's Hong Kong and Shanghai.

Phnom Penh’s New Cargo 
Terminal Goes Online

Construction |  National
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Denis Astgen, Managing Director 
of Comin Khmere, analyzes on 

Cambodia’s construction situation. 
Comin Khmere has provided engineer-

ing solutions in major development 
project of infrastructures. Nowadays, 

The company has strong networks 
among Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand, 

Laos and Myanmar.

Q & A
Denis Astgen "The future is green"

W hile overseas con-
struction industries 
have faced difficulties 
to scan for available 
land to erect their 

structures, construction in Cambodia is 
just in the beginning process with plen-
ty of landmass available. The last year’s 
strong economic resilience has brought 
back investors’ confidence to this ASEAN 
heart nation of 15-million populations, 
especially in the construction and property 
sector where demand keeps rising, push-
ing supplies to run behind exponentially. 

Residential buildings, apartments, condos, 
and office space components were the 
major types of construction boom last 
year, and are expected to accelerate faster 
this year on when Cambodia has present-
ed itself clearer in to the global business 
radar. The ASEAN economic community 
to due in 2015 that the kingdom is an 
element among them will even polish the 
industry to invite the additions of more 
construction projects when more inflow of 
inbound tourists, foreigners, investors, and 
commercial activities are prospected.

For the construction practitioner like 
Denis Astgen, Managing Director of Comin 
Khmere, future for Cambodia construction 
sector remains green ahead, but hurdles 
like unstandardized building codes, and 
the lack of labor trainings on construction 
works to match needs in construction 
industry must be tackled if the kingdom 
wishes to maximize benefits from this 
sector sustainably. Via the seven ques-
tions addressed by the Construction and 

Property Magazine, Astgen analyses issues 
in the kingdom’s construction industry and 
offers feedbacks.

 Does the construction sector in 
Cambodia recover faster now? What are 
factors behind this strong recovery?

 The value of building approvals is worth 
US$2.11 billion last year, a significant rise 
of 72% - clearly doing its part to spur the 
domestic economy forward. Cambodia’s 
relatively robust economic growth as 
well as the underdeveloped industrial 
and services sectors have become a very 
attractive market for local and foreign 
investors, an investment boom driven by 
the large scale resources projects. Non-
residential building approvals are an indi-
cator of investment in the region, while 
residential building approvals indicates 
the availability of financial resources. 
Indeed, we witness a growing foreign 
presence in the country and an emerging 
Cambodian upper and middle class, the 
market demand is shifting toward higher 
levels of comfort, convenience and quality.   

 Some experts say Cambodia still faces 
labor shortages in the construction sector. 
Is it true? How does it affect the overall 
sector?

 Manpower resources will become to be an 
issue for the industry, and increasingly with 
the ASEAN integration in 2015. Beyond no 
doubt, this will trigger Cambodian labor to 
other countries in the region. Construction 
labor demand is higher than the supply. If 
the workforce continues to shrink amid a 
strengthening economy, the construction 

sector will face sooner or later delay in 
projects, hampering the growth of the 
sector which may alleviate the Foreign 
Direction Investment (FDI). To customers, 
this could mean higher cost and longer 
construction periods resulting in delay 
of property transfers. As a member of 
Comin Asia group, Comin Khmere is able 
to mobilize its Southeast Asian network 
powered by more than 2,500 employees 
in 10 active offices, offering solutions to 
clients throughout the region.  

 Most of construction equipments are 
imported from overseas suppliers. Does 
it affect the overall building construction 
cost? 

Import duties, high transportation costs 
and material prices could drive up the 
construction costs. As for Comin Khmere, 
our services are not limited to project 
management but also extend to procure-
ment and trading activity, a value added 
for a clear supply chain and import activ-
ity. As an agent for international brands, 
we are able to secure and offer quality 
equipment at competitive prices based on 
reliable business agreements. Our service 
division comes to supplement this offer 
via preventive and corrective maintenance 
solutions for a properly and efficiently 
maintain buildings. 

 Some of Cambodian architects worry 
about the ASEAN integration in 2015, say-
ing that most local architects or engineers 
are not professional enough to compete 
with those in other ASEAN countries. Do 
you worry about that? How? Are there any 
solutions from now?

Green light of Cambodia’s construction sector is turned on after the booms 
of economic growth as well as the the shining industrial and services sectors, 
dragging local and foreign investors to the kingdom.
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As part of our community commitment, 
we have a local recruitment policy for 
training and skills transfer. Over the years, 
we have built strong relationship with ITC 
thereby giving us the most competitive 
human resources in engineering. And it is 
a part of our foreign experts’ contractual 
responsibility to train their Cambodian 
counterparts. Comin Khmere is also able 
to gather and share its Southeast Asian 
network expertise. 

 Energy consumption become a matter 
for Cambodia, so what kinds of technol-
ogies that can mitigate the energy con-
sumption in the building structure and 
best suitable for sunny and windy country 
like Cambodia? 

In line with Comin’s sustainable culture 
and strategy, we also provide energy audit 
and analyses the electrical consumption 
of new and existing buildings. We pro-
vide energy efficiency solutions to reduce 
effectively the running cost of air-con-
ditioning system and lighting via imple-
mentation of a Building Management 
System. In addition, our joint-venture with 
PCS widens and strengthens our field of 

expertise since we can provide the most 
comprehensive and collaborative Total 
Facility Management (TFM) solution avail-
able. With expertise in commercial, institu-
tional, industrial and hospitality facilities, 
Comin and PCS support customers in iden-
tifying solutions to operate and manage 
effectively and efficiently their building. 

 Time is very important for construc-
tion as it relates to cost. So, what are the 
technologies that can reduce construction 
time now?

 Today's schedule-driven and larger scale 
projects require ‘’fast-track’’ construction 
solutions in terms of materials and equip-
ment, but also in construction methods. 
For example, in Comin Khmere we capi-
talize on technological innovations and 
on our human resources. Site-managers, 
off-site workshop coupled with comput-
er-aided design (CAD) systems interact 
with one another to optimize the design, 
procurement, and construction processes. 
Our management effectiveness is a key 
component to ensure an efficient interface 
with the owner, the designer, the material 
supplier, and the builder hence reducing 

construction time. 

 What remain the challenges and 
opportunities for construction sector in 
Cambodia? What is your expectation for 
Cambodia's Construction when the ASEAN 
Economic integration in 2015 arrives? 
What are your recommendations to boost 
this sector sustainably? 

The main challenges to be faced concern 
the respect of Building Standards, local 
manufacturing and availability of techni-
cal equipments. Hence, the ASEAN integra-
tion will ease the movement of equipment 
through elimination of non-tariff barriers, 
connectivity and transport facilitation. 
The growing interest from the FDI will 
increase the demand in the Architecture, 
Construction, and Engineering Services 
sector and will allow technology and 
knowledge transfer from multinational 
firms or regional firms as Comin Asia. 
Cambodia should invest in vocational 
training and local SME, strengthen and 
enforce building standard code and in 
this perspective consider energy efficiency 
solutions. South Rail Ended, Waiting the North

The Cambodia Iron and Steel Mining Industry Group 
(CISMIG) and the China Railway Group Limited signed a 
MoU agreement early January 2013 to build a new rail-

way line with 11 stations as well as an iron and steel factory in 
Preah Vihear province worth US$9.6 billion.

Zhang Chuan Li Chairman of CISMIG said, Phnom Penh Post 

reported that the US$9.6 billion investment will be used to 
build the new railway line, a new port and a new bridge in Koh 
Kong. The iron and steel plant in Preah Vihear will cost US$1.6 
billion.    

According to the company statements, the railway will be 405 
kilometers long, from the mining area of Preah Vihear province 
through the southern provinces of Kampong Thom, Kampong 
Chhnang, Kampong Speu and finally to Koh Kong province. It 
will not connect to the existing lines of Toll Royal Railways.

The company received 1,300 square kilometers of land conces-
sions from the government and 10 square kilometers would be 
necessary for the factory in Preah Vihear. The companies did not 
disclose the exact route of the new line.

 “We will start our project in July next year and it will take 
about four years,” said Zhang Chuan Li, Chairman of CISMIG, add-
ing that the Chinese and Cambodian experts analyzed the proj-
ect’s feasibility and its environmental impact in October 2010.

China Invests $9.6 Billion on Iron Production in Cambodia

The 256km “Southern Line” of the 
modern railway system, running 
from Phnom Penh southward to 

Sihanoukville Port, is almost complet-
ed, waiting the 385km “northern line” 
which connects Phnom Penh to Banteay 
Meanchey due to cash shortage.

After the southern line allows commer-
cial rails to roll down since late last year, 
little works remain on this segment. 
Authorities are now pushing to complete 
the northern line that is partly complet-
ed and facing fund shortage, forcing the 
French railway constructor TSO to leave 
contract. 

The government also appeals for US$75 
to US$125 million loans more from  
the leading financers such as ADB and 
Australian government in order to com-
plete the project, yet no reply.

Government has, in response, ordered 
TSO to resume works by early March 
using the money left to repair the 338km 
northern railway line when TSO already 
built the 48km from Serei Sophoan to 
Poipet, according to Ly Borin, a director of 

the Transport Ministry’s railway depart-
ment, the Cambodia Daily reported. 

Cambodian officials also met with Thai 
counterpart in mid-February to discuss 
the building of the 6km of track required 
to link Poipet city to the Thai railway 
network.

“With limited fund, the quality for north-
ern railway will be low. Trains will have 
to run slower, and with lighter loads,” 
Borin said. 

This northern line is expected to com-
plete in several phase between 2014 and 
2015, according to ADB.

The Kingdom’s Railway Rehabilitation 
Project is a large and complex project. It 
is the part of the ASEAN railway project 
initiated by ADB, as a regional segment 
of the Pan-Asian railroad – a contig-
uous “Iron Silk Road” stretching from 
Singapore to Scotland.

Construction |  National
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Construction companies posted the best risk-adjusted 
returns among Japanese stocks since the country was 
struck by a record earthquake and tsunami almost two 

years ago, as the government rebuilt infrastructure and a new 
administration seeks to stimulate economic growth. 

The Topix Construction Index returned a risk-adjusted 2 
percent at the end of January 2013 since March 10, 2011, 
the day before the disaster, best among 33 industry groups 
in the Topix Index, according to Bloomberg Riskless Return 
Ranking. The construction gauge had the best total return 
and the ninth- lowest volatility, allowing the industry to out-
perform food and pharmaceutical companies, as well as the 
Bloomberg World Engineering & Construction Index. 

Builders Best Japan Stocks Since Quake: Riskless Return

Thailand, in mid-January, has approved two of three con-
tracts to build a section of the Red Line electric railway 
which are part of a 36km section of the Red Line electric 

railway linking Bang Sue in Bangkok and Rangsit in Pathum 
Thani province.

The first contract involves the construction of the Bangkok’s 
Bang Sue central terminal and a maintenance facility worth 
29 billion baht, and the second is for the construction of rail 
tracks and train stations valued at 21.2 billion baht. 

Construction under the contracts is expected to be completed 
within three years.

This two contracts, is part of the Thailand’s famous five elec-
tric railway projects to start this year after delays due to polit-
ical unrest.

Thailand Approves 2 Electric Rail Contracts

China Replicated Itself

Besides being famous for copies of things from oversea 
sources, China is currently copied its own building.

Wangjing Soho Complex, the three pebble-like towers 
currently being constructed in Beijing, is being copied by a two 
pebble-like project in Chongqing, called Meiquan 22nd century 
buildings. 

Zhang Xin, the property developer behind the Soho project has 
issued an open appeal for help in battling the massive counter-
feiting. Chongqing Meiquan, the developer behind , publically 
rejected the accusations of copying and said on its blog: “Never 
meant to copy, only want to surpass.”

While the Soho will complete next year, the Meiguan aims to 
complete before the original. The two are now in a race to see 
which is completed first.

Construction |  AsiaConstruction |  National
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The 14-hectare Sokha Hotel and Convention Center locat-
ed at Chruy Chongva peninsular is slated to complete in 
2014. 

The project was primarily target for completion in 2012, but it 
was later decided to delay until 2014 to align with the opening 
of the second Chroy Changva Bridge, explaining that the bridge 
construction is a serious barrier to bring guests to the hotel if it 
operates before the bridge.

The company also changed the project’s features, with the 
number of planned hotel rooms dropping from 798 to 458, and 
repurposed the space into 160 condos.

The project includes 458 rooms and suites hotel, an interna-
tional convention center, Jasmine Spa, high end condominiums, 
exclusive villas, entertainment centers, shopping centers, restau-
rants and residence club house.

Phnom Penh’s New Sokha
Hotel to Complete in 2014

2012 was a shining year for Cambodia’ hotel industry, 
recording increased room number and  rates, trade insiders 
said, seeing positive movement continues to this year and 

years to come. 

Global property agent CBRE reported that tourism accounted 
for 9.7 per cent of Cambodia’s GDP in 2012, a rise of 5.5 per cent 
from 2011. Investment in the tourism sector has increased by 
16.7 per cent year on year, and total foreign arrivals increased 
by a massive 24.8 per cent year on year, with business arrivals 
seeing the greatest increase at 47 per cent.

The ASEAN chairmanship which Cambodia rolled last year also 
boomed the sector greatly to serve the visiting delegates. 

The outlook for the hotel industry in Siem Reap is positive “with 
strong growth recorded in 2012 and some hotels recording in 
their highest occupancy rates since 2007.

The sector will soar upward as more international traders, for-
eigners, and tourists are flowing to the Kingdom.

Hotel Industry Booms 

The luxurious condo, Bali Scenery Resort located near 
Diamond Island is slated to complete in 2015, after con-
struction broke ground in October last year.  

The complex features two main buildings; the 19-floor condo I 
contains 9 units per floor to complete in 2014 and the 27-floor 
condo II contains 14 units per floor to complete in 2015 with 
the total investment capital of US$30 million excluding land 
price.  

So far more than 50 percent of its residential units are sold out.  
A unit costs from US$100,000 up. Bali Scenery was designed 
and constructed by Cambodians. 

The condo is part of the investment projects developed and 
financed by Bali Resort Company. Another of its properties, the 
Bali Resort and Apartment located near the international airport 
was put online last year.

Bali Scenery Condo to Complete in 2015
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Japan to Build
Space Elevator by 2050 

Malaysia’s Menara Binjai
Wins Dubai Cityscape Award

The Tokyo-based Obayashi Corp wants to build a space 
elevator by 2050 that would carry 30 passengers per time 
skyward at about 124 mph (200 kph), possibly using mag-

netic linear motors as a means of propulsion delivering them 
to a station 22,000 miles (36,000 kilometers) above Earth in a 
little more than a week.

In Obayashi's vision, a cable would be stretched from a space-
port on Earth's surface up to an altitude of 60,000 miles (96,000 
km), or about one-quarter of the distance between our planet 
and the moon. A counterweight at its end would help "anchor" 
the cable in space.

At this moment, the company cannot estimate the cost for the 
project yet; however, they woo to try to make steady progress so 
that it won't end just up as simply a dream.

An artist's illustration of a space elevator hub station in space 
as a transport car rides up the line toward the orbital platform. 
Solar panels nearby provide power. CREDIT: Obayashi Corp.

As Indonesia’s ratio of investment to gross domestic 
product (GDP) has reached the highest level in the past 
18 years, the construction sector is expected to benefit 

this year, according to The Jakarta Globe. 

Construction and toll road operators have been racing to 
expand their businesses to gain advantage amid the increas-
ing domestic economic activities as well as a multi-year 
investment plan initiated by the government that depends on 
strong cooperation with the private sector. 

The good news did not stop there when two key international 
rating agencies, upgraded Indonesia’s rating to investment 
grade the first time the country could bask in such a status 
since 1997.

The multi-purpose Menara Binjai building was clinched as 
the Best Sustainable Development Award at the Cityscape 
Awards for Emerging Markets 2012 in Dubai early October, 

becoming the first Malaysian building to gain this honor. 

Menara Binjai was designed by Malaysian firm Veritas Architects 
and completed in July 2012. The tower saves up to 25% on elec-
tricity consumption via energy-efficient features and materials 
used in construction.

It beat two other finalists to win the sustainability award – 
the UAE Pavilion in Abu Dhabi by Tourism Development & 
Investment Corporation and Masdar Institute of Science and 
Technology (MIST) by MASDAR, both designed by Foster & 
Partners of the UK.

Construction Gears up for Growth
60 61
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A Chance 
to be CCA's Member
With the endless improvement and prosperity on the construction sector— the fourth main economic sectors after garment 
sector, agriculture sector, and tourism sector, Cambodia Constructors Association (CCA) was established in October 2011 to 
support the Royal Government's policy to contribute in national development on construction with local investors, ASEAN 
partners and international companies. 

CCA was recently recognized as a main association to serve the interests of the construction investors and constructors which 
many construction companies have registered as the members of CCA by seeing the potential benefits of being the members 
of CCA. 

 CCA will protect and coordinate various tasks for the respective members upon its capacity, if there are  
 violations on rights and benefits of its members from the external forces.

 CCA will help match its members to various construction companies in Cambodia and in countries 
which   are members to ASEAN CONSTRUCTORS FERDERATON (ACF).

 Member companies will gain the opportunities to match businesses with ASEAN businesspeople at the  
 meetings conducted by ASEAN CONSTRUCTORS FERDERATON.

 Member companies are able to expand businesses  in Cambodia and ASEAN markets.   

 Member companies can receive information about products, building projects and investments by com 
 panies that are members to ASEAN in Cambodia. Furthermore, they  can also receive  price rates of con 
 struction equipment, materials, and labor among ASEAN counties.

 CCA will help advertise the products of the member companies both in Cambodia and ASEAN countries  
 during the meetings organized by ASEAN CONSTRUCTORS FERDERATON such as workshop, conference,  
 and other local and international meetings, etc. 

 CCA will help buy and sell products for the member companies to customers in Cambodia and ASEAN  
 counties.

 CCA can dispatch technicians of the member companies to attend training courses conducted by ASEAN  
 CONSTRUCTORS FERDERATON in order to form a single ASEAN Construction Standard that facilitates  
 construction works  to avoid unnecessary deployment of technicians across the regions that costs vast  
 expense.

 Member companies can exchange techniques, technology and experience with companies from other  
 ASEAN countries.

 CCA can help coordinate member companies regarding fulling documents or acquiring any permits from  
 the government.

 Member companies can contribute to the kingdom' development in conform to the Royal Government's  
 Rectangular Strategy led by Samdech Akka Moha Sena Padei Techo Hun Sen Prime Minister of the  
 Kingdom of Cambodia. Furthermore, it is the necessary obligation to enroll in ASEAN CONSTRUCTORS  
 FERDERATON on behalf of Cambodia, which is one of ASEAN member. 

Being a member of CCA, the company will receive these following:

 Please engage with:

- Copied statute of company

- Copied Identity Card or Passport of the company's manager

- Personal Application Form (Available at http://www.cca.org.kh)

- Certificate registers to do business in construction or plan  
project study at Ministry of Land Management Urban Planning 
and Construction (If has)

- Certificate registers at Ministry of Commerce (If has)

Category of 

Construction &

Design 
Company

Registration 
Member

Honorary 
Member

All Members

(Contribution 
Fee)

Category 1 100 USD - 50 USD

Category 2 100 USD - 35 USD

Category 3 100 USD - 25 USD

Others 100 USD - 50 USD

Note:

- Category of Companies have controled according to the 
registration to manage construction businesses at Ministry 
of Land Management, Urban Planning, and Construction.

- Others companies that do not register at Ministry of Land 
Management, Urban Planning, and Construction, but they 
have purposed to enter member of Cambodia Constructors 
Association get category of company number 1.

- All members shall pay US$100 for the member registra-
tion one time only and shall pay the contribution fee once 
every three month or six months.

For further information, please contact our office at: 

No. 315, Canadia Tower (Floor12th) Conner Preah Monivong, 
st. 110, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

Tel: (+855-23) 868 222, Fax (+855-23) 988 828

Website: http://www.cca.org.kh

 Payment for Contribution Fee

Below are the Requirements to be the Member of CCA:

The Magazine Links your Business Success

For Advertising,
Please Contact:

(855-60) 66 72 72
(855-92) 66 72 72
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CCA Greets Korean
Construction Management Body 
The Construction Management Association of Korea, a Korean construction body, 
explores the potential in Cambodia's construction market for possible invest-
ments by approaching Cambodia Constructors Association. 

C ambodia Constructors 
Association (CCA) in late 
February welcomed a dele-
gation from the Construction 
Management Association of 

Korea (CMAK) that aims to explore the 
possibility to serve construction manage-
ment services in the kingdom. 

Established in 1997 with 170 construc-
tion members in Korea so far, CMAK has 
built relations with Cambodia’s Ministry 
of Land Management, Urban Planning and 
Construction since 2011 to bring construc-
tion management services to Cambodia. 

Thus, it intends to deepen its understand-
ing over the construction situation and 
potential in this fast developed country 
from CCA which represents constructors 
in the kingdom before importing their 
construction management services here. 

“We need three years more from now to 
implement our projects here, and to make 
it successful, we need to know this sector 
deeper from CCA also its assistance during 
this time,” said Bae yung Hwi, Chairman 
of CMAK.

Oknha Pung Kheav Se, Chairman of CCA, in 

response is delighted to assist the Korean 
counterparts in order to succeed their 
businesses in Cambodia. He informs the 
guests that the current nation’s construc-
tion sub-sector is healthily recovered from 
the deep, it experienced during the 2008-
2009 property bubble.

“It is unlikely to have the property bubble 
now compared to before, because banks 
are now be careful to offer housing loans 
and buyers themselves also consider seri-
ously before purchasing any properties,” he 
said. “Constructions only come after real 
demand now.”

Such a satisfied booming also contributed 
by Korean companies, he said, impressing 
to see many Korean construction compa-
nies so as other Korean firms are running 
in Cambodia.

“Korean investment capital in Cambodia 
doesn’t cover only in the construction sec-
tor, but also in land as many Korean firms 
hold large-scale of landmass now,” Oknha 
points out. “The Korean investment is 
worth total about US$1 billion from 2008 
to 2011 according to estimation made by 
Korean community in Cambodia.”

He believes those Korean investors that 
have purchased many properties in 
Cambodia must have clear mastermind 
and long-term investment goal.

It is also a reason he decided to loan 
US$28 million to the South Korean prop-
erty developer Nuri D&C to resume con-

struction for its halt De Castle Royal 
Condo to aim for completion early 2014.

Despite, the number of Korea companies 
are not much now, he projects to the 
future Korean companies will play wider 
role in Cambodia.

He anyway continues to report to guests 
that CCA is a private-run construction 
group that has contributed largely to 
Cambodia development and also coop-
erated well with the Ministry of Land 
Management, Urban Planning and 
Construction regarding the law enact-
ments related to construction. It also has 
collaborated with the Ministry of Labor, 
and Vocational Training to train labor on 
construction skills.

Oknha Pung also requests the CMAK to 
help provide human resource to help train 
Cambodia labor on construction skills, 

since they are more advanced in this sec-
tor than Cambodia.

To attract more Korea construction compa-
nies to Cambodia, Bae yung Hwi Chairman 
of CMAK points out that a close relation 
with local company is needed and he 
requests CCA to help match the local 
partners to those come from Korea, CCA’s 
chairman agreed. 

CMAK’s Chairman believes the kingdom’s 
construction and property markets will be 
enhanced than now.

CMAK also visited De Castle Royal Condo 
which is developed by South Korea’s Nuri 
D&C and Diamond Island Riviera, a joint 
investment developed by Cambodian and 
Chinese firms in order to gain real view on 
the level and technology used in construc-
tion projects in Cambodia.

On Well: Oknha Pung Kheav Se (middle), Chairman of Cambodia 
Constructors Association, hand over the souvenir to Bae yung Hwi (left), 

Chairman of Construction Management Association of Korea, as a sign for 
future’s well cooperation on construction sector. 

(Photography by Ev Pheng)

Meeting between Cambodia Constructors Association and Construction 
Management Association of Korea for possible partnership.
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Malaysia’s
Event Organizer to Host Annual Show at Diamond Island
CAMBUILD 2013, the business-to-business trade show compiled around 8,000 industry professionals, is scheduled 
to hold after the successes of CAMBUILD in 2010 and 2012.

T he AMB Events Cambodia, 
a Malaysian company, will 
organize CAMBUILD – the 
Largest International 
Building & Construction 

Show—in Cambodia annually instead 
of biennially at the Diamond Island 
Convention & Exhibition Centre. This is 
a show of confidence in the growth of 
the Kingdom’s economy especially in the 
building and construction industry.

AMB Events Cambodia has organized 
the Cambodia International Building and 
Construction Industry Show (CAMBUILD) 
expo in 2010 and 2012 which show-
cased construction-related materials and 

technologies from over 200 exhibitors 
from 16 countries including Pavilions from 
Singapore, Malaysia, China and Taiwan.

In line with the Kingdom’s stronger 
economic performance that Cambodia 
achieves, AMB Events will launch three 
new industry related exhibitions that will 
be co-located with CAMBUILD’13. It is the 
Cambodia Property Expo ’13, Cambodia 
International Power, Transmission, 
Distribution and Electrical Engineering 
Show (CamEnergy ‘13), and Cambodia 
International Ventilation, Air-Conditioning 
and Refrigeration Show (CIVAR’13). This 
pack of shows is scheduled to host from 
10-12, September this year at Diamond 

Island.

“As the economy grows, the exhibition 
and convention industry will also grow, 
and from this year on, we are going to 
make an event where property developers, 
architects, building consultants/engineers, 
contractors and electrical consultants/
engineers can see the latest in building/
construction and mechanical & electrical 
(M&E) products, equipment and technolo-
gy in one place”, said Andrew Siow, Director 
of AMB Exhibitions, the parent company 
of AMB Events Cambodia at a meeting on 
January 21. 

“We are expanding slowly, but gradually 
ahead,” Siow said. “We are here for long-

“We are expanding slowly, but gradually 
ahead,” Siow said. “We are here for long-term 

investment and are working closely with both 
the government and private sector in support-

ing the growth of the Kingdom in facilitating 
international trade and business.”

term investment and are working closely 
with both the government and private 
sector in supporting the growth of the 
Kingdom in facilitating international trade 
and business.”

Besides the above annual events, AMB 
Exhibitions also organizes every two 
years, the Cambodia Agriculture Fair 
(CamAgriculture), Cambodia Food and 
Restaurant Industry Fair (CamFood), and 
Cambodia Hotel Industry Fair (CamHotel).

Neak Oknha Pung Kheav Se, Director 
of Diamond Island Exhibitions and 
Convention Center, and Chairman of 
Cambodia Constructors Association (CCA), 
welcomes the long-term cooperation and 

mentions the plan to upgrade the exhi-
bition hall to a wider place at the new 
planned satellite city, Chruy Chongva City. 

“…we are now planning to move the exhi-
bition center to a bigger place at Chruy 
Chongva Satellite City that covers over 
350 hectares of land,” he said. “Now we 
don’t build it [exhibition hall] yet as we 
are thinking about the proper place in the 
land, but as soon as we already select the 
proper place, construction for the halls 
will take less than one year to complete.”

With such a mega hall, Andrew Siow of 
AMB vows to bring more internation-
al-scale shows to the Kingdom.

Exhibition industry is believed to con-
tribute much to the investment growth 
so as the development at the vicinity 
surrounding the exhibition halls. Taking 
Singapore model as example, according to 
Andrew, there was nothing surrounding its 
exhibition hall once it first built, but now 
there are hotels, restaurants, commercial 
buildings, industrial buildings coming up. 

“Cambodia will be the same if it fol-
lows that model,” AMB Exhibitions’ Andrew 
Siow said, “If you look at Thailand, China, 
Malaysia, and Indonesia, there are many 
exhibition centers, simply those events 
bring in large number of investors to their 
countries.”.
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CCA & AMB
Events Cambodia to Co-Host CAMBUILD Show
MoU between Cambodia Constructors Association and AMB Event 
Company is signed for co-operation of CAMBUILD trade show. 

MOU signing for 
cooperation on inter-
national construction 
exhibitions

C ambodia Constructors 
Association (CCA) and the 
Malaysian event organiz-
ing company known as AMB 
Events Cambodia Pte Ltd in 

19 February has reached a MoU agree-
ment to jointly organize the annual con-
struction-related fairs (CAMBUILD) at the 
Phnom Penh’s diamond Island from this 
year on. 

According to the proposed MoU agreement 
initiated by AMB Events Cambodia that 
the Construction and Property Magazine 
acquired at the signing ceremony states 
that the AMB side will take the initiative 
to organize the International Building, 
Construction and M&E Exhibition and 
Conference – (CAMBUILD) to be held from 
10-12 September 2013 at the Diamond 
Island Convention and Exhibition Center, 
while Cambodia Constructors Association 
which represents the constructors in 
Cambodia will support the initiatives 

undertaken by AMB in organizing the 
event.

Under this agreement, CCA agrees to be the 
‘host organization’ for the event, and will 
regard the event as the only International 
Building, Construction and M&E Event it 
supports, participates and assists in invit-
ing all members of the building and con-
struction industry in Cambodia to attend.

The AMB Events Cambodia will man-
age the overall operation and will also 
organize the ‘Cambodia Constructors 
Association Pavilion’ at the CAMBUILD 
Exhibition. It will also offer special price 
for booth rental to the association mem-
bers. 

Legally bound by this MoU, they will work 
collaboratively to host this annual show 
for five editions from this year on and 
will renew the agreement for another 
five years if no objection rose from either 

party.

CCA which was established on 6th October 
2011 with 20 members so far is the pri-
vate association that gathers construc-
tion-related firms in Cambodia to work 
collectively in a common goal to enhance 
the kingdom’s construction industry. Two 
months after its inception, the associ-
ation registered to ASEAN Constructor 
Federation (ACF) on 6th December 2011, 
than successfully chaired the 35th ASEAN 
Constructors Federation Council Meeting 
in Phnom Penh late November last year. 

AMB Events Cambodia is a division of 
the Malaysia’s base event organizer AMB 
Exhibitions established in 1996 and has 
organized events of various industries 
across Asia. The firm slates to bring more 
international scale exhibitions to the 
Kingdom to promote and develop more 
business cooperation and partnership 
opportunities.

MORE ROOM IN CAMBODIA FOR CIVIL & 
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING ExPERTS

Thomas Zazworka, 34, Country 
Manager of Novare Design 
International (NDI) for Cambodia 
division which entered the market 
last year believes massive potential 
for professional consulting 
engineering businesses exist here 
with healthier economic recovery, but 
threats also remain to tackle.

L icensing for design engineer-
ing and construction compa-
nies grew by 13% in 2012. 
According to the Cambodian 
Land Management Ministry, 

total companies are now 1205, with 932 
being of Cambodian origin and 273 being 
international firms. 

With the growth in construction and 
property sectors of Cambodia, Novare 
Design International (NDI) entered the 
Cambodian market in July 2012. NDI 
Cambodia Manager Thomas Zazworka 
believes Cambodia has large potential for 
international standard consulting engi-
neering providers.  

NDI opened its office on the 9th floor of 
Hyundai Phnom Penh Tower in August 
2012. To achieve closer contact with local 

partners, NDI also registered with the 
Cambodia Constructors Association (CCA) 
in November 2012.

Cambodian government policy has prior-
itized infrastructure development partic-
ularly for rural zones. Thomas indicated 
that “at the moment, there are not many 
international consultants in Cambodia. So 
it is a good time to enter the market.”

NDI originated in New Zealand where it is 
well recognized for skills in bridge, struc-
tural and civil engineering. Since 2010, 
NDI staffs have been working on bridge 
and structural engineering issues asso-
ciated with the 256km Cambodian south 
railway line and the 385km north railway 
line. This work has involved strengthen-
ing of 13 bridges on the south line and 
replacement of 32 bridges on the north 

line.

Currently in Cambodia NDI offers con-
sulting engineering services in structural, 
bridge and civil engineering services as 
well as project management.  

Thomas has nine years of post-graduate 
engineering experience in civil engineer-
ing. He said that NDI currently deals with 
Cambodian, South East Asian and New 
Zealand projects.

Thomas sees the market as still wide open, 
with few competitors with the skills of 
Novare Design.  

The company plans to increase its staff to 
15 end of this year including 10 local and 
international engineers. They will expect 
to get more railway-related works and of 

Design engineering and construction companies persist to flourish in the kingdom since the con-
struction sector grew over 70 percent last year, and is expected to remain strong this year, the 
experts estimate for 2013’s situation. 
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course other kinds of works.

“We are specialized in railway project, 
but we are not focusing on this. We are 
trying to get other projects since we are 
a general civil and structural engineering 
company,” he said. “In the future, we do 
want to handle 50% for international mar-
kets from Cambodia and 50% for local or 
ASEAN markets.”  

Despite, several construction sites are 
apparently applying high class design 
and construction standards, Thomas has 
observed that clients often do not realize 
the longevity benefits of paying for high 
class service. 

The lack of international-recognized 
construction and designing standards, 
he added, is another serious matter; the 

country should immediately tackle. “There 
is no clear construction standard here yet, 
everybody can use whatever they want.”

Compared to other countries, the construc-
tion sector here is growing quite well. 
The matter is to implement construction 
standards, he recommended.

Owners would also be wise to consid-
er engaging designers with professional 
indemnity insurance. It is also important 
that intellectual property rights are rec-
ognized. 

Pointing to Phnom Penh’s severe traffic 
issue, according to NDI, there must be a 
clear master plan to guide where some-
thing can be built or not.

Thomas predicts the future of the engi-

neering design and construction industry 
should be strong. 

Since the company's inception in New 
Zealand in 2004, so far Novare Design has 
been operated in New Zealand, Australia, 
the Salomon Island, the Philippines, and 
Cambodia. It has handled over 1,000 proj-
ects up to now from iconic bridges, like 
the award winning “Te Rewa Rewa” Bridge 
a pedestrian and cycle-way bridge across 
the Waiwhakaiho River at New Plymouth 
in New Zealand, to buildings..

 Rail bridge across Kampot river, designed by NDI
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E merging at the northern edge 
of the Diamond Island, over-
looking the three rivers, the 
multi-million luxurious city 
compound— RIVIERA finally 

opened its grand sale office.

The 5-hectare compound combines 
together the five-star condominiums, 
modern shop-houses (flat), Riviera Plaza, 
the state-of-the-art commercial space, and 
the civilized sporting and entertainment 
areas— the sky park.

By the time that this long-awaited grand 
sale center opened in January 23, 2013 
to officially bring part of the Riviera’s 
properties on sale, 98 of its total 104 
shop-houses which opened sale last year 
are sold out.

Riviera features five towers; 33 floors for 
tower A and B, and spans to 38 floors for 
tower C, D, and E that jointly carry the 
vessel-like sky park. The five towers totally 

registered 712 residential units for sale 
from 180-350sqm with 3-4 bedrooms plus 
1 multi-purpose room each with the price 
up from US$270,000.

The sale center opened in late January 
only target the sale of 294 residential 
units in building A (168 units) and D (126 
units). The sale schedule for the three 
remaining towers— B (168 units), C (125 
units), and E (125 units)—haven’t been 
announced yet, but will be in the next 
few months, according to the Riviera’ sale 
department. 

On the construction side, so far the entire 
project graduated about 20 percent only, 
when the construction on flats completed 
roughly 70 percent and 55 percent com-
plete for Riviera Plaza, according to Chin 
Hok, Riviera Construction Manager.

Despite sale campaign target on tower 
A and D first, responding to customers’ 
request, construction will primarily deal 

with Tower A and B which erects on the 
front row, scheduled to complete by 2015. 
Then, it will continue on the three rear 
towers later which is planned to finished 
in 2017.

With such mega city project, the total 
investment capital is not yet finalized as 
developer is considering for the install-
ment of the latest building materials.

“We don’t finalize the capital investment 
yet as we are considering on the high-end 
materials supply,” said Chin Hok, “We plan 
to equip the latest and high quality mate-
rials for the condominium and it takes 
time to calculate pricing.”

Riviera building is constructed on 300,000 
sqm, covering by total landmass of 50,000 
sqm of D.I. Riviera. It was once sole-
ly developed by the Diamond Island 
Development Co, Ltd, a branch of the 
parental company Overseas Cambodia 
Investment Corporation (OCIC). But now 

RIVIERA’s
Sale Center Opened

Riviera expected to be a big leap forward of the country’s 
development on construction and architecture industry.

“Diamond Island is the best location and environment in Phnom 
Penh, so customers who purchase the residence in Riviera will be for-
tunate as price will only rise upwards,” Oknha Pung said, adding that, 
“I believe Riviera will be a shining diamond of the diamond island, 

and will be the out-standing project in Cambodia.”

the project has been transferred to man-
age by two Chinese property develop-
ers Jixiang Investment Company and 
Friendship Investment Company that are 
looking for the opportunities to invest in 
Cambodia. Diamond Island Development 
Co., Ltd becomes the contractor for the 
project, and Canadia bank remains the 
funder. 

“We meet and negotiate with these two 
companies, and finally we transfer this 
project development to them,” said Oknha 
Pung Kheav Se, CEO of Diamond Island 
Development Co. Ltd at the sale cen-
ter’s opening event. “So, Diamond Island 
Development Co., Ltd becomes the con-
structor for this project, and Canadia bank 
funds this project.”

With the new agreement, sales on Riviera’s 
properties are collectively managed by the 
three companies.

“Diamond Island is the best location and 

environment in Phnom Penh, so custom-
ers who purchase the residence in Riviera 
will be fortunate as price will only rise 
upwards,” Oknha Pung said, adding that, “I 
believe Riviera will be a shining diamond 
of the diamond island, and will be the 
out-standing project in Cambodia.”

Secretary of State for Land Management 
Ministry, Phoeung Sophoan  points out 
that Riviera reflects a big leap forward of 
the country’s development on construction 
and architecture industry.

But to ensure sustainable development, 
he recommends six points to all local 
and international investors regarding 
the new city development. i.e. residence, 
Commercial space, education center,  
entertainment space, infrastructure con-
necting to wider city, and environmental-
ly-friendly city development policy.

According to Phnom Penh Deputy Governor, 
Kuong Sreng, demand for residential spac-

es and traffic system has encouraged 
the government to license satellite city 
projects such as Diamond Island that ulti-
mately produce the today’s Riviera.

“With rapid development in Phnom Penh, 
the traffic and residential locations to 
meet dwellers’ demand is a big worry, 
that’s why the government licenses OCIC 
to develop diamond island satellite city 
which was once a calm island covered by 
minor crops and weeds,” he said.

The skyscraper compound departed its 
foundation work in September 2011, with 
the first phase completion expected in 
2015, and to the full finish in 2017. The 
complex is architecturally designed by 
Thailand's architectural firm A-7 Corp, 
structurally designed by Sino-Pacific 
Construction Consultancy and internally 
designed by Guangzhu Sunho Decoration 
Company.
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NEW MARKET
Uplifts City’s Beauty & Citizen’s Buying Style

A new Stung Meanchey market is believed to attract more 
nearby consumers since it’s the first big grocery mall in 

Stung Meanchey region, but the market success will also 
depend on its pricing strategy. 

“SUCCESS OR FAILURE FOR THIS 
MARKET CAN’T BE DETERMINED 

NOW; IT DEPENDS ON ITS RENTAL 
PRICING.”

A new Stung Meanchey market is 
believed to attract more nearby 
consumers since it’s the first big 
mall in the first enclosed grocery 

market in that area. But it depends on pricing 
strategy in the market.

A long the street 217 in Stung Mean Chey 
district where is predicted as a good and 
suitable arena for all kinds of businesses 
surrounding by residential buildings, many 
factories and other business complexes, 
a new Stung Meanchey market standing 
from the south of Stung Meanchey bridge 
opened operation this month to uplift 
city’s beauty and enhancing citizen’s shop-
ping lifestyle. 

The new Stung Meanchey market is 
designed as a two-floor mall on about 
10,000 square meters of land includ-
ing restaurants, stores, grocery shops and 
retail market that can accommodate 1,000 
tenants. The first floor serves grocery and 
food-stuff market, and the second floor 
features restaurants, beauty parlors, mas-
sage services, child entertainment areas, 
and retailing shops and so on.

The tenants are not sold to sellers, it can 
only be rented. However, the renting rate, 
number of registered renters, and invest-
ment capital haven’t been told, when the 
structure is continuously constructed and 
expected for completion another year. 

Cambodian people habitually don’t like 
buying consuming goods or products in 
supermarkets as they believe that it must 
be more expensive than the normal mar-
ket, said Seng Dina, Marketing Manager of 
the new Stung Meanchey market.  “This 

new Stung Meanchey market is a simple 
one and not a plan for supermarket, but it 
is secured and clean.” 

Dina expects that the mall will be suc-
cessful as no nearby competitor exists yet. 
“No any supermarket or large shopping 
mall available here, so we don’t worry too 
much on competition, and we believe our 
operation will be successful.”

The new market will enhance the heavy 
traffic at the area and beautify the city 
especially near the old Stung Meanchey 
market, insiders say, it also absorb many 
sellers at the old Stung Meanchey market, 
but won’t be popular enough to close 
down that old one.

“It is true that the new market is more 
secured, clean and safe, but it is also more 
expensive than the old one, so tenants 
who can’t afford with higher rental price 
will continue selling at the old market as 
buyers traditionally prefer that market,” 
said Po Eavkong, Managing Director of 
Asia Real Estate Cambodia, who involves 
in this new market development. 

Eavkong, anyway, expects that the rental 
space at this new Stung Meanchey market 
won’t be sold out by seeing the nearby 
Sovanna Shopping Center still leave many 
vacant rental space, reflecting that buying 
power is still limited there. “Success or 
failure for this market can’t be determined 
now; it depends on its rental pricing.”

Noun Rithy, Managing Director, Bonna 
Realty Group says that the new Stung 
Meanchey market located at a potential 
area of high density when such market 

size never exists there yet.

“There is no such a big market like this at 
the surrounding villages yet, besides the 
small and dirty markets along the roads, 
so it will be successful,” he projects, but 
points out it also depends on the pric-
ing strategy in the market. “I think the 
rental price should be primarily set more 
affordable to retailers, than as the market 
is getting more popular, and sellers can 
earn more income, it is the right time to 
increase the price.”

Rithy believes the new market will help 
drive the property development there, 
saying that, “It is one of the facilities that 
supports lives. Wherever there is market, 
there is property development there.”

He foresees that when the nation’s econo-
my grows that lifts up the citizens’ income, 
they will gradually leave the traditional 
dirty market along the roads, and turn to 
purchase goods at the shopping centers 
for their comfort.

According to Po Eavkong of Asia Real 
Estate Cambodia, there are more rooms for 
shopping centers in Phnom Penh especial-
ly at some high-dense suburban areas and 
new urbanized towns as demand also rise 
responding to growing population. 

 “There are many un-standardized small 
markets along the ways at the new towns, 
and industrial areas, so more shopping 
centers should be there as demand also 
grows greatly along the growing popula-
tion,” he says.

Uplift in Area:  New Stung Meanchey market is under construction. The new market is 
expected to change the life style of citizen in region. (Photography by Meas Proeksa)
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A s seen, high-rising office 
building are constantly active 
in the city to response for the 
growth of local and interna-
tional companies, property’s 

agencies and experts estimated that the 
demand of commercial and rental offices in 
the capital will grow in 2013 against last 
year due to stronger economic performance. 
In 2012, the office’s needs climbed mod-
estly 15 percent, resulting from the pro-
gressive drive of construction projects—
residential building, condominium, and 
satellite city— in the country.  

 “Last year, the demand for office space 
grew 15 percent compared to 2011 due 
to better economic performance,” said 
Chrek Soknim, Deputy Director of Vtrust 
Properties, who notified that the demand 
for office building in Cambodia grows 
about 10-15 percent when rental rate 
rises from 7-15 percent annually. 

Tes Sophak, Deputy Director of the iCON 
Professional Building that covers 12,000 
square meters, said that office’s renting 
has grown by 30 percent in 2012 com-
pared to 2011, describing the growth con-
tributed by the nation’s strong economic 
growth which appeals for more investors, 
especial Asian companies. Only 5 percent 
of his tenants is Khmer.

Three types of office’s space are recognized 
for renting in the city— grade-A, grade-B, 
and grade-C. The measured criteria for 
building’s grading remain unclear; howev-
er, the real estate agents usually evaluate 
on location, facilities, management, and 
parking lodge before setting rental rate to 
distinguish the three categories.

According to Vtrust Properties, rental fees 
for grade-A office may start up from 
US$13 per square meters in a month, 
when grade-B and grade-C cost US$8-13, 
and under US$8 respectively.

The most popular office trading activities 
last year fell to grade-C office, hold-
ing about 57 percent of the market last 
year, while another 43 percent covered by 
grade-A and B, according to internation-
al property consultant, CB Richard Ellis 
(CBRE) Cambodia,

But Vtrust properties that manages two 

Grade-B office buildings with over 20,000 
square meters, points out that despite 
grade-B and C grew about 20 percent the 
same last year as the demand for grade-A 
grew only from 10-15 percent. Hence, 
grade-B is the most popular one now as 
companies mostly the local and the start-
up firms feel that grade-B office building 
is in the average standard—neither luxuri-
ous nor untidy. 

“With grade-B building, companies can 
upgrade to A or degrade to C easily upon 
their business destiny,” said Soknim, add-
ing that “we lack supply for grade-B office 

space now.” 

However the experts and agents forecast 
that the demand for office space, espe-
cially, for the grade-A building will fall 
slightly this year while the other competi-
tors—grade-B or C—gradually start to soar 
which many office projects will complete 
or start from this year on, especially the 
grade-A facility. 

“Last year, there is no grade-A or grade-B 
buildings are ready yet that push to 
increased demand, but from this year on 
many office buildings are expected to 

finish or start, thus the demand rate will 
slightly increase,” David George, Country 
Manager of CBRE (Cambodia) said. 

Chrek Soknim of Vtrust agreed, asserting 
that “I foresee that supply for grade-A 
offices will excess the demand in the 
coming years, when building like Vattanac 
Capital will complete this year offering a 
huge grade-A space.

Presently, Canadia Tower completed in 
2009 offerd about 6,000 square-meter 
office space with the average rental price 
of $30 per square meter in a month and 

A, B & C
Office Spaces Expected to Rise

The demand for grade A, B, and C office buildings is estimated to grow 
in 2013, since many investors are looking into Cambodian market, after 

Cambodia fruitfully completed its chairmanship of ASEAN in 2012. 

“Last year, there is no grade-A or grade-B buildings 
are not ready yet that push to increased demand, but 
from this year on many office buildings are expected 
to finish or start, thus the demand rate will slightly 
increase,” David George, Country Manager of CBRE 

(Cambodia) said.

Light at Night of Grade A: Canadia Tower, along Preah Monivong Blvd, is classified as grade A 
building, evaluated on location, facilities, management, and parking lodge. Canadia Tower consists 
of 32 floors, applied as shopping places and rental offices. (Photography by Ev Pheng)
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Hyundai Phnom Penh Tower opened in 
2011 about 22,000 square-meter office 
space with the rental price range from $19 
to $25 per square meter in a month plus 
service charge of $4 per square meter are 
the only grade-A office. 

The 39-floor Vattanac Capital, expected 
to complete this year, will be the interna-
tional grade-A building offering 285,000 
square meters to the market and if the 
halted gold Tower 42 continues and com-
pletes, it will also provide 15,000 square 
meters of grade-A space. 

On the investment side, while residen-
tial projects are preferred by local inves-
tors, apartments, condo and office space 
are actively involved by foreign investors, 
especially when there are presences of 
Japanese investors now.

Despite the current market scale for office 
space is relatively small, many experts 
comment that those foreign developers 
are looking for long-term profit, believing 
demand for office space will grow largely 
when the kingdom enters the ASEAN inte-

gration in 2015, and the prosperous years 
beyond.  

“Now it seem like supply is vast, with few 
demand, but foreign investors wait for the 
future demand,, so that’s fine,” Soknim said, 
adding that, “They build the apartments 
or office space now, and wait for the 
huge demand in the next 3 years when 
Cambodia enters AEC or longer.”

Soknim said that the demand for grade-A 
and B is correlated. When companies hurt 
from the global economic crises a few 
years ago, many of them hesitate to hire 
grade-A office, and they look into grade-B 
office. With the better economic recovery 
now, everyone still compete for grade-B, 
not yet grade-A, and If their business-
es prosper, they can move up easily to 
grade-A office.

There are clear characteristics of busi-
nesses that trend for each of the three 
office categories. Multi-national compa-
nies (MNCs), big international companies, 
and brand-oriented firms prefer grade-A 
to protect their reputation while some 

foreign investors and big local firms prefer 
grade-B; and grade-C mostly is occupied 
by local agencies, start-up firms, and fam-
ily-run businesses that don’t care about 
their office image.

There is a good hope for the future of 
office space business in Cambodia. Experts 
agreed that there are huge potentials that 
the kingdom remains such as the sound of 
economic performance, the growing inter-
est from foreign investors due to attrac-
tive investment law, regional integration, 
and the well-geography Cambodia locates 
receiving few disaster impacts unlike the 
neighbors.

“Cambodia located in the well-geography, 
the heart of ASEAN that see fewer disas-
ters than others. There are disasters in 
Thailand, Vietnam, and other countries, so 
companies who wish to relocate will think 
of Cambodia,” said Soknim.

The price for office renting in Cambodia is 
much cheaper than the neighbors that will 
only attract more investors who worry on 
operation cost.

“The office rental rate in Cambodia is 
much cheaper than the neighboring 
countries,” said Chrek Soknim of Vtrust 
Properties. “Grade-A in Bangkok costs 
upper than US$45 per square meters in 
a month, when office space in Vietnam, 
despite cheaper than Thailand but still 
more expensive than Cambodia.”

He forecasted that from 2013-2015, the 
demand for office space will grow about 
15-20 percent annually.

Dith Channa, General Manager of VMC 
Real Estate Cambodia, said that offices 
rentals have grown 15 to 20 per cent last 
year compared to 2011 and he believed 
that the market will increase double this 
year. “I think that renting offices will dou-
ble in 2013.”

However, there are also challenges in the 
office space industry which call for solu-
tions if the nation wishes to maximize 
its profit. The last year’ growth was not at 
peak yet when the nation reserves much 

development potential. The government 
should work to encourage more invest-
ment in this sector.  

There is a lack of law to control property 
developers and agents, and no center to 
set up the commonly-used data in proper-
ty market yet which makes the price rate 
of properties differs from agents to agents 
that deter foreign investors to come in as 
they get bored to spend much time just 
to research the market data and bargain 
price, Soknim said.

“Cambodia is located in the well-geography, the 
heart of ASEAN that see fewer disasters than oth-
ers. There are disasters in Thailand, Vietnam, and 

other countries, so companies who wish to relocate 
will think of Cambodia,” said Soknim.
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COLORFUL NIGHT
A large fluorescent scenery of the developing capital stretches

with colorful light, uplifting the city's beauty. 
(Photography by Ev Pheng)
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W hile some property trad-
ers worry this year’s gen-
eral election may storm 
Cambodia like in 2008— 

the property bubble era, the global leader 
in real estate services, CB Richard Ellis 
(CBRE) predicts the kingdom’s property 
market will only prosper even amid the 
general election this year.

Although, the CBRE Acting Country 
Manager for Cambodia division, Ryan 
O’Sullivan admits the July’s election might 
raise minor concerns for investors just 
as same as other countries which expe-
rience with their respective elections, he 
believes property development here will 
still blossom.

“The election won’t have a negative 
impact on Cambodia,” O’Sullivan said, add-
ing that “One of the reasons that inves-
tors like Cambodia is not only due to its 
investor-friendly conditions with inves-
tor-friendly laws, but also the political 
stability it has earned for many years. The 
growth in Cambodia is quite stable.”

As seen, the main booming property is 
the serviced apartment which start on 
construction gradually, for instance, at 
least eight apartment buildings are being 
constructed at Boeung Keng Kang at the 
moment to match demand.  

“Previously all demand for serviced apart-
ments was driven by embassies and NGOs, 
but now demand is shifting to the private 

sector,” he said. “Private companies are 
coming in, and it is good for the property 
market and indeed the wider economy.”

Office space demand is also picking up 
which will be matched by Vattanac Capital 
– one of the grade-A office development 
in Cambodia.   There are also exciting 
times for retail with the development of 
Aeon and Parkson malls.  The industrial 
market also increases largely especially in 
the garment factories and light assembly 
factories as many Japanese companies are 
coming in.  

Amid the property market recovery, more 
foreigners are challenging with Cambodian 
citizens to possess local properties. Based 
on the foreign ownership law for condo-
minium, foreigners can own condominium 
only from the first floor up, and there 
is enough condominium development to 
satisfy their demand when Cambodians 
traditionally prefer shop-houses, he ana-
lyzes. 

Foreigners still can’t own land, and they 
still have to set up a land holding compa-
ny with the Cambodian partner(s) if they 

want to own or develop a plot. 

There is no need for further restriction 
on foreign ownership because the gov-
ernment has already set up an intelligent 
policy that restricts foreigners to own 
properties in Cambodia, so that should not 
be a problem,” he said. 

Compared to Thailand and Vietnam, 
Cambodia has a better foreign owner-
ship law that really encourages foreigners 
to come that is the reason apartments, 

resorts and other properties are improving 
well. 

Cambodia's property market, although was 
rapidly developed last year, hasn’t reached 
the peak yet. “At the moment, I don’t see 
any evidence of property bubbles like in 
2008 when the purchasing of land and 

CBRE’s
Outlook on Kingdom’s Property 
Election 2013 will not be a storm for Cambodia’s property market. With strong political 
stability that Cambodia has earned for more than a decade will enrich the property market, 
according to the property experts.

“The election won’t have 
a negative impact on 
Cambodia,” O’Sullivan 
said

condominiums was driven purely by spec-
ulation,” he said. “Anyway now investors are 
more sensible.”

To enhance the property market sustain-
ably, he recommends Cambodia to state 
clearer in respect of the ‘law on foreign 
ownership on condominium’ regarding the 
management on condominiums. That will 
reassure foreign investors’ confidence. 

To stimulate further demand in the prop-
erty market, Cambodia’s GDP growth 
should reach 10 percent. There should be 
great policy to support steady growth and 
to guard against any bubbles.  If interest 
rates decreased, it would encourage more 
property transactions.

Similarly to many countries, Cambodia 
still has issues with corruption, but Mr. 

O’Sullivan is encouraged by the govern-
ment attempts to increase transparency.

Having had an office in Cambodia since 
1993, followed by a permanent office 
opening in 2007, CBRE anyway finds local 
estate agencies are competing with inter-
national players now.

“Of course, they [local estate companies] 
are our competitors, but we do cooper-
ate well with each other. CBRE is also 
the member of Cambodia Valuers and 
Estate Agent (CVEA) Association, and there 
should be no fear of unpleasant competi-
tion,” he asserts. 

He however sees local companies have 
different market segment from the guest 
firms, saying that Cambodian companies 
focus more on local market segment, when 

international players, like CBRE, tend to 
target more on international market such 
as businesses from Europe and America. 

Here in Cambodia, CBRE offers various 
services such as sale, leasing, manage-
ment, and evaluation of properties like 
apartments, resorts and grade-A office 
components. They also offer consulting 
and research services for property and 
land development. 

With more international property experts 
presenting here, Ryan O’Sullivan of 
CBRE Cambodia says, it also encourag-
es more international investors to come. 
“Businesses from Europe and America are 
happy to see that CBRE arrives here.”.

“At the moment, I don’t see any evidence of property bub-
bles like in 2008 when the purchasing of land and condo-
miniums was driven purely by speculation,” O’Sullivan said, 

adding that “anyway now investors are more sensible.”

 Aerial view over Sangkat Boeng Keng Kang and Bassac
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ការព្យាករណ៍របស ់CBRE
ល�ើទគីផ្សារអច�នទទព្្យលៅកម្ពុជា 

ខណៈមពលដដលពាណិជ្ជករដ្នែក 
អចលនបទពចាយមួយចំនួនបានកំពុង 
បារម្ភថាការមបាះមឆ្ចាតមបជើសមរីស 

តំណងរានស្តមៅឆ្ចាំមនះអាចនធឹងជះឥទិ្ពល
មៅដល់ទី្ចាសារអចលនបទពចាយរ្រស់ប្រមទស
កម្ពនុជាដូចមៅឆ្ចាំ២០០៨ដដលជារយៈមពល
រោនវិ្រតិ្តអចលនបទពចាយទូទាំងពិភពមលាក
ដ៏ធងៃន់ធងៃរមួយ។ ្រ៉ុដន្តសបរោ្រ់ទសចាេនៈរ្រស់
បកុមហ៊ុន CB Richard Ellis Cambodia 

(CBRE) ដដលជាបកុមហ៊ុនឈានមុខមគមលើ 
ដ្នែកមសវាកម្មអចលនបទពចាយកនែនុងទី្ចាសារអន្តរជាតិ
បានវិោគថា វិស័យអចលនបទពចាយរ្រស់កម្ពនុជា
នធឹងរីកចមបមើន្រន្ត្រន្ចា្រ់ មទាះ្រីជារោនការ
មបាះមឆ្ចាតថា្ចាក់ជាតិមៅឆ្ចាំមនះក៏មដយ។
 នយកបគ្រ់បគងស្តីទីប្រចាំប្រមទស 
កម្ពនុជារ្រស់បកុមហ៊ុន CBRE មលាក Ryan

O’Sullivan ទទួលសា្ចាល់ថា ការមបាះមឆ្ចាត 
ជាតិមៅដខកកកេដមនះ ប្រដហលជា្រងកេកង្ល់
្រន្តិច្រន្តលួចដល់វិនិមយគិនទាំងឡាយ ដូច
ដដលប្រមទសដផទធ្ចា្រ់ជួ្រប្រទះអំឡនុងមព
លមបាះមឆ្ចាតកនែនុងប្រមទសរ្រស់មគដដរ។ 
មលាកបានមជឿជាក់ថា ទី្ចាសារអចលនបទពចាយ 
មៅកម្ពនុជានធឹងមៅដតរីកលូតលាស់្រន្តមទៀត។
"ការមបាះមឆ្ចាតមនះនធឹងមិនរោន្ល្រ៉ះពាល់
អាបកក់ដល់ប្រមទសកម្ពនុជាមនះមទ"។ មលាក
បានដថ្លងបបា្រ់ទសចាេនវដ្តីសំណង់ និង 
អចលនបទពចាយកាលពីមដើមដខកុម្ភៈយ៉ចាងដូមចនែះ។
មលាកក៏្រន្តមទៀតថា "កតាតចាមួយកនែនុងចំមណម
កតាតចាជាមបចើន ដដលវិនិមយគិន្ររមទសចូល 
ចិត្តកម្ពនុជា គឺមិនដមនមដយសារដតល័ក្ខ-
ខ័ណ្ឌអនុមបគាះដល់ការវិនិមយគទុនដ្នែក
្្លចូវចចាបា្រ់ដតមួយមុខមនះមទ ្រ៉ុដន្តក៏មដយ 
សារដតស្ិរោពនមយបាយ ដដលកម្ពនុជាអាច
រកចាសាបានយូរឆ្ចាំមកមហើយ្ងដដរ។ ការលូត-
លាស់រ្រស់កម្ពនុជា គឺពិតជារោនស្ិរោព"។ 
ដូចបានមមើលម�ើញបសា្រ់មហើយថា ប្រមភទ 
ផនអចលនបទពចាយដដលរីកចមបមើនជាងមគគ ឺ
អាផាតមិនដដលកំពុងសាងសង់ជា្រន្ត-
្រន្ចា្រ់។ ជាក់ដស្តងនមពល្រច្ចនុ្រចាបននែមនះ 
សំណង់អាផាតមិនយ៉ចាងតិចចំនួន៨កដន្លង 

បគាន់ដតមៅសង្ចាត់្រធឹងមកងកង បានកំពុង
សាងសង់មដើមចាបី្រំមពញតាមតបមរូវការ។ 
"កាលពីមុន តបមរូវការអាផាតមិនោគមបចើន 
គឺសង់មឡើងសបរោ្រ់ជាសំណង់សា្ចានទូត 
និងអង្គការមបរៅរដ្ចាភិបាលននដត្រ៉ុមណណចាះ។
្រ៉ុដន្តឥឡចូវមនះតបមរូវការោគមបចើន គឺមកើត 
មចញពីវិស័យឯកជន"។
 មលាកបាននិយយដ្រ្រមនះ មដយ
្រន្តថា "្រច្ចនុ្រចាបនុនែមនះ រោនបកុមហ៊ុនឯកជន
ជាមបចើនកំពុងចូលមក មហើយសា្ចានោពមនះ 
គឺអំមណយ្លល្អសបរោ្រ់ទី្ចាសារអចលន-
បទពចាយ និងមសដ្ឋកិច្ចជាតិទាំងមូល"។
 តបមរូវការអគារការិយល័យក៏កំពុង 
មកើនមឡើង្ងដដរ ជាពិមសសជាមួយនធឹង 
ការ្្គត់្្គង់អគារការិយល័យ្រដន្មពីអគារ
វឌចាឍនៈ (Vattanac Capital) ដដលជាអគារ
ការិយល័យលំដ្រ់ A ដ៏ប្រណិតមួយមៅ 
កម្ពនុជា។ ទនទៃធឹមនធឹងគា្ចាមនះ វិស័យលក់រាយ
ក៏រោនការរីកចមបមើនយ៉ចាងប្រមសើរ្ងដដរ 
មៅមពលដដលរោនការអភិវឌចាឍមជចាឈមណ្ឌល 
លក់ទំនិញ Aeon រ្រស់ជ្រ៉ុន និង Parkson 
រ្រស់រោ៉ចាមឡសុី។ រីឯទី្ចាសារឧសចាសាហកម្ម 
ក៏រោនការរីកចមបមើនយ៉ចាងខា្ចាំង្ងដដរ ជា-
ពិមសសដ្នែកមរាងចបកកាត់មដរ និងមរាងចបក
តមម្លើងមបគឿងចបកធន់បសាល មៅមពលដដល
រោនបកុមហ៊ុនជ្រ៉ុនកាន់ដតមបចើនមកវិនិមយគ-
ទុនមៅកម្ពនុជា។
 មលាកបានវិោគថា មៅកំឡនុងមពល
ផនការមងើ្រមឡើងវិញផនទី្ចាសារអចលនបទពចាយ
មនះដដរ ក៏សមងកេតម�ើញរោនជន្ររមទស 
កាន់ដតមបចើនកំពុងប្រកួតប្រដជងជាមួយ  
ប្រជាជនកម្ពនុជាមដើមចាបីមធ្ើជារោ្ចាស់មលើអចលន-
បទពចាយកនែនុងបសុក្ងដដរ។ មយងតាមចចាបា្រ់ 
កម្មសិទ្ិជន្ររមទសមលើអគារខុនដូ ជន្ររ-
មទសអាចរោនកម្មសិទិ្មលើអគារខុនដូចា្រ់
ពីជាន់ទីមួយមឡើងមៅ មហើយប្រមទសកម្ពនុជា
បានអភិវឌចាឍអគារខុនដូបគ្រ់បគាន់មដើមចាបី 
្រំមពញតាមតបមរូវការផនជន្ររមទសទាំង
មនះ មៅមពលដដលជនជាតិកម្ពនុជារោន 
ទរោ្ចា្រ់ចូលចិត្តរស់មៅកនែនុងលំមៅដ្ចានដដល

អាចលក់ដូរទំនិញបាន។ 
 ជន្ររមទសមៅដតមិនអាចមធ្ើជារោ្ចាស់ 
ដីធ្លីបានមទ មហើយប្រសិនម្រើពួកមគចង់មធ្ើ 
ជារោ្ចាស់ដី ឬអភិវឌចាឍដីមៅកដន្លងណមួយ 
ពួកមគបតរូវ្រមងកេើតជាបកុមហ៊ុនកាន់កា្រ់ដីមួយ
មដយសហការជាមួយផដគូដដលរោន 
សញ្ចាតិកម្ពនុជា។ 
 មលាកបានរោនប្រសាសន៍ថា "កម្ពនុជា 
ពុំចាំបាច់ដក់គំន្រ្រដន្មមលើ្រញ្ចាកម្មសិទិ ្
រ្រស់ជន្ររមទសមនះមទ ពីមបពាះរដ្ចាភិបាល 
បាន្រមងកេើតមគាលនមយបាយដ៏រោនប្រសិទិ្-
ោពមួយរួចមៅមហើយ ដដលដក់កបមិតដល់
ជន្ររមទសមិនឲចាយមធ្ើជារោ្ចាស់កម្មសិទិ្អចល-
នបទពចាយមៅកម្ពនុជាមដយងយបសួលបានមទ"។ 
ម្រើមប្រៀ្រមធៀ្រជាមួយប្រមទសផថ និងមវៀត-
ណម មលាកសមងកេតម�ើញថា ប្រមទស
កម្ពនុជារោនចចាបា្រ់កម្មសិទិ្ជន្ររមទសល្អ
ប្រមសើរជាង ដដលពិតជាមលើកទធឹកចិត្តជន
្ររមទសឲចាយមកកម្ពនុជា មហើយមនះគឺជាមហតុ-
្លដដលអាផាតមិន កដន្លងកំសាន្ត និង 
អចលនបទពចាយម្ចាេងៗមទៀតកំពុងរោនការ-
វិវត្តន៍យ៉ចាងល្អប្រមសើរ។ ្រ៉ុដន្តទី្ចាសារអចល-
នបទពចាយមៅកម្ពនុជា ម្រើមទាះជារោនការរីក
ចមបមើនយ៉ចាងឆ្រ់រហ័សកាលពីឆ្ចាំមុនក៏
មដយក៏ពុំទាន់មកើនមឡើងដល់កំពូល ដដល
អាច្រងកេឲចាយរោនការបពរួយបារម្ភមៅមឡើយ
មនះមទ"។ 
 "នមពល្រច្ចនុ្រចាបននែមនះ ខ្នុំមិនទាន់ម�ើញ
 រោនភស្តនុតាងពីវិ្រត្តិអចលនបទពចាយដូចឆ្ចាំ
២០០៨ ដដលជាមពលដដលការទិញដី និង
ខុនដូបតរូវបានដធឹកនំមដយការ្រំមបា៉ចាងតផម្ល
ទី្ចាសារមនះមទ”។ មលាក Ryan O’Sullivan 

បានរោនប្រសាសន៍ដូមចនែះ មហើយបាន្រដន្ម
ថា "អនែកវិនិមយគទុនសព្ផថងៃរោនោពផវឆ្ចាត
ណស់"។
 មដើមចាបីមលើកកម្ពស់ទី្ចាសារអចលនបទពចាយ
ឲចាយរោននិរន្តរោព គាត់បាន្្តល់អនុសាសន៍
ថា កម្ពនុជាគួរ្រញ្ចាក់ឲចាយកាន់ដតចចាបាស់ដថម
មទៀតកនែនុងខ្លធឹមសារចចាបា្រ់កម្មសិទិ្រ្រស់ជន-
្ររមទសមលើខុនដូ ទាក់ទិននធឹងការបគ្រ់បគង
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ខុនដូ។ កតាតចាមនះនធឹងជួយ្រមងកេើនជំមនឿចិត្ត 
ចំមពាះវិនិមយគិន្ររមទស្រដន្មមទៀត។ 
មដើមចាបី្រមងកេើនតបមរូវការកនែនុងទី្ចាសារអចលនបទពចាយ
្រដន្មមទៀត មលាកបាន្រន្តថា ការរីកចមបមើន
្លិត្លសរុ្រកនែនុងបសុក (GDP) រ្រស់
កម្ពនុជាគួរដតមកើនរហូតដល់ ១០ោគរយ
កនែនុងមួយឆ្ចាំ។ ដតរោនមគាលនមយបាយ 
ប្រមសើរដថមមទៀត មដើមចាបីជួយគាំបទការលូត-
លាស់ជាលំដ្រ់ និងមដើមចាបីការពារទល់នធឹង 
វិ្រតិ្តនន។ ប្រសិនម្រើអបតាការបបាក់បតរូវ
បានធ្ចាក់ចុះ វានធឹងអាចជួយគាំបទសកម្មោព
ជួញដូរអចលនបទពចាយ្រដន្មមទៀត។ កម្ពនុជា
ក៏ដូចគា្ចានធឹងប្រមទសដផទមទៀតដដរ ដដល
កំពុងប្រឈមនធឹងអំមពើពុករលួយ ្រ៉ុដន្តមលាក
O’Sullivan ក៏មពញចិត្តនធឹងការខិតខំរ្រស់
រដ្ចាភិបាលមដើមចាបីមលើកកម្ពស់តរោ្ចាោព្ង
ដដរ។
 បកុមហ៊ុន CBRE រោនវត្តរោនកនែនុង
ប្រមទសកម្ពនុជាតាំងពីឆ្ចាំ១៩៩៣ និងរោន
ការិយល័យអចិផនន្តយ៍កនែនុងឆ្ចាំ២០០៧។ 
តាមរយៈ្រទពិមសាធន៍មលើអចលនបទពចាយ
កន្លងមក បកុមហ៊ុន CBRE ក៏បានសមងកេត 

ម�ើញថា ្រច្ចនុ្រចាបននែមនះោ្ចាក់ងរអចលនបទពចាយ
មៅកនែនុងបសុកកំពុងប្រកួតប្រដជងជាមួយនធឹង
ោ្ចាក់ងរអចលនបទពចាយ្ររមទស្ងដដរ។
“ពិតដមនមហើយ ពួកមគ [បកុមហ៊ុនអចលន-
បទពចាយកនែនុងបសុក] គឺជាផដគូរប្រកួតប្រដជងរ្រស់
មយើង ្រ៉ុដន្តមយើងក៏បានសហការជាមួយគា្ចា 
យ៉ចាងល្អប្រមសើរដដរ។ បកុមហ៊ុន CBRE ក៏ 
ជាសរោជិករ្រស់សរោគមអនែកវាយតផម្លនិង
ោ្ចាក់ងរអចលនវត្នុកម្ពនុជា្ងដដរ មហើយវា
ទំនងនធឹងគា្ចានការប្រកួតប្រដជងដដលមិន
ស្រចាបាយចិត្តណមួយមកើតមឡើងមនះមទ” 

មលាកបានដថ្លងបបា្រ់ដូមចនែះ។
 មទាះ្រីជាយ៉ចាងណក៏មដយ គាត់
សមងកេតម�ើញថា បកុមហ៊ុនកនែនុងបសុកសម្លធឹង
មមើលទី្ចាសារខុសគា្ចាពីទីោ្ចាក់ងរអចលនវត្នុ
ដដលមកពី្ររមទស។ មលាកបាននិយយថា
"បកុមហ៊ុនកនែនុងបសុកមផាតចាតជាចមចាបងមៅមលើ
ទី្ចាសារអចលនបទពចាយកនែនុងបសុក មៅមពល
ដដលបកុមហ៊ុន្ររមទស ដូចជាបកុមហ៊ុន 
CBRE មផាតចាតសំខាន់មលើទី្ចាសារអន្តរជាតិ 
ដូចជា បកុមហ៊ុនធុរកិច្ចដដលមកពីតំ្រន់
អឺរ៉ុ្រ និងអាមមរិកជាមដើម"។ 

 សបរោ្រ់បកុមហ៊ុន CBRE មៅកម្ពនុជា
បាន្្តល់មសវាកម្មម្ចាេងៗជាមបចើនដូចជា
លក់ ជួល បគ្រ់បគង និងវាយតផម្ល អចលន-
វត្នុនន ដូចជាអាផាតមិន កដន្លងកំសាន្ត 
និង អាគារការិយល័យប្រមភទAជាមដើម។ 
បកុមហ៊ុនក៏្្តល់មសវាកម្មប្រធឹកចាសា និងបសាវ-
បជាវមលើការអភិវឌចាឍដីធ្លី និងអចលនបទពចាយ 
ទូមៅ្ងដដរ។
 ជាមួយនធឹងកំមនើនផនវត្តរោនអនែកជំនញ
ខាងអចលនវត្នុអន្តរជាតិមៅកម្ពនុជា មលាក
Ryan O’Sullivan ដដលជានយកស្តីទី
រ្រស់បកុមហ៊ុន CBRE ប្រចាំប្រមទសកម្ពនុជា
បានមលើកមឡើងថា វត្តរោនមនះក៏បានមលើក
ទធឹកចិត្តឲចាយរោនវិនិមយគគិន្ររមទសកាន់ដត
មបចើនមកកាន់ប្រមទសកំពុងអភិវឌចាឍន៍មួយ
មនះ្ងដដរ។ “បកុមហ៊ុនធុរៈកិច្ចជាមបចើនពី 
តំ្រន់អឺរ៉ុ្រ និងអាមមរិក រោនមសចក្តីសាទរ
មដយបានដធឹងថា បកុមហ៊ុន CBRE បានមក
ដល់ទីមនះ”៕

Commercial property prices and rents 
in Siem Reap have increased by 10 
to 20 per cent last year; according 

to CPL Property the real estate agency 
entered this temple town late last year.

Director of CPL’s Siem Reap branch Vong 
Somony said many Phnom Penh-based 
companies are opening up branches in 
Siem Reap to capitalize on the growing 
tourist market. 

The trend has opened opportunities for 
realties to provide property valuation 
data there, so that companies can utilize 
the information to seek offices.

“Companies in Phnom Penh are starting 

to move here. Many businesses are open-
ing up premises in Siem Reap, and they 
need information about the property mar-
ket here and support with lending from 
banks,” Vong said.

According to CPL, the median rental price 
for commercial property on busy Sivutha 
Boulevard has increased to $1,300-
$1,400 per month.

Residential prices and rents, along with 
apartment market, are slightly increas-
ing as well. Somony reported, expecting 
properties prices in this Angkor town to 
continue increasing as more businesses 
are coming.

Price of land along the five major 
boulevards in Phnom Penh has 
soared early 2013 against the simi-

lar period last year. 

Land price along Monivong, Norodom, 
Mao Tse Tung, and Russian Federation 
Boulevards climbed by 16 per cent, 
while Land prices along riverside (Preah 
Sisovath Quay) rose 12 percent in early 

2013 against the same period in 2012, 
experts said, The Post Property reported.

Prices rate between US$3,500 and 
US$4,500 per sqm along Monivong and 
Norodom Boulevards in 2013 compared 
to US$2,500 and US$3,500 last year.

On Mao Tse Tung Boulevard, the price 
ranges between US$1,500 and US$2,500 
when it was from US$1,500 to US$2,000 

last year. And on Russian Federation 
Boulevard they ranged from US$1,000 to 
US$1,500, roughly similar to last year.

For the riverside zone, the price rang-
es from US$3,000 to US$4,500 per 
sqm from Nagapark to Phsar Chas, and 
worth US$2,000 to US$3,500 per sqm 
from Phsar Chas Park to Chruy Chongva 
Bridge.

Land Prices along Phnom Penh’s major roads rise sharply

Siem Reap’s commercial properties surge

Property  |  National

SIEM REAP

PHNOM PENH

 Aerial view over Phnom Penh City
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Economists have noted that a high proportion of overseas 
remittance to Vietnam has been channeled into the coun-
try’s real estate market, when VietNamNet Bridge reported 

property market is the most beneficial business field in Vietnam.

Data released by the Vietnam’s National Finance Supervision 
Council demonstrated that 52 percent of the US$9 billion worth 
of overseas remittance to Vietnam in 2011 was channeled into 
the property sector.

However, cash flow to Vietnam’s real estate market recently 
decelerated due to feeble demand and few successful transac-
tions.

Despite financial management laws, many Vietnamese people 
are choosing to channel cash into markets outside their home 
country.

Singapore added more measures to curb speculation on 
residential and industrial properties after home prices 
climbed to a record and the value of logistics buildings 

doubled over the past three years, Bloomberg reported in 
January.

The stamp duty for homebuyers has increased at the mid-Jan-
uary between 5 percentage points and 7 percentage points. 
Permanent residents will have to pay the additional tax when 
they buy their first home, while Singaporeans will have the levy 
starting with their second purchase, according to the govern-
ment statement. 

The government has tried to rein in residential property prices 
since 2009. Before today’s measures, it barred only the interest 
loans for some housing projects, stopped allowing developers 
to absorb interest payments, imposed additional taxes on for-
eigners and companies buying properties, and it moved to curb 
the trend of so-called shoebox apartments. In October last year, 
it also restricted home-loan maturities to 35 years and required 
tighter loan-to-value limits for loans exceeding 30 years.

Hong Kong’s tycoons delight 
from property boom 

Property absorbs most over-
sea remittance to Vietnam

Singapore curbs property 
speculation 

The real-estate boom in Hong Kong has boosted the for-
tunes of some of its wealthiest tycoons, according to the 
latest “rich list” released by Forbes magazine.

Forbes said, with real estate being among the territory’s favorite 
pursuits, nearly two-thirds of the list’s 50 members expanded 
much of their wealth from the property investment or develop-
ment.

The top three on this year’s list are all involved in property 
business, including perennial chart-topper Li Ka-shing accumu-
lated the largest increase in wealth up to US$8 billion, bringing 
his net worth to US$30 billion.  Lee Shau Kee, chairman of the 
developer Henderson Land was ranked second by added US$3 
billion to his wealth to reach US$20 billion. Meanwhile, the 
third was the Kwok family enjoyed a near US$4-billion rose in 
wealth to US$19.2 billion due to the 28% of their Sun Hung Kai 
Properties’ shares.

Besides, many other Chinese billionaires also profit from prop-
erty prosperity there.

Property  |  Asia

HONG KONG

VIETNAM

SINGAPORE

BRUNEI MYANMAR

ASIA

The Asia Pacific’s property markets exposed a “mixed trends” 
last year, with decrease of office leasing activity, while com-

mercial investment activity remained relatively stable, accord-
ing to a new report from global property company Jones Lang 
LaSalle.

The company expects that overall take-up of office space in 
2013 will remain at similar levels to last year, with dependences 
to situation of global economy.

The retail sector remained relatively resilient across the region 
in 2012. Rental growth continued at a moderate pace in the 
fourth quarter with the exceptions of Australia, Singapore and 
India, which saw mostly flat rents in relatively challenging con-
ditions. 

The Southeast Asian economies of Indonesia, Thailand and the 
Philippines all experienced strong economic and property mar-
ket growth for different reasons.

Philippine property sees good 
year ahead 

The Philippine property market is headed for another good 
year this 2013, with urban land values and rental rates in 
Metro Manila likely to firm up alongside benign vacancy 

rates, according to property consultant Colliers International.

Colliers International Philippines associate director Julius 
Guevara said that prospects were bright for the residential, 
office, commercial and hotel/leisure segments in the metropolis 
over the next 12 months. 

Demand for industrial estate, a laggard over the years, has also 
picked up, not from heavy manufacturing players but mostly 
from logistics and warehouse providers, he added.

Foreign realtors eye on 
Myanmar 

Myanmar's real-estate market is among the first sectors 
to attract investor attention, when developers are lured 
by the country’s undersupplied property markets as 

demand keeps rising. 

Among the many projects proposed by those interested foreign 
developers are global hotel chains, grade-A office towers, ser-
viced apartments, condos, supermarkets and so on. Besides there 
are also mega projects developed by local developers such as 
a satellite city outside Mandalay and several other towers in 
yangon.

However Myanmar's antiquated and financial sector and prim-
itive networks for moving money in and out will make it hard 
for international firms to manage development deals, when land 
prices are climbing so quickly that it could make many potential 
deals uneconomical.

Brunei urged its public staff to 
get housing loans early in career

Brunei has urged its public officials to 
go for housing loan as early as pos-
sible in order to encourage them to 

own residence since the beginning of their 
service and not to put it off towards the 

end of their service.

The loans are approved for building 
houses, buying a ready-built house 

from someone else or a developer, buying 
land that costs a maximum of two years of 

salary, housing renovations and repairs and 
to settle the cost of building or buying a house 

that was paid with a bank loan or financial insti-
tution," a government finance official said during the Housing 
Loan Scheme talk.

The housing loan scheme also aims to relieve the burden of 
land cost in the country.

Asia pacific’s asset market 
differed in 2012

Philiphine
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Event name : XIAMEN STONE FAIR 2013
Start date : 06 Mar 2013  End date  : 08 Mar 2013
Location  : Xiamen, China  Organizer : Xiamen Jinhongxin Exhibition co., Ltd
Detail   : Xiamen Stone Fair 2013 will be the world’s largest stone exhibition with 158,000 m2 exhibition area.  
    A newly-built exhibition center of over 30,000 m2 floor will be put into use as overseas exhibiting  
    space, with more sufficient exhibiting facilities and luxurious exhibition ground. Now entering its 13th  
    year, Xiamen Stone Fair has grown to be a prestigious international trade fair with rising influence  
    and popularity. It has been a miniature of the developmental trends for the whole stone industry in  
    the challenging economic surroundings.Gathering 2,000 of the world’s leading suppliers and manu 
    facturers, this is a perfect platform to springboard your new products and services, which even
    takes your business to a higher level.

Event name : SECON 2013
Start date : 06 Mar 2013  End date  : 08 Mar 2013
Location  : Seoul, South Korea Organizer : Boannews.co., Ltd.
Detail   : SECON 2013 embraces all concepts of security equipment and systems, consisting of ‘Integrated  
    Security Equipment Exhibition’, ‘Homeland Security Exhibition’, ‘National Crisis Management and 
    Anti-Terrorism Exhibition’, ‘Intelligent Transportation. Safety Exhibition’, ‘Information Security
    Exhibition’ and etc. SECON 2013 is committed to fostering local industries and establishing the 
    export base by demonstrating the latest security solutions at home and abroads and allowing the
    participants to experience towards providing substantial information and leading to actual purchases.

Event name : WORLDBEX SERVICES INTERNATIONAL (WSI)
Start date : 13 Feb 2013  End date  : 17 Mar 2013
Location  : Manila, Philipines  Organizer : Worldbex Services International
Detail   : Worldbex Services International (WSI) is the premiere exhibition and events

management company in the Philippines. Its comprehensive trade and consumer
shows made available great business deals and extensive product exposure. By
means of targeting the international arena, WSI foresees the company to be
the major advocate of intercontinental trading, while playing a part to depict
the potential of products and services to the foreign market.

Event name : LED CHINA 2013
Start date : 01 Mar 2013  End date  : 04 Mar 2013
Location  : Guangzhou, China  Organizer : UBM Trust Co., Ltd.
Detail   : LED CHINA has evolved into one of the most influential trade events for the industry. 
    This is the only fair in China where every spectrum of the LED industry is showcased. 
    With exhibits ranging from signage to lighting, display to applications, chips to packaging and 
    equipment to components, the fair offers the most comprehensive one-stop LED sourcing platform. 
    It is expected to comprise near 1,100 exhibitors in 5 specialized sections occupying 80,000 square

metres in exhibition space. As an important part of the fair, the LED Lighting sector is projected to  
    draw over 600 lighting companies presenting the latest LED indoor & outdoor lighting products and  
    trends on LED Streetlight, Solar LED Lights, LED Daylight Lamps, LED Decorative Lighting, etc.

Event name : GET SHOW 2013: GUANGZHOU ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGy SHOW
Start date : 03 Mar 2013  End date  : 06 Mar 2013
Location  : Guangzhou, China  Organizer : Get Show Organizer
Detail   : GETShow is a comprehensive Pro Light & Sound Exhibition hosted by Industry

Association Of South China Entertainment Equipment (SCEE) and China
Council for the Promotion of International Trade Guangdong Sub-Council.

EVENT CALENDAR | ASIA
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Event name : HOTELEX SHANGHAI 2013
Start date : 01 Apr 2013  End date  : 03 Apr 2013
Location  : Shanghai, China  Organizer : Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo
Detail   : As one of the largest, most effective and highest level exhibitions in the hospitality industry, HOTELEX  
    Shanghai is consistently concerned about the practice of innovative elements and green concepts. As  
    the main part of HDD (Hotelex, Deco & Design), it contains ten differently themed sectors including
    Catering Equipment & Supply, Bakery, Tableware, Textile, Appliance & Amenities and IT & Security,  
    Fitness & Leisure, Food & Beverage, Coffee & Tea and Wine & Spirits. HOTELEX has led the hospi 
    tality industry trends for 21 years and will continue to provide one-stop purchasing and information  
    platform for the hospitality professionals.

Event name : EXPOBUILD CHINA 2013
Start date : 01 Apr 2013  End date  : 03 Apr 2013
Location  : Shanghai, China  Organizer : Shanghai UBM Sinoexpo
Detail   : Expo Build China is the only comprehensive building show in China that showcases premium and  
    innovative products and sets the trend for the industry. Expo Build China incorporates building indus 
    try with other related industries (Ceramics, Tiles & Sanitary Ware China, Mosaic & Stone China,
    Hotelex, ExpoLight,China Clean and ExpoShop) in a 400,000-sqm venue, providing one-stop solutions  
    to building and hospitality industries. With UBM's international marketing initiatives, Expo Build China  
    gathers over 100,000 global visitors consisting of industry professionals, traders, agents, designers, 
    hotel owners and developers. Expo Build China presents extensive, in-depth & related events, featur 
    ing China International Building & Interior Design Festival and other matchmaking and networking events.

Event name : HEAVy EQUIPMENT INDONESIA 2013
Start date : 26 Mar 2013  End date  : 29 Mar 2013
Location  : Jakarta, Indonesia  Organizer : PT. Global Expo Management
Detail  :  Heavy Equipment Indonesia 2013 will put up bigger and better. It is exclusive sourcing show for a  
    host of local and international suppliers to feature their latest products, technology and machinery to  
    buyers from industries of construction, mining, coal, agriculture, forestry, petroleum, energy, 
    warehousing, logistic, cargo, freight forwarder, travel, transportation operators and rental vehicle. 
    This exciting and unique event brings together more than 50,000 industry related professionals to  
    address the important concerns. The special zone for commercial vehicle has optimized for exhibitors  
    to meet the all company connected with their business and ease professional buyers to find their 
    particular need.

EVENT CALENDAR | ASIA

Event name : THE 11TH CHINA (GUANGZHOU) INT’L EXPO ON PRO SOUND LINGT & MUSIC 2013
Start date : 09 Mar 2013  End date  : 12 Mar 2013
Location  : Mumbai, India  Organizer : Guangdong International Science   
         &Technology Exhibition Company
Detail   : Guangzhou Expo 2013 is scheduled on March 9-12, 2013 in Area A, China Import

and Export Fair Pazhou Complex. With 9 exhibition halls, its total exhibition
area is expecting to reach 100,000 m2, with an annual increase of 10%. 45,000
exhibitors home and abroad are expected in 2013 with the participation of over
1,200 exhibitors, combined with loyal exhibitors and promising new participants.

Event name : LEDTECH ASIA 2013
Start date : 07 May 2013  End date  : 09 May 2013
Location  : Singapore  Organizer : Exporum     
Detail   : Singapore Int'l LED/OLED Technology Show 2013(LEDTEC ASIA 2013),
    Singapore's foremost LED/OLED industry trade show, presents latest technology approaches and offers
    great networking opportunities to you from 7 to 9 May, 2013 at Marina Bay Sands. Covering all the  
    LED sector from material to the complete fixture, LEDTEC ASIA 2013 will be the right platform which  
    can be a way forward for your business at the GATEWAy of Southeast Asia. Get ready for more you will  
    find at LEDTEC ASIA 2013!

Event name : CHINA LIGHTING EXPO 2013
Start date : 25 Apr 2013  End date  : 27 Apr 2013
Location  : Beijing, China  Organizer : Adsale
Detail   : China (Beijing) International Lighting Exhibition & LED Lighting Technology and Applications  
    Exhibition (China Lighting Expo) was taken over by Adsale Exhibition Services Ltd since 2011, it is  
    jointly organized with China Illuminating Engineering Society. China Lighting Expo has become the  
    biggest Lighting Fair in North China. Following the success of last two years, China Lighting Expo  
    with its brand-new distinguishing positioning and Beijing's unique resources, provides the best plat 
    form for many well-known manufactures to tap into the Chinese market.

Event name : ARCHITECT THAILAND 2013
Start date : 30 Apr 2013  End date  : 05 May 2013
Location  : Bangkok, Thailand  Organizer : TTF International Co., Ltd
Detail   : ARCHITECT EXPO aims to create opportunities for developers, designers, consultants, engineers, con 
    tractors, etc. to meet up with worldwide manufacturers and distributors in building industry. 
    The show also seeks to promote the usability of most modern building materials and technology, with  
    the intention of improving construction and decoration industry in Thailand to become the center of  
    building materials exhibition in ASEAN.

Event name : SECUTECH 2013
Start date : 24 Apr 2013   End date  : 26 Apr 2013
Location  : Taipei, Taiwan   Organizer : Messe Frankfurt New Era Buniss  
           Media Ltd &Technology
           Exhibition Company
Detail   : Secutech links the security channels and provides a unique platform for manufacturers to present  
    their business value (R&D power, manufacturing management and long-term business supports with  
    buyers) instead of only selling products.1,200 exhibitors, combined with loyal exhibitors and   
    promising new participants.

Event name : CARDS & PAyMENT ASIA
Start date : 24 Apr 2013  End date  : 25 Apr 2013
Location  : Singapore  Organizer : Terrapinn
Detail   : Cards & Payments Asia is the region’s #1 smart technology event brings together banks, telcos, 
    retailers, government authorities and other stakeholders to learn and source for the latest and best  
    technologies that will deliver ROI for all Asian businesses.

EVENT CALENDAR | ASIA

Event name : GLOBAL SECURITy ASIA 2013
Start date : 02 Apr 2013  End date  : 04 Apr 2013
Location  : Singapore  Organizer : GSA Exhibitions Pte Ltd
Detail   : GSA Exhibitions Private Limited (GSAL) was a UK-Singapore joint venture company which
    successfully launched Global Security Asia 2005 in Singapore as a biennial Event with the full support  
    of the Ministry of Home Affairs to meet the needs of the international Homeland Security Industry.  
    Since then, four successful events had been organised which all have been well received and consid 
    ered to be the premier event in the Asia Pacific region.
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Cambodia Real Estate Exhibition and Conference 2013 
(CAMREEX2013) will be held at the prestigious Diamond Island 
Convention and Exhibition Center from 06 to 08 April 2013. 
CAMREEX2013 which is supported by Ministry of Commerce, 
Ministry of Land Management, Urban Planning and Construction 
incorporated with Cambodia Valuers and Estate Agents Association 
is a truly complete events business to business and business to 
customer kind of event.

The event is all set to introduce itself as a legitimate outlet for 
the entire real estate sector and looks forward to establishing 
itself as a much anticipated periodical event where both core 
and tertiary business areas related to real estate find a mutually 
be eficial amalgamation and interact for business networking in 
projects, investments and finance.

CAMREEX2013 is also the proven trade fair that brings over 150 
exhibiting companies together real estate investors, real estate 
developers, cities and regional authorities, service providers, 
and construction material manufactures and suppliers. It is the 
unmatched marketing platform to increase sales leads, build 
brand image and open up business opportunities.

In the first nine months of 2012, the Ministry of Land Management, 
Urban Planning and Construction of Cambodia granted certifi-
cates to a record 1,350 construction projects with total invest-
ment capital of US$1.8 billion. These projects include factories, 
hotels, commercial houses and high-rise buildings.

The building and construction sector will continue to be a major 
driver of the Cambodian economy in 2013. It’s time to take advan-
tage of this growth.

Book your booth at CAMBUILD 2013 – the 3rd Edition of Cambodia’s 
Biggest International Building & Construction Exhibition & 

Conference which will be held from 10-12 September 2013 at 
the Diamond Island Convention Centre, Phnom Penh. Supported 
by the Ministry of Land Management, Urban Planning and 
Construction and the Board of Engineers, CAMBUILD 2013 is the 
only business-to-business tradeshow that delivers over 8,000 
industry professionals.

Join over 250 exhibitors including Pavilions from China, Malaysia, 
Singapore, Taiwan and Korea at CAMBUILD 2013 – Cambodia’s 
No.1 international Building & Construction Show.

Cambodia Real Estate Exhibition 
and Conference 2013

CAMBUILD 2013 EXPO NEWS: BUILDING BOOM IN CAMBODIA

The Cambodian economy is firmly back on track as indicated by the strong 
growth in the building and construction industry with demand for build-
ing materials rising sharply.

EVENT  |  CAMBODIA

06-08 APRIL 2013

USD3,000/month (BKK1) Ref: CPL7200
New Style Villa: Ground and First floor: 6 
bedrooms, 6 bathrooms: 3 Parking.

USD3,500/month (BKK1) Ref: CPL7104
New Style Villa: Ground and First floor: 7 
bedrooms, 7 bathrooms, 3-5 Parking.

USD2,000/month (TBS) Ref: CPL4240
New Style Villa: Ground and First floor: 5 
bedrooms, 6 bathrooms, 2 Parking.

USD2,500/month  ( TBS ) Ref: CPL7045 
New Style Villa: Ground, First and Second 
floor: 6 bedrooms, 6 bathrooms, 2 Parking.

USD1,800/month (BK3) Ref: CPL6431
New Style Villa: Ground, First floor: 6 bed-
rooms, 6 bathrooms, 4 Parking.

USD5,500/month (BKK1) Ref: CPL4744
New Style Villa: Ground and First floor: 18 
bedrooms, 20 bathrooms.

USD3,200/month ( BKK3 ) Ref: CPL7162
New Style Villa: Ground and First floor: 10 
bedrooms, 10 bathrooms, 6 Parking.

USD1,500/month (TL3) Ref: CPL7023
Building : Ground, First, Second floor: 5 
bedrooms, 5 bathrooms.

USD2,500/month (TL3) Ref: CPL7050
New Style Villa: Ground, First floor: 8 bed-
rooms, 8 bathrooms.

USD2,000/month (TTP2) Ref: CPL7219 
New Style Villa: Ground, First floor: 5 bed-
rooms, 7 bathrooms.

USD2,000/month (TTP2) Ref: CPL7226
New Style Villa: Ground, First floor: 6 bed-
rooms, 6 bathrooms. 

USD6,000/month (BKK1) Ref: CPL4196
New Style Villa: Ground  & first floor: 10 
bedrooms, 7 bathrooms,5 c/p.

USD12,000/month (TNT) Ref: CPL6977
New Style Villa: Ground & first floor:50 bed-
rooms, 10 bathrooms.

USD2,800/month (BK1) Ref: CPL1256
New Style Villa: Ground & first floor: 5 bed-
rooms, 5 bathrooms, 4 c/p.

Property Listing

FOR RENT

(855-23) 224 701
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Small Villa: Ground floor : 4 bed-rooms, 4 
bathrooms, 5 Parking , size: 20m x 30m.

USD1,200,000 (CTM) Ref: CPL691
Villa: Ground and First floor : 6 bed-rooms, 7 
bathrooms, size: 20m x 30m 

USD1,000,000 (BTP) Ref: CPL3420
Villa: Ground and first  floor : 4 bedrooms, 6 
bathrooms,  size: 16m x 30m 

USD250,000 (PPT) Ref: CPL5067
New Style Villa: Ground and First floor : 5 bed-

rooms, 7 bathrooms, 5 Parking , size: 15m x 25m.

USD600,000 (PDT) Ref: CPL7236
Villa: 3 bed-rooms, 4 bathrooms,  size: 23m 
x 23m.

USD260,000 (BTB) Ref: CPL6884
Flat: Ground, first and second floor : 5 bed-rooms, 

5 bathrooms,  size: 4m x 19m 

USD2,000,000 (BKK1) Ref: CPL662
Villa : Ground and first  floor : 4 bedrooms, 4 
bathrooms,  size: 17m x 28m.

USDBK1  (BK1) Ref: CPL4027
New  Style Villa: Ground and First floor : 4 bed-

rooms, 5 bathrooms, 4 Parking , Land size: 404sqm

USD515,000 (BK2) Ref: CPL7160
Land:  515sqm

USD1,200,000 (BKK1) Ref: CPL2333
Villa:  Ground and first  floor : 4 bedrooms, 6 

bathrooms,  size: 18.5m x 27m.

USD580,000  (BK2) Ref: CPL6363
Villa: Ground and First floor : 4 bed-rooms, 5 
bathrooms, 5 Parking , size: 20m x 26m 

USD500,000 (BK2) Ref: CPL3293
Land:  521sqm

USD1,300,000 (BR) Ref: CPL1873
Villa: Ground: 5 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, 
Land size 18mx32m.

               

USD1,300,000 (BKK1) Ref: CPL2958
Villa: Ground and first  floor : 6 bedrooms, 5 
bathrooms,  size: 17m x 33m. 

Property Listing

FOR SALE

(855-23) 224 701

Cambodia Contructors Association 
(CCA) Member

Listing

[a]: No315 Preah Monivong Blvd., Canadia Tower 
(Floor-12th), Khan Daun Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................................................(855-23) 868 222
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 988 928
[e]: .............................................. secretariatcca@yahoo.com
[w]: .................................................................... www.cca.org.kh

Cambodia Constructors 
Association (CCA)

[a]:  No124, St. Sothearos, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: .................................................................(855-23) 996 876
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 996 877
[e]: ...............................................bonachheang@yahoo.com
[w]: .................................................................www.7ftd.com.kh

7FTD CO., LTD

7 F T D CO., LTD 

[a]:  No217, St. 369, Khan MeanChay, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................................................(855-23) 720 788
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 720 788
[e]: .........................................................khun_22@yahoo.com
[w]: ...................................................................................................

KHUN SEA DEVELOPMENT GROUP

[a]:  No157S, St. Norodom, Khan Chomkarmorn,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................................................(855-23) 211 065
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 216 496
[e]: ..........................................mrtgroup@mongreththy.com
[w]: ..................................................... www.mongreththy.com 

MONG RETHTHy GROUP Co., Ltd.

[a]:  No138, St. 51/294, Khan Chomkarmorn,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .......................................(855-23) 215 342/23 211 983
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 212 267
[e]: .............................. chairman@seng-enterprise.com.kh
[w]: ................................................www.seng-enterprise.com

SENG  ENTERPRISES Co., Ltd. 

[a]:  No129/133, St. Monireth, Khan Toul Kork,  Phnom 
Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................................... (855-23) 882 733/53
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 882 738
[e]: ............................................. sunsokkheang@yahoo.com
[w]: .....................................................................www.jit.com.kh

[a]:  No254, Monivong Blvd., IOC Center F3-Room4,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................................................(855-23) 224 511
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 224 544
[e]: ....................................................ais1027@poscoenc.com
[w]: ............................................................www.poscoenc.com

[a]:  No8b, Town Road No7, Khan Doungkour,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ............................................................ (855-23) 885 640-6
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 855 651
[e]: ........................................................ckinfo@comin.com.kh
[w]: ...........................................................www.cominasia.com

[a]:  No445, Monivong Blvd., Khan 7 Makara,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ..............................................................(855-23) 6790 623 
[f]: .....................................................................(64) 4939 9296
[e]: ........................................cambodia@novaredesign.com
[w]: ....................................................www.novaredesign.com

NOVARE DESIGN INTERNATIONAL Ltd

[a]:  No34-36, St. 288, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................................................(855-23) 222 214
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 222 214
[e]: ...............................................................sale@decastle.net 
[w]: ................................................................www.decastle.net 

[a]:  No11, St. 554, Khan Toul Kork,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................................................. (855) 23881 889 
[f]: .................................................................. (855)23 883 276             
[e]: .................................................... venture@online.com.kh
[w]: ...................................................................................................

[a]: No325, Mao Tse Toung Blvd. , P.O. Box 565,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 885 077/ 066 Ext. 217
[f]: ............................................ (855-23) 986 922/ 882 798
[e]: ................................................. info@forteinsurance.com
[w]: ..................................................www.forteinsurance.com

FORTE INSURANCE (Cambodia) Plc.

[a]: No139, Russia Federation Blvd. , Khan Posenchey, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................................................(855-23) 885 218
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 885 238
[e]: .............................................. sonthavy@jienggroup.com
[w]: ............................................www.kobelcocambodia.com

[a]:  NoB70, St. Northbridge, Sangkat Toeuk Thla,      
Khan Sen Sok, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................................................(855-17) 876 168
[t]: .................................................................(855-15) 876 168
[e]: .................................................mvannak168@gmail.com
[w]: .......................................................................www.duefa.de

[a]:  NoB70, St. 598, Khan Toul Kok,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................................................(855-23) 886 899
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 882 899
[e]: .........................................hek.construction@yahoo.com
[w]: ...............................................www.hekconstruction.com

HENG ENG KONG CONSTRUCTION CO., Ltd.

[a]:  No96, St. 338, Khan Chamkarmorn,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................................................(855-23) 215 198
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 993 385
[e]: .........................................................dina.sin@kh.sika.com
[w]: .......................................................................www.sika.com

SIKA (CAMBODIA) LTD
R

[a]:  Canacity Industry Garden, St. Veng Sreng, Khan 
Doungkour, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ..............................................................(855-23) 6860 511
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 430 686
[e]: ...............................charlesvann@canadiabank.com.kh
[w]: ................................................www.canadiabank.com.kh

MEGA CAMBO CONSTRUCTION 
COMPANy  Ltd 

[a]: No315,  St. Ang Duong Г Mongvong Blvd.,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................................................(855-23) 868 222
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 427 064
[e]: ........................................canadia@canadiabank.com.kh
[w]: ................................................www.canadiabank.com.kh

OVERSEAS CAMBODIA
INVESTMENT CORPORATION

[a]:  No21, St. 334/57, Khan Chamkarmon, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................................................(855-23) 220 525
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 211 788
[e]: .................................................................info@LCC.com.kh
[w]: ..................................................................www.LCC.com.kh

Ly CHHUONG CONSTRUCTION
& IMPORT EXPORT CO., LTD.

[a]:  No315A, Mao Se Tong Blvd., Khan Toul Kork, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................................................(855-23) 884 093
[f]: .................................................................(855-23) 366 888
[e]: ..............................................kh.mec@muhibbah.com.kh
[w]: ...........................................................www.muhibbah.com

MUHIBBAH ENGINEERING
(Cambodia) Co., LTD. 

[a]:  No322P, youthapol Khemarak Phoumin
St. 271, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................................................(855-23) 869 650
[w]: ...................................................................................................
[e]: ..................................................... info@construction.com
[w]: ........................................................ www.khaouchuly.com

KHAOU CHULy-MKK  Co., Ltd.

VENTURE (CAMBODIA) PTE LTD
 

BRANCH OF P.T.S GROUP CO., LTD

MEGA CAMBO
Construction Company Ltd.

[a]:  No137, St. Mao SeToang, Khan Chomkarmorn,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................................................(855-92) 484 848
[f]: .................................................................(855-70) 995 555
[e]: ........................................sengtong.ea@hqgtrading.com
[w]: ............................................... www.chipmonggroup.com

CHIP MONG GROUP Co., Ltd
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[a]: No12, St.392, Khan Chamkar Morn, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 214 421
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 214 421
[e]: ..........................vannyrcaf@yahoo.com
[w]: ..........................www.7nggroup.com.kh

G Holdings Company Ltd GW Design

Construction, Archietech,
Design, and Consultant 

Listing

[a]: No1C, St. 167, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 994 794
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 994 404
[e]: ............................. a-bec@camintel.com
[w]: ..........................................www.a-bec.biz

A-BEC Enterprises Co., Ltd.

[a]: No124, Sothearos St., Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 380 830
[f]: .................................. (855-23) 555 1334
[e]: ..........................vannyrcaf@yahoo.com
[w]: ..........................www.7nggroup.com.kh

7NG Group Co., Ltd.

[a]: No313, Preah Sisowath Quay, 
Camabodiana, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 992 914
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 221 041 
[e]: ......................... ranalin@online.com.kh
[w]: .......................................................................

Hazama Corporation

[a]: No110, St. 148, Khan Daun Penh, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 630 3536
[e]: ........... info@asiaengineering-kh.com
[w]: ............www.asiaengineering-kh.com 

Asia Engineering Co., Ltd.

[a]: No54B, St.222, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 218 258
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 724 108
[e]: .......................kaceconsult@gmail.com
[w]: ..........................www.7nggroup.com.kh

KCEC - Khmer Consultant Engineering Corporation Ltd.

[a]: No37E, Lovieem St. 282,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 222 371
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 222 373
[e]: ................... alpha.builder@yahoo.com
[w]: ................................ www.alphaapc.com 

Alpha Property Construction Co., Ltd.

[a]: No27DEF, Preah Monivong St.93, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 427 788
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 427 788
[e]: .................... dpcgroup@online.com.kh
[w]: ................................... www.dpcc.com.kh 

Daun Penh Construction  Co., Ltd.

Construction - Contractors ...........................
Consultants & Management  .....................
Construction Equipment ..............................

[a]: No129-131, Monireth St. 217, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 882 733
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 882 738
[e]: .................................. jitenrg@jit.com.kh
[w]: ........................................ www.jit.com.kh

[a]: No13, Khan Russey Keo, Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 986 814
[f]: ...................................... (855-23) 987 217
[e]: ...............................BKE@online.com.kh
[w]: ...........................www.www.bke.com.kh 

BKE - British Khmer Engineering Limited

[a]: No23, Rue Oknha Chrun youhak 
St.294, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 986 330
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .............................info@aeconsults.com
[w]: ............................. www.aeconsults.com 

Advancing Engineering Consultants Ltd.

[a]: No19B, St.110, 1st Floor, Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 633 3086
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ................................ info@baa-arch.com
[w]: .................................www.baa-arch.com 

BAA - Bunseang Architects & Associates

[a]: No23, St.112, KT Tower, 7th floor, 
Room 704, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 455 5668
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ..........................aea_decor@yahoo.com
[w]: .....................................www.aea-kh.com

Angkor Engineering & Architecture

[a]: No125B, St.204, Teuk Laak III, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 555 1216
[f]: ................................... (855-23) 555 1216
[e]: .......................kaceconsult@gmail.com
[w]: ...........................www.kaceconsult.com 

KACE - Khmer Associates Consulting Engineers Ltd.

[a]: NoC45, St.369, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 966 006
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 986 644 
[e]: .......... services@dbdengineering.com
[w]: ...................www.dbdengineering.com 

DBD Engineering Co., Ltd.

[a]: No132, Sothearos St. 3, IFC Building,  
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 216 016
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ........................................................................
[w]: .......................................................................

GS Engineering & Construction

[a]: No92, Russian Federation Blvd. 
St.110,  Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 380 830
[f]: ................................... (855-23) 555 1334
[e]: ..........................vannyrcaf@yahoo.com
[w]: ..........................www.7nggroup.com.kh

Duong Heng Enterprise Construction

[a]: No124, St. Sothearos,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 215 481
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 215 482
[e]: .........................dng11111@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

DNG Group

[a]: No5B, St.271,Khan Sen Sok,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 880 853
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 880 853
[e]: .................... hangsunhak@hsh.com.kh
[w]: ..................................... www.hsh.com.kh 

Hang Sun Hak Construction Co., Ltd.

[a]: No223, Oknha Tep Phan St.182, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 360
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 882 360
[e]: ........................................................................
[w]: .......................................................................

Eng Kaing Development Corporation Co., Ltd.

[a]: No30, Preah Ang Makhak Vann
St. 178, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 221 393 
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ......................hangryheng@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Hari Hara Construction & Decor Group

[a]: NoA11-A13,  St. 271, Khan Chamkar 
Morn, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 223 176
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 996 238 
[e]: ................business@aapgroup.com.kh
[w]: ..........................www.aapgroup.com.kh 

AAP Group

[a]: No417Eo, Preah Sisowath Quay, Khan 
Daun Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 215 231
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 215 234
[e]: .... info.aruna@arunatechnology.com
[w]: ................. www.arunatechnology.com 

Aruna Technology Ltd.

[a]: No676, St.59, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 838 814
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ................ virakbothhuon@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

David Construction & Import Export Co., Ltd.

[a]: No539Eo, Kampuchea Krom St.128, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 883 311
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 883 511
[e]: ........................... info@camatec.com.kh
[w]: ............................www.camatec.com.kh 

Camatec Engineering & Construction Co., Ltd.

Electrical Works ...............................................
Cold Rooms - Wholesalers ...........................
Measuring Machines & Equipment .........

[a]: No8b, Down Town Road No7, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................(855-23) 885 640-6
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 885 651 
[e]: ........................... ckinfo@comin.com.kh
[w]: .............................. www.cominasia.com 

[a]: No9C, St. Lum, Khan Dangkor, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 969 718
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 969 717
[e]: ............. info@cemp-engineering.com
[w]: ..............www.cemp-engineering.com 

CEMP Engineering Co., Ltd.

Biz & Trust Group Co., Ltd.

[a]: No20B, St.288, Khan Chamkar Morn, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 666 6208
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ................................. info@biz-trust.com
[w]: ..................................www.biz-trust.com 

[a]: No20, St. 606, Khan Toul Kork, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 704 
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ....................tiveasuon@cames.com.kh
[w]: ................................www.cames.com.kh 

Cam.E.S Co., Ltd.

[a]: No78, St.360, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 993 499
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 993 488 
[e]: ......................kkanzaki@online.com.kh
[w]: .......................................................................

Camcal Co., Ltd.

[a]: NoLot 27, National Road No4,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 652 922
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ....................... g_group@streamyx.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Cambodian Success Industries Co., Ltd.

[a]: No105, National Road No6, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 633 7088
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ........ canrich_machinery@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Canrich Machinery

[a]: Snoul Village, Chbar Morn City, 
Kampong Speu, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-25) 987 228
[f]: ......................................(855-25) 987 228
[e]: ...................sokchea_79@hotmail.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Borey Kamkor Construction Co., Ltd.

[a]: NoVilla 12, St.426, Khan Chamkar 
Morn, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-97) 950 1111
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ....................... cgngroup@hotmail.com
[w]: ........................www.cgncambodia.com 

CGN Group Co., Ltd.

[a]: No70Eo, St.336,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 524 748
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ................... cheasakal.csa@gmail.com
[w]: .......................................................................

CSA - Chea Sakal Aphivath Co., Ltd.

[a]: No18ABC, St.110, Khan Toul Kork,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 992 299
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 993 299
[e]: .......................... info@degsolution.com
[w]: ...........................www.degsolution.com

DEG - Dynamic E Group Ltd.

[a]: No148Eo, Mao Tse Toung St. 245, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 213 121
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 213 221
[e]: ................... choub_chean@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

DP - Decor Plaza Import Export Co., Ltd.

[a]: No7C, Penn Nouth St.289,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 638 8768
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ............................dd_indes@yahoo.com
[w]: ........................ www.double-decor.com 

Double Décor

[a]: No500, National Road No 2, Chak Ang 
Re Loeu, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 360 288
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 994 618
[e]: ..............................kc_gecin@ymail.com
[w]: ................................. www.kc_gecin.com 

KC Gecin Enterprises

[a]: No85, St.344, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 969 888
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 969 666 
[e]: ..........................vannyrcaf@yahoo.com
[w]: ..........................www.7nggroup.com.kh

EM Construction Import Export Co., Ltd.

[a]: No168, St.108, Takhmao City, Kandal, 
Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 455 5661
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ................... sidaman8888@gmail.com
[w]: .......................................................................

GPOS Investment Co., Ltd.

[a]: No190, St.336, Corner of St.255, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 303 078
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ............expertplan_decor@ymail.com
[w]: ............... www.iknow.com.kh/epdecor 

Expert Plan Décor

Construction - Contractors ...........................
Consultants & Management  .....................
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

[a]: No22F-22G, St.598, Khan Toul Kork, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 886 899
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 886 899
[e]: ............ hek.construction@yahoo.com
[w]: ...................www.hekconstruction.com  

Heng Eng Kong
Construction Co., Ltd.

[a]: NoSolar St.2004, Northbridge 
Communities, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 886 058
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 886 011 
[e]: .................... info@northbridge.com.kh
[w]: .....................www.northbridge.com.kh 

Construction - Contractors ...........................
Consultants & Management  .....................
...............................................................................

[a]: No217, St.369, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 720 788
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 720 788
[e]: ........................................................................
[w]: .......................................................................

Construction - Contractors ...........................
Consultants & Management  .....................
...............................................................................
[a]: Canacity Industry Garden, St. Veng 
Sreng, Khan Doungkour, Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia. 
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 6860 511
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 430 686
[e]: ...charlesvann@canadiabank.com.kh
[w]: ....................www.canadiabank.com.kh

[a]: No216G, St. High School, Khan 
Russey Keo, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 430 675
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 430 157 
[e]: ............................... info@soksokha.com
[w]: ................................www.soksokha.com 

Sok Sokha Co., Ltd.

[a]: No199, Monireth St.217,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 995 100
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 424 083
[e]: ................... sea_union@online.com.kh
[w]: ...........................www.seaunion.com.kh 

Sea Union Construction Cambodia Co., Ltd.

[a]: No81B, St. 315, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 606 011
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 992 204 
[e]: ........................rmcd_royal@yahoo.com

Royal Mekong Construction & Development 
Pte., Ltd.

[a]: No218, St. 146, Khan Toul Kork, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 994 543
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ........................................................................
[w]: .......................................................................

TCM Engineering Company Ltd.

[a]: No89, St. Machine Teuk, Khan Russey 
Keo, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 722 006
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 722 007 
[e]: ............................ yensrom@sce.com.kh
[w]: ........................... www.www.sce.com.kh 

Standard Construction & Engineering Co., Ltd.

Construction - Contractors ...........................
Consultants & Management  .....................
Construction equipment & materials

[a]: No11, St. 554,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 881 889
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 883 276
[e]: ........................venture@online.com.kh
[w]: .......................................................................

Seng  Enterprises Co., Ltd. 

Construction - Contractors ...........................
Consultants & Management  .....................
Interior Decorators, Designers ...................

[a]: No138, Pasteur St.51,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 215 342
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 212 267
[e]: ........admin@seng-enterprise.com.kh
[w]: ...................www.seng-enterprise.com 

Royal Construction Group (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.

[a]: No315, Preah Monivong St.93, 
Canadia Tower, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 426 045
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 426 047
[e]: ............. info@sterling-cambodia.com
[w]: .............. www.sterling-cambodia.com 

Sterling Project Management

[a]: No8, Ta Ngov St.351, Khan Mean 
Chey, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 633 6786
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ..................info@saim-decorators.com
[w]: .................. www.saim-decorators.com 

Saim International

[a]: No105, St. Tomnup Kopsrove, Khan 
Dangkor, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 355 016
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 355 018
[e]: ...............swee_admin@online.com.kh
[w]: .......................................................................

Swee Quarry (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.

[a]: No17, St.334,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 220 140
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 220 140
[e]: ........zccambodia@zamilsteel.com.kh
[w]: ........................ www.zamilsteel.com.vn 

Zamil Steel Buildings Vietnam Co., Ltd.

[a]: No22A, St.110, , Khan Toul Kork, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 996 612
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 996 460
[e]: ............. info@sadiqinternational.com
[w]: ..............www.sadiqinternational.com

Sadiq International Co., Ltd.

[a]: No52, Oknha Khleang Moeung 
St. 70, Phnom Penh.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 722 276
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 722 274
[e]: ................................ sary@engineer.com
[w]: ....................www.stscambodia.com.kh

STS (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.

[a]: No363, St.128, Khan Toul Kork, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 300 392
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ...... contact.waterdesign@gmail.com
[w]: .......................................................................

W DESIGN

[a]: No334B, Oknha Tep Phan St.182, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-61) 338 888
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ............... sbkresearch@online.com.kh
[w]: ............www.sbkdevelopment.com.kh

SBK Research & Development

[a]: No218, St. Prey Sar, Khan Dangkor,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 236 555
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ............. tro_construction@yahoo.com
[w]: ....................www.troconstruction.com 

T-Ro Construction Co., Ltd.

[a]:No33C, St.598, Borey Peng Huoth, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6312 229  
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .................. chin_dararath@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Build In Real Nature Ltd.

[a]: No368, St. Lum, Trapeang Chhouk 
Village, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 527 279
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .................................stl368@yahoo.com
[w]: ...............................www.stl-ppc.com.kh 

STL - Soil Testing Laboratory Co., Ltd.

[a]:Phsar Kralanh, Teaksin Tbong Village, 
Sangkat Kork Chak, Siem Reap, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 563 144
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ..............................email@trang.com.kh
[w]: ..................................www.trang.com.kh 

Trang Construction Co., Ltd.

[a]: No34, Sothearos St.3,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 722 532
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 214 272
[e]: .......lbl.international@lbl-group.cpm
[w]: ................................www.lbl-group.com 

LBL International

Road Building Contractors & Equipment 
Construction - Contractors ...........................
Drainage Contractors & Equipment ........

[a]: No0117-0118, Sorla St.2004,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 882 016
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 882 301
[e]: ........................... info@khaouchuly.com
[w]: ............................www.khaouchuly.com

KHUN SEA DEVELOPMENT GROUP

[a]: No89, St.289,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 698 8666
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .............................sales@lay-green.com
[w]: ............................... www.lay-green.com 

Lay - Green Construction Company

[a]: No94D, St.432, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 655 5633 
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ........................ chanra.pho@gmail.com
[w]: ...................... www.khmer-builder.com 

Khmer Builder Enterprise

[a]: No16, St. 202, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 600 765
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ..........................................lydec@lydec.fr
[w]: .............................................www.lydec.fr 

Ly Design Engineering (Cambodia) Ltd.

[a]: No88, St. Lum, Khan Por Senchey, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 863 333
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 863 335
[e]: ..........................vannyrcaf@yahoo.com
[w]: ..........................www.7nggroup.com.kh

LS Construction (Lee Service Cambodia) Pte.,Ltd.

[a]: No60, St.440,
Phnom Penh Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-16) 558 888
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .........................leng_phon@yahoo.com
[w]: ....................................................................... 

LVC Constant Co., Ltd.

Construction - Contractors ...........................
Consultants & Management  .....................
Interior Decorators, Designers ...................

[a]: No21, St.57, Corner of Str.334, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 220 525
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 211 788 
[e]: ...................................... info@lcc.com.kh
[w]: .......................................www.lcc.com.kh 

Ly CHHUONG CONSTRUCTION
& IMPORT EXPORT CO., LTD.

[a]: No53, St.125,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 213 545
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 214 535
[e]: ........................................................................
[w]: ...................www.liv-construction.com 

Liv Construction Import Export Co., Ltd.

Construction - Contractors ...........................
Consultants & Management  .....................
Engineering Equipment & Supplies...... .

[a]: No313-315, Mao Tse Toung St.245,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 367 988
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 366 888
[e]: ....................... mec@muhibbah.com.kh
[w]: .............................. www.muhibbah.com 

[a]: No9-11, St. Platinum, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 969 699
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ....................... admin@maxkdsign.com
[w]: .............................www.maxkdsign.com 

Maxk Dsign

Construction - Contractors ...........................
Consultants & Management  .....................
Road Building Contractors & Equipment 

[a]: No152S, Preah Norodom Str.41,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 211 065
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 216 496 
[e]: ............. mrtgroup@mongreththy.com
[w]: .........................www.mongreththy.com 

Mong Reththy
Group Co., Ltd.

Muhibbah Engineering
(Cambodia) Co., LTD. 

Construction - Contractors ... Consultants 
& Management  ..............................................
Engineering - Contractors & Consultants 

[a]: No34-36, St. 288, Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia.
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 222 214
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 222 214 
[e]: ...................................sale@decastle.net
[w]: ....................................www.decastle.net  

Construction - Contractors ...........................
Consultants & Management  .....................
Engineering - Contractors & Consultants 

[a]: No254, Preah Monivong St. 93, IOC 
Building, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 224 511
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 224 544 
[e]: ........................................................................
[w]: ................................www.poscoenc.com 

Khaou Chuly-MKK  Co., Ltd.

VENTURE (CAMBODIA) PTE LTD
 

Providing local & International civil, 
Structural design consultancy services 
Specializing in bridges, buildings .............

[a]:  No445, Monivong Blvd, Khan 7
Makara, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 6790 623 
[f]: .........................................(64) 4939 9296
[e]: ........... cambodia@novaredesign.com
[w]: ........................www.novaredesign.com

NOVARE DESIGN
INTERNATIONAL Ltd

MEGA CAMBO CONSTRUCTION Co., Ltd

MEGA CAMBO
Construction Company Ltd.
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Construction Equipment 
and Meterials Supplier

Listing

[a]: Attwood Business Center, 3rd Floor,  
Khan Sen Sok, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 866 036
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 866 038
[e]: ............................... info@aming.com.kh
[w]: ................................www.aming.com.kh 

AMiNG Company Limited 

[a]: No276H, National Road No 6A, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 989 788
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 989 778
[e]: ............................... info@acme-3rd.asia
[w]: ................................www.acme-3dr.asia 

A.C.M.E - Advanced Construction
Materials & Engineering Co., Ltd

[a]: No3A, St. Chea Sim, Khan Russey Keo, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-16) 878 896
[f]: ................................... (855-23) 5551 334
[e]: ................cambodiastone@gmail.com
[w]: ....................www.cambodiastone.com 

Cambodia Marble & Granite 

[a]: No108CD, Mao Tse Toung St. 245, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 224 727
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ....... kouch_songchheng@yahoo.com
[w]: ..........................www.7nggroup.com.kh

Heng Lim Stainless Steel Trading Co., Ltd. 

[a]:NoG16, yothapol Khemarak Phoumin 
St. 271, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 884 508
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ...........................qth@bmbsteel.com.vn
[w]: .......................... www.bmbsteel.com.vn 

BMB Steel & Joint Stock Company 

[a]: No18ABC, Ang Duong St.110,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 992 299
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 993 299
[e]: .......................... info@degsolution.com
[w]: ...........................www.degsolution.com 

DEG - Dynamic E Group Ltd. (DAB) 

[a]: No28, St.3, Borei New World Samraong 
Andhet, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6311 188
[f]: ................................... (855-23) 6311 188
[e]: ...................... huoch@armourcorp.com
[w]: ........................... www.armourcorp.com 

Armour Corporation (Cambodia) Pte., Ltd. 

[a]: No11Eo, St.150, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ...................................... (855-17) 567 137
[f]: ......................................(855-77) 868 807
[e]: ..................... daravy_leng@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Asian Construction Equipment  

[a]: National Road #4, St.Km 22, Bek 
Chan, Angsnoul District, Kandal.
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 664 900
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ......................... nget_navy@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Associated Concrete Products (Cambodia)
        Pte., Ltd.

[a]: No6ABCD, St.392, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 218 784
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ..................... az-group@online.com.kh
[w]: .......................................................................

AZ Group of Companies 

[a]:No40, Mongkol Lem St.228, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 985 895
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ......................... azza.decor@gmail.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Azza Decor

[a]: No32J, Monireth St.217, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-11) 778 978
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ..............................sale.bwt@gmail.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Bright World Trading Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No33C, St.598, Borey Peng Hout, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6312 229
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .......................... rath@s-cambodia.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Build In Real Nature Ltd. 

[a]: No117A, yothapol Khemarak Phoumin 
St.271, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 900 035
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .................... cnyookung@hotmail.com
[w]: .......................................................................

C & yookung Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No27, St.5BT, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 996 485
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 996 485
[e]: .......................cade_group@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Cade Group Cambodia Company Ltd. 

[a]: No44B, St.251, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 883 792
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ...client.services@cellopinternational.com
[w]: ............ www.cellopinternational.com 

Cellop International Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No106Eo, Mao Tse Toung St.245, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 216 118
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 720 172
[e]: ....................sales.ch@hqgtrading.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Chheav Hok Supply Steels & Transportation 

[a]: No168, St.598, Khan Russey Keo, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 982 789
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 992 677
[e]: ..............................hong.ly598@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Chhay Heng Supply Building Material Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No10E1, St.296, Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6383 789
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ...hoanglongmekongpic@gmail.com
[w]: ................. www.hoanglonggroup.com 

Hoang Long Mekong Group 

[a]: No5, Confederation de la Russie, 
Khan Dangkor, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6468 888
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ......................... sales@camroof.com.kh
[w]: ............................ www.camroof.com.kh 

Cam Roof 

[a]: No100, National Road No2, Phnom 
Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ....................................(+855) 23 982 017
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ..................cmccinfo@cementhai.co.th
[w]: ................................. www.cpacroof.com 

CPAC Monier (Cambodia) Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No19B, St.432, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 215 354
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .............. info@german-hardware.com 
[w]: ...............www.german-hardware.com 

German Hardware Supply Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No225A, Mao Tse Toung St. 245, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 216 110
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 216 110
[e]: .....................angkor.meas@yahoo.com
[w]: .................................www.iknow.com.kh 

Angkor Meas Construction Shop 

[a]: No19D, yothapol Khemarak Phoumin 
St.271, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 223 268
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 223 269
[e]: .................................. sales@ccw.com.kh
[w]: ...................................... www.fosroc.com 

CCW - Construction Chemicals World Co., Ltd.

[a]: No244, Mao Tse Toung St.245, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 225 777
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 226 777
[e]: ........cambodiaglass@hengsrenghong.com
[w]: ................... www.hengsrenghong.com 

Heng Sreng Hong Import Export Co., Ltd. 

[a]: NoBlk 1 Pioneer Road North #01-08 
Singapore 628455, Singapore.
[t]: ....................................... (065) 6560 9670
[f]: ........................................(065) 6560 0617
[e]: ...............................sales@bokseng.com
[w]: ..................................www.bokseng.com 

Bok Seng Industrial Supply Pte., Ltd. 

[a]: No40ABC, Mao Tse Toung St.245, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 993 919
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 993 929
[e]: ....................chungmeang@yahoo.com
[w]: .........................www.chungmeang.com 

CM - Chung Meang Trading Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No48-50Eo, Monireth St.217,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 218 286
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 218 286
[e]: .........................houtchhay@yahoo.com
[w]: ..............................www.houtchhay.com 

Hout Chhay Construction Materials Co., Ltd

[a]: No43B, yothapol Khemarak Phoumin 
St.271, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 997 118
[f]: ...................................... (855-23) 997 127
[e]: .........................c.narith@infratech.com
[w]: ....................................................................... 

Infratech (Cambodia) Co., Ltd. 

[a]: NoH36, Preah Norodom, Borey Tonle 
Bassac, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 999 978
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .....................cheav.vichak@yahoo.com
[w]: ......................... www.icgcambodia.com 

INT - Cheav Group Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No478, Mao Tse Toung St.245,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 211 333
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 211 333
[e]: ............................ info@dimensionic.biz
[w]: .............................www.dimensionic.biz

Dimension International Corp 

[a]: No7C, yothapol Khemarak Phoumin 
St.271, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 5002 446
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ...........................realcobtn@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Eastward Construction Co., Ltd. 

[a]: NoB58-B60, St.199, Khan Chamkar Morn, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6555 161
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ......................... fulin_fulin@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Fulin Wooden 

[a]: No12, St.392, Khan Chamkar Morn, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 214 421
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 214 421
[e]: ...................... info@g-holdings.com.kh
[w]: .......................www.g-holdings.com.kh

G Holdings Company Ltd GW Design 

[a]: No1A12, St.598, Khmounh Village, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-97) 7999 969
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 966 079
[e]: ............................. info@galaxyairc.com
[w]: ..............................www.galaxyairc.com 

Galaxy Real Estate & Construction Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No364Eo, Sihanouk St.274, Khan 
Chamkar Morn, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 222 217
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 222 216
[e]: ........ hokseng@euhomedecorandtiles.com
[w]: ......www.eurhomedecorandtiles.com

Europe Home Décor & Tiles 

[a]: No310C, St.150, Khan Toul Kork,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 884 508
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .........................info@quatronsteel.com
[w]: ..............................www.blue-build.com 

Blue-Build Investment Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No153B-155C, Mao Tse Toung St.245, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
[t]: ................................. (855-23) 219 670-2
[f]: ..................................(855-23) 994 577-8
[e]: homedecorcenter@everyday.com.kh
[w]: .......... www.homedecorcenter.com.kh 

Home Decor Center Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No72C, Sorla St.2004, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 302 030
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ................................ info@camstone.net
[w]: .................................www.camstone.net 

Cam Stone 

[a]: No15JEo, St.271, Khan Sen Sok,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 868
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 882 858
[e]: .......................... info@cambobuild.com
[w]: ...........................www.cambobuild.com 

CamboBuild Construction Chemical Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No603, Prek Samrong Village, 
Takhmao City, Kanda, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 981 676
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ........ the.crocodile_enterprise@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Crocodile Brick & Pure Drinking Water Enterprise 

[a]: No20, Mao Tse Toung St. 245,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ..................................(855-23) 218 995-7
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 218 339
[e]: ...................... hengasiahp@yahoo.com
[w]: .................................www.hengasia.com 

Heng Asia 

Carpet ..................................................................
Curtain ................................................................
Wallpaper and Plastic floor ........................

[a]: No191, Mao Se Tong Blvd., 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 222 363
[f]: ....................................(855-23) 720 788
[e]: ...................... info@homerachana.com
[w]: .......................www.homerachana.com

HOME RACHANA

Construction Equipment...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Materials - Supplies...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tiles Supplies & Manufacturers ...............

[a]: No137, St. Mao SeToang, Khan
Chomkarmorn, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ....................................(855-92) 484 848
[f]: ....................................(855-70) 995 555
[e]: ........... sengtong.ea@hqgtrading.com
[w]: ...................www.chipmonggroup.com

CHIP MONG GROUP Co., Ltd

[a]: No89, St.289, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 698 8555
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .................................sm@lay-green.com
[w]: ............................... www.lay-green.com 

Lay - Green Construction Company 

[a]: No223AEo, St.199, Corner of St.414, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 993 099
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 994 099
[e]: ...........................lsh_algl@hotmail.com
[w]: ...................www.lohsengheng.com.kh 

LSH - Loh Seng Heng 

[a]: No155, National Road No3, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6351 151
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .......................mkhuh@mksteel.com.sg
[w]: ............................. www.mksteel.com.sg 

MK Steel Pte Ltd 

[a]: No224, Mao Tse Toung St.245, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 211 854
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 214 067
[e]: ......................... hsreng@online.com.kh
[w]: ..........................www.nipponpaint.com 

JCMNippon Private Ltd. 

[a]: No138H, National Road No 6A, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 666 922
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ............ chamnanhay168@yahoo.com
[w]: ..........................www.7nggroup.com.kh

KGL Construction Material Trading Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No313, yothapol Khemarak Phoumin 
St.271, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 996 573
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 996 573
[e]: .................................khl_ny@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

KHL Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No94D, St.432, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 655 5633
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ........................ chanra.pho@gmail.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Khmer Builder Enterprise 

[a]: No203, Mao Tse Toung St.245, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 221 860
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 221 862
[e]: ...................... kimhap@camnet.com.kh
[w]: .......................................................................

Kim Hap Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No12FEo, St.170, Phnom Penh
Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 200 065
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .........................polin1688@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Kry Huy Construction Import & Export Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No662, National Road No2, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 425 113
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 425 112
[e]: ..............maokimsean@online.com.kh
[w]: ......www.iknow.com.kh/maokimsean 

Mao Kimsean 

[a]: No017-018, Sorla St.2004, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 016
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 882 301
[e]: ........................... info@khaouchuly.com
[w]: ............................www.khaouchuly.com 

KC MKK Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No89D, yothapol Khemarak Phoumin 
St.271, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 666 9996
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ...............................info@mywindow.biz
[w]: ................................www.mywindow.biz

My Windows E&C Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No120, St.134, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 885 955
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 885 955
[e]: ............................. sale@limmeung.com
[w]: ..............................www.limmeung.com 

Lim Meung (China Glass - Cambodia) Joint Stock   
                    Co.,LTD

[a]: No123A-121D Mao Tsetoung Blvd., 
Khan Chamkar morn, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 993 142
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 215 514
[e]: .......menglengeav@mle-trading.com
[w]: ...........................www.mle-trading.com  

[a]: No335A, Mao Tse Toung St.245, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 881 311
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 881 314
[e]: ............................ khi_hout@yahoo.com
[w]: ...................................www.khihout.com 

Khi Hout Import & Distribute Construction Material 

[a]: NoJ06, St. Jade, Golden City, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 6788 679
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ............................ thy@pebsteel.com.kh
[w]: ............................www.pebsteel.com.kh kh 

PEB Steel Buildings Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No100, National Road No2, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................. (855-23) 990 401-5
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 990 400
[e]: ..................sctcambodia@camshin.net
[w]: ..........................www.scg.tranding.com 

SCG Trading (Cambodia) Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No35AAEo, Tchecoslovaquie St.169, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 887 559
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 888 559
[e]: .................... tksgroup168@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

TKS Group Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No162, Mao Tse Toung St.245, 
Phnom Penh,Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 214 849
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 995 656
[e]: ........................ sh.ceramic@yahoo.com
[w]: ..........................www.7nggroup.com.kh

Sok Heng 

[a]: No174AEo, St.271, Corner of St.432, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 885 567
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 885 255
[e]: ............................info@vsh-groups.com
[w]: ........................................www.vtj.com.kh 

VTJ Vinh Tuong Plc. 

[a]: No04075, Maida St.2004, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................. (855-23) 882 464-5
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 882 472
[e]: ......................... ecsales@rmagroup.net
[w]: .................................www.rmagroup.net 

RMA Cambodia - E & C Office 

[a]: No99AEo, St.143, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 309 333
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ........................sales@tem-trading.com
[w]: ...........................www.tem-trading.com 

Tem Trading Co., Ltd. 

[a]: NoA- 127, Russian Federation Blvd, 
Khan Sen Sok, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 885 218
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 885 238
[e]: .....sonthavy@kobelcocambodia.com 
[w]: ................www.kobelcocambodia.com 

PTS Group New Holland (Cambodia) Co., Ltd. 

Construction Equipment...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Materials - Supplies...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Waterproofing Materials & Services...... .

[a]: No96, St.338, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 215 198
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 222 367
[e]: .................................... sika@kh.sika.com
[w]: ...........................................www.sika.com

düfa paint exclusive distributor ................ 
Automobile .......................................................
Construction & Heavy Machinery .............
Pharmaceutical & Lab. Equipment ...........

[a]: NoB70, St. Northbridge, Sangkat Toeuk 
Thla, Khan Sen Sok, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ..................................... (855-17) 876 168 
[t]: ..................................... (855-15) 876 168
[e]: .................... mvannak168@gmail.com
[w]: ...........................................www.duefa.de

Construction Equipment...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Materials - Supplies...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Waterproofing Materials & Services...... .

[a]: No322P, St. youthapol Khemarak 
Phoumin, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ....................................(855-92) 869 650
[f]: ......................................................................... 
[e]: ......................... info@construction.com
[w]: ..........................www.construction.com

[a]: No22Eo, Mao Tse Toung St.245, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 218 346
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 221 772
[e]: ........... ty_thai_henglong@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Ty Thai Henglong Supply Construction Materials   
                 Co., Ltd

[a]: No26-28, St.271, Khan Sen Sok, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 884 327
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .............. stic@substratechnology.com
[w]: ..............www.substratechnology.com 

Substrate Technology Incorporated (Cambodia)
                Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No857, Confederation de la Russie, 
Khan Sen Sok, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 887 168
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 883 786
[e]: ......................... info@wikitrade.com.kh
[w]: ..........................www.wikitrade.com.kh 

Wiki Trade Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No147, Mao Tse Toung St.245, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-98) 551 398
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .................... chenpanhe@hotmail.com
[w]: .........................................www.ruiher.net 

Ruiher International Building Materials
                                (Cambodia) Group 

[a]: No67, St.322, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 997 991
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 997 992
[e]: ...........................tac@tipcoasphalt.com
[w]: ..........................www.tipcoasphalt.com

Tico Asphalt (Cambodia) Company Limited 

[a]: No145AB, St.143, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-99) 555 999
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: .......................sieng.sokha@gmail.com
[w]:www.siengsokhaconstruction.blogspot.com

SK Construction Materials MENG LEANG EAV CO., LTD.

[a]: No0344, Hanoi St.1019, Phnom Penh 
Thmey, Sen Sok, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 988 328
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 988 329
[e]: ...................ipe.cambodia@yahoo.com
[w]: ....................................................................... 

IPE (Cambodia) Pte., Ltd. 

[a]: No195-197-199-201, Monireth St. 17, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 881 188
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 885 318
[e]: ............................sales@isisteel.com.kh
[w]: ...............................www.isisteel.com.kh 

ISI Steel Co., Ltd. 

[a]: NoNational Road No4, Prey Chi Sak
Village, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 890 231
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 890 151
[e]: ............................... ktm@online.com.kh
[w]: .......................................................................

KTM Co., Ltd.  

[a]: No4, Monireth St.217, Khan Meanchey, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ................................... (855-23) 5555 218
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ..........................lmd.group@gmail.com
[w]: .......................................................................

L.M.D Group Distribution  

[a]: No192B, Chamkar Chen Village,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 499 248
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ...............................vspfirst@yahoo.com
[w]: ..................www.naturalcolour.com.kh 

Natural Colour Co., Ltd. 

[a]: No408ABC, Preah Monivong St.93, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 212 578
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 212 678
[e]: .....................luonteng@pangluon.com
[w]: ............................... www.pangluon.com 

Pang Luon (Pranet) Import- Export & Construction
                     Co.,LTD

[a]: No427Eo, Preah Monivong,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 218 508
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 218 988
[e]: .....................sunhour@camnet.com.kh
[w]: .................................. www.sunhour.com

Sun Hour Building Material 

[a]: No400Eo, Mao Tse Toung Blvd,
Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 020
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 883 764
[e]: .......................sales@taihengsteel.com
[w]: ..........................www.taihengsteel.com 

Tai Heng Industrial Co., Ltd. 

KOBELCO ............................................................
NEW HOLLAND ................................................
SAKAI...................................................................

[a]: No139, Russia Federation Blvd, Khan 
Posenchey, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 885 218
[f]: ..................................  (855-23) 885 238
[e]: ..................sonthavy@jienggroup.com
[w]: ................www.kobelcocambodia.com 

SIKA (CAMBODIA) LTD
R

7FTD CO., LTD

7 F T D CO., LTD 

BRANCH OF P.T.S GROUP CO., LTD

Construction Equipment & Materials - 
Supplies  ............................................................
Contractors - Piling .........................................

[a]: No129-131, Monireth St. 217, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 882 733
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 882 738
[e]: .................................. jitenrg@jit.com.kh
[w]: ........................................ www.jit.com.kh

[a]: N0.168KA, St.598, Toul Sangke, Khan 
Russey Keo, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ............... (855-23) 998 805/ 998 806
[f]: ....................................(855-23) 998 807
[w]: ..................................www.mascoat.com 
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[a]:  No168KA, St.598, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 996 566
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 996 567
[e]: ...... cambodia@eurogal-surveys.com 
[w]:  ................. www.eurogal-surveys.com 
 

EUROGAL SURVEyS 
(CAMBODIA) LTD.

LLOyD’S AGENCy IN CAMBODIA

[a]: No20B, St.294 / 21, Sangkat Tonle 
bassac, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 213 666
[f]: ....................................(855-23) 220 239
[e]: ................................info@cplagent.com
[w]:  ................................www.cplagent.com

[a]:  No113   Parkway Square, Mao Tse Toung 
Blvd., Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 224 701
[f]:  ...................................(855-23) 224 701
[e]: ...................... Vtp@vtrustproperty.com
[w]:  .....................www.vtrustproperty.com

Banks

Listing

Insurance

Trade and Service

Real Estate Company
Listing

Listing

Listing

[a]: No61, Preah Monivong Blvd, Khan 
Daun Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 430 999 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 998 666 
[e]: ...... acledabank@acledabank.com.kh 
[w]: ......................www.acledabank.com.kh 

ACLEDA Bank Plc.

[a]: No26, Preah Monivong Blvd., 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 426 145  
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 426 116
[e]: ................................. ccbpp@ccb.com.kh 
[w]: ......................................www.ccb.com.kh  

CCB - Cambodian Commercial Bank 

[a]: No149, Jawaharlal Nehru St.215, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 882 959  
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 883 719 
[e]: ........................ktbpmp@online.com.kh
[w]: ...........................................www.ktb.co.th   

Krung Thai Bank Public Co., Ltd.

[a]: No83, Preah Norodom St.41, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 999 010 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 999 011 
[e]: ........... info@maruhanjapanbank.com    
[w]: ............www.maruhanjapanbank.com    

MARUHAN Japan Bank Plc.

[a]: No4B, Kramoun Sar St.114, Khan Daun 
Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 210 123 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 210 099  
[e]: ..........................mbb@maybank2u.com    
[w]: ........................... www.maybank2u.com 

Maybank (Cambodia) Plc.

[a]: No263, Ang Duong St.110, Khan 
Daun Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 992 833 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 991 822 
[e]: . customerservice@kh.oskgroup.com  
[w]: ................................www.oskgroup.com  

OSK Indochina Bank Limited

[a]: No767-769, Preah Monivong Blvd., 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 999 500 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 999 540  
[e]: ........................................................................  
[w]: ...................................www.ppcb.com.kh 

Phnom Penh Commercial Bank (PPCB)

[a]: No60, Preah Norodom Blvd., 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 223 422 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 223 433 
[e]: ........................................................................  
[w]: ...................... www.sacombank.com.kh  

Sacombank (Cambodia) Plc.

[a]: No68, Samdech Pan St.214,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 211 211 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 212 121 
[e]: ................................ info@sbc-bank.com  
[w]: .................................www.sbc-bank.com  

SBC Bank - Singapore Banking Corporation Ltd.

[a]: No277, Preah Norodom St.41, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 727 380  
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 727 383  
[e]: ........................................................................
[w]: .......................................................................

Shinhan Khmer Bank

[a]: No195, St. Ekareach, Sangkat 2, 
Sihanoukville, Preah Sihanouk. 
[t]: ......................................(855-34) 933 833 
[f]: ......................................(855-34) 933 668 
[e]: ...............................ucbsvb@ucb.com.kh
[w]: ..................................... www.ucb.com.kh

UCB - Union Commercial Bank Plc.

[a]: No5, Ang Eng St.13, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 427 981 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 216 969  
[e]: ..............email@asiainsurance.com.kh 
[w]: ..................www.asiainsurance.com.kh  

Asia Insurance (Cambodia) Plc.

[a]: No99, Preah Norodom St.41, 1st Floor, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 212 000  
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 215 505 
[e]: ...................................... info@cvi.com.kh 
[w]: .......................................www.cvi.com.kh   

Cambodia Vietnam Insurance Co., Plc

[a]: No28, Corner St.106 & St.13, Khan 
Daun Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 722 043 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 427 810
[e]: ........................... info@caminco.com.kh  
[w]: ............................www.caminco.com.kh 

CAMINCO INSURANCE

Universities & Colleges (Academic)...... . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

[a]: No325, Mao Tse Toung Blvd., Khan Toul 
Kork, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 885 066  
[f]: ....................................(855-23) 986 922 
[e]: ..................... info@forteinsurance.com    
[w]: ......................www.forteinsurance.com  

Forte Insurance
(Cambodia) Plc.

[a]: No89, Preah Norodom St.41, Phnom 
Penh. 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 212 727 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 216 687 
[e]: .................service@vattanacbank.com 
[w]: ........................www.vattanacbank.com 

Vattanac Bank

[a]: No126, Norodom Blvd., Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 999 888   
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 999 123
[e]: .............................. info@infinity.com.kh       
[w]: ...............................www.infinity.com.kh   

Infinity General Insurance Plc.

[a]: No23, St.114, Campu Bank Building, 
Khan Daun Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 966 966 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 986 273 
[e]: ...... enquiries@compulonpac.com.kh
[w]: .......................................................................

Campu Lonpac Insurance Plc.

[a]: No445, Preah Monivong Blvd., Phnom 
Penh Tower, 1st Floor, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 801 348   
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 801 350 
[e]: ........................ info@mekongbank.com
[w]: .......................................................................  

Cambodia Mekong Bank Public Limited 

Investment Companies...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Banks & Finance...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Travellers’ Cheques...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

[a]: No315, Preah Monivong Blvd., Khan Daun 
Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 868 222    
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 427 064 
[e]: .........................info@canadiabank.com 
[w]: ......................... www.canadiabank.com  

[a]: No201, Jawaharlal Nehru St.215, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 987 638 
[f]: ......................................................................... 
[e]: ........................................................................
[w]: ......................... www.cimbbank.com.kh   

CIMB Bank

[a]: No66, Preah Norodom St.41, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ................................. (855-23) 210 026-8
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 210 029 
[e]: ............................fcbpp@online.com.kh
[w]: ...........................www.firstbank.com.tw 

First Commercial Bank

[a]: No3, Kramuon Sar St.114, , Khan Daun 
Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. 
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 724 466 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 426 410
[e]: .................................. info@ftbbank.com 
[w]: ................................... www.ftbbank.com  

Foreign Trade Bank of Cambodia

[a]: No61-64, Norodom Blvd., Khan Chamkar 
Morn, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 218 866 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 220 108 
[e]: ....................... info@hwangdbs.com.kh  
[w]: ........................www.hwangdbs.com.kh   

HwangDBS Commercial Bank Plc. 

[a]: No55, Samdech Pan St.214, Sangakt 
Boeung Raing, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 999 300  
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 999 309  
[e]: ..................... kbcambodia@kbstar.com  
[w]: .......................................................................   

KB - Kookmin Bank Cambodia

[a]: No364, Preah Monivong St.93, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 223 750
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 223 770 
[e]: ........................................................................ 
[w]: .................................www.agribank.com  

Agribank Cambodia Branch

[a]: No148, Sihanouk St.274,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 225 333 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 216 333  
[e]: .................................info@ababank.com 
[w]: ..................................www.ababank.com   

ABA Bank

[a]: No20, St.114, St.67, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 999 000 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 221 310 
[e]: .................................. ccc@anzroyal.com 
[w]: ................................. www.anzroyal.com   

ANZ Royal Bank (Cambodia) Ltd.

[a]: No23, St. Kramuon Sar, Khan Daun 
Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 201 044
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 220 511
[e]: ................................... info@bidc.com.kh
[w]: ..........................................www.bidc.com

BIDC (Cambodia) Plc.

[a]: Canadia Tower, 1st-2nd Floor, Preah 
Monivong Blvd., Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .......................................(855-23) 988 886
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 988 880
[e]: ....... servicecambodia@bank-of-china.com
[w]: ........................................... www.boc.com

Bank of China

[a]: No254, Preah Monivong Blvd., IOC 
Center1, 4th Floor, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 219 108
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 219 354
[e]: ................boi.cambodia@bankofindia.co.in
[w]: ...........................www.bankofindia.com

Bank of India

[a]: No86, Norodom Blvd., Khan Daun 
Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 222 900
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 214 736
[e]: ........................................ infor@bkb.com.kh
[w]: ..................................... www.bkb.com.kh

Booyoung Khmer Bank

[a]: No439, Monivong Blvd., 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 220 000 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 426 628
[e]: ...........................................cab@cab.com.kh 
[w]: ......................................www.cab.com.kh 

Cambodia Asia Bank

[a]: No209, St.51, Khan Chamkar morn, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 721 177
[f]:  ...................................(855-23) 993 392
[e]: .................... info@bonnarealty.com.kh
[w]:  ....................www.bonnarealty.com.kh

Bonna Realty Group Co., Ltd

International Air & Sea Freight 
Forwarding.............................................
FCL/LCL Cargo Service...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

[a]: No168KA , St.598, Toul Sangke, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 998 805
[f]: ................................... .(855-23) 998 807
[e]: .............................por-sour@gls.com.kh
[w]:  ..................................... www.gls.com.kh

Canadia Bank Plc.

[a]: No315, St.110 Corner st.93, Khan 
Doun Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: ....................................(855-23) 868 222
[f]: .................................... (855-23) 427 064
[e]: ........... canadia@canadiabank.com.kh
[w]: ....................www.canadiabank.com.kh

OVERSEAS CAMBODIA
INVESTMENT CORPORATION

[a]:  No84, Monireth St.217, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: .................................... (855-23) 987 690
[f]:  ................................... (855-23) 987 930
[e]: ..................................  info@pmgkh.com 
[w]:  ..................................  www.pmgkh.com 

PM Group Ltd.

[a]:  No61, Sothearos Blvd., Khan
Chamkamorn, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: .................................... (855-23) 984 007
[f]:  .......................................................................
[e]: ...........roshay@angkorrealestate.com
[w]:  ..................www.camtopproperty.com

Developer

Listing

[a]: No354Bis, St.369, Khan Meanchey,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ....................................(855-12) 995 552 
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ............................... sale@hitech.com.kh
[w]: ................................ www.hitech.com.kh 

Hi-Tech Company

[a]: No170-172, St.130, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 999 961 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 999 961
[e]: ........................................................................
[w]: .......................................................................

Evergreen Consortium Co., Ltd.

[a]: No598, Sangkat Khmounh, Khan Sen 
Sok, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 997 889 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 997 883 
[e]: .............. info@grandphnompenh.com
[w]: ...............www.grandphnompenh.com

Grand Phnom Penh International City Co., Ltd.

[a]: No132, Sothearos St.3, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia
[t]: .....................(855-23) 216 016 Ext 522 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 216 113
[e]: ........................................................................
[w]: .......................................................................

IFC - International Finance Complex

[a]: No063, St. Ekareach, Sangkat 4, 
Sihanoukville, Preah Sihanouk.
[t]: ......................................(855-34) 934 234 
[f]: ......................................(855-34) 934 202 
[e]: ..............................office@kohpuos.com
[w]: ..................................www.kohpuos.com 

Koh Puos (Cambodia) Investment Group Ltd.

[a]: No243-244, St.598, Group 10, Toul 
Kork Village, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-17) 666 668  
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ..........................phallasim@yahoo.com
[w]: .......................................................................

Ly Hour Investment Co., Ltd.

[a]: NoNational Road No4, Khan
Posenchey, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 729 798 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 729 799  
[e]: ......................................sale@ppsez.com
[w]: .......................................www.ppsez.com  

Phnom Penh Special Economic Zone

[a]: No147-153, Preah Monivong Blvd., 
4th Floor, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-23) 885 229 
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ........................................................................
[w]: .......................................................................

B.S Holiday Villa & Condo Minium

[a]: No111, St.7, Piphorp Thmey, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-17) 722 822 
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ........................................................................
[w]: .......................................................................

Piphorp Thmey Group Co., Ltd.
Ieng Group Co., Ltd

[a]: No104, Sothearos Blvd., Khan Daun 
Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: ....................................(855-23) 223 699
[f]:  .......................................................................
[e]: ................sokleap@ienggroup.com.kh
[w]:  .....................................................................

HB Consultancy
Cambodia Pte., Ltd

[a]:  No144, St.169, Delano Business
Center, 3rd Floor, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: ....................................(855-23) 723 212
[f]:  ...................................(855-23) 723 213
[e]: ................... hbccambodia@gmail.com
[w]:  .......................www.hbccambodia.com

[a]: No266, St.598, Khan Sen Sok,
hnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ......................................(855-17) 596 789 
[f]: ......................................(855-23) 987 189   
[e]: ..........................sales@penghouth.com
[w]: ................  www.boreypenghuoth.com

Borey Peng Huoth

[a]: No34-36, St.288, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: ....................................  (855-23) 222 214
[f]: .........................................................................   
[e]: .............................service@decastle.net
[w]: ..................................  www.decastle.net 

De Castle

[a]: NoB9, St. New, Village 2, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia
[t]: ......................................(855-12) 827 535 
[f]: .........................................................................
[e]: ........................................................................
[w]: .......................................................................

BC Real Estate Investment

Dusit Realty Co., Ltd

[a]:  No2A, St.118-120, Khan Daun Penh, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: ....................................(855-12) 575 999
[f]:  .......................................................................
[e]: ..................... sokhaphally@yahoo.com
[w]:  .....................................................................

Key Real Estate Co., Ltd

[a]: No29B/79, Intercon-Hotel, Mao Tse 
Toung Blvd, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: ................................. (855-23) 630 0442
[f]:  .......................................................................
[e]: ..................................... info@key-re.com
[w]:  .....................................www.key-re.com

[a]:  NoB52-B54, St.199,  Khan Chamkamorn, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]:  ...................................(855-23) 216 799
[f]:  .......................................................................
[e]: .................................... long@arc.com.kh
[w]:  ..................................... www.arc.com.kh

Asia Real Estate
Cambodia Co.,Ltd

Cambodia Estate 
Agent., Ltd

[a]:  No36, St.240 Corner of St.55, Khan 
Daun Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: ....................................(855-23) 990 366
[f]:  ...................................(855-23) 990 366
[e]: ..................info@cambodiaestate.com
[w]:  ..................www.cambodiaestate.com

[a]:  NoMonivong Blvd, Phnom Penh
Tower 9th Floor, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: ....................................(855-23) 964 099
[f]:  ...................................(855-23) 964 088
[e]: ............................. cambodia@cbre.com
[w]: ....................................www.cbre.com.kh

CB Richard Ellis
(Cambodia)
Company Limited

DFDL Mekong legal and Tax 
adviser

[a]: No33, St.294 Corner of St. 29, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: ....................................(855-23) 210 400
[f]:  ...................................(855-23) 214 053
[e]: ............................. davy.kong@dfdl.com
[w]: ......................................... www.dfdl.com 

Knight Frank
(Cambodia) Pte., Ltd

[a]:  18-E5 Icon Professional Building, 
216 Preah Norodom Blvd. , Khan 
Chamkarmon, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
[t]: ....................................(855-23) 213 868
[f]:  .......................................................................
[e]: .........sunny.soo@kh.knightfrank.com
[w]:  ..........................www.knightfrank.com

Khmer Real Estate
Co., Ltd

[a]:  No736E1, Kampuchea Krom St.128, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: .................................... (855-23) 884 887
[f]:  .......................................................................
[e]: ............kim@khmerrealestate.com.kh
[w]:  ............www.angkorkhmerrealty.com

Lan Property Co., Ltd

[a]:  No57C, Shihanouk Blvd., Khan Daun 
Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
[t]: .................................... (855-23) 215 717
[f]:  .......................................................................
[e]: .......................... info@lanproperty.com
[w]:  ..........................www.lanproperty.com

[a]:  No102B, St.67, Khan Daun Penh, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: ................................. (855-23) 6860 511
[f]:  ...................................(855-23) 430 686
[e]: ...................mega-asset@mam.com.kh
[w]:  ..www.megaassetmanagement.com

Mega Asset 
Mamagement Co., Ltd

[a]:  No61, Sothearos Blvd., Khan 
Chamkamorn, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: ....................................(855-23) 994 979
[f]:  ...................................(855-23) 998 485
[e]: .........  roshay@angkorrealestate.com 
[w]:  ..............  www.angkorrealestate.com 

Cambodia Angkor
Real Estate

[a]:  No102B, St.67, Khan Daun Penh,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: ................................. (855-23) 6860 511
[f]:  ...................................(855-23) 430 686
[e]: .............info@phnompenh-realty.com 
[w]:  ............ www.phnompenh-realty.com 

Phnom Penh Appraisal & 
Realty Group

[a]:  No57, St. Rusian Blvd., Khan Sen Sok, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: ....................................(855-23) 890 776
[f]:  ...................................(855-23) 890 775
[e]: ................................ lity@online.com.kh
[w]:  .....................www.attwoodgroup.com

Attwood Investment Group

[a]: No440, Preah Monivong Blvd., 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: ....................................(855-23) 222 946
[f]:  ...................................(855-23) 210 346
[e]: ................................ lity@online.com.kh
[w]:  .....................................................................

Grain City Land Co., Ltd

K&O Corp., Ltd

[a]:  No44A, St.289, Khan Toul Kork, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

[t]: .................................... (855-89) 873 137
[f]:  .......................................................................
[e]: ..................... Korealestate@ymail.com
[w]:  .....................................................................
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Further Information Please Contact Us:
Tel: (855-66) 688 988 / (855-66) 611 168 / (855-77) 511 168

E-mail: measgroup@yahoo.com

Asphalt Plant

Bull DozerGenerator

Dump Truck

Concrete Batching Plant

Asphalt paver Roller

Crawl Excavator Asphalt Distributor

Construction Equipment
from Europe




